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cm~·r.ERCIAL CITIES FROM 186o ro 1900 by Douald Carlyle Bennett. Adviser: 
Robert w. ~luggage. 
The present st~ COJ!t>ares the cities oi' the Atlantic Couuu.nity on 
the bP.sis of their ecCll01IIi.c functions as deterained bj' the ratio ot 
persons emplo.yed in -.nufacturirlg to Uiose in other occupations. Incor-
pora.timi of demographic data tor the entire urban area rather than onq 
for the central,. political.q-defined,. city sertes to confirm qualitative 
j~ ot the sign.if'ica.nce of Pittsburgh as a ma.rwfacturing ~enter in 
the late nineteenth century. 
Demogrt.?.phie eonparisons reveal other differences ariong the cities 
of the A~lantie COlllUliQ. Indus~rial and CODll18l"Cial cities showed 
slight~- differing age and sex ratios. Younger popul.ationa in industrial 
cities resulted from more favorable fertility and mo.rtiality rates. In-
dustrial cities• especia.J.ly in the United States• had lower infant 
1*>.rtality and crude deai:,h rates than too oOiilllarcial cities. Want mor-
tality is &apeeial.J.J' iwport.ant becauae higher Want mortalit;,y tended 
to man a larger birt.h rate. According to E. A. Wrigle~t,, European in-
dustrie.J. centers showed higher fertilit7 than coaaercial ci"8s. 1'he 
limited data presently available :for the TJDited States seem to support 
~lfrigley•s fir.wHngs. Higher fert.ilit,y in illdustrial cities prevailed, in 
spite of the :relationship to infant mortality. because or the greater 
fecundity o.t' the wives ot iDdustria.l wOl'ken. Such figures as can be 
recanred show cC111Stant or rising fertility in industrial cities• while 
fertility was declining in the eOiilllerCial cities. Fertility rates in 
A::ae:rican cities tire positively correlated with t:he proportion of .foreign-
bom. 
liortality rotes were higher in COl'll't'lerc.1<11 cities. Deaths attribu-
ted tc gc:.stro-i.ntestinal disorders were more numerous among COllll1ereia.J. 
cities, uhile diseases ;J.f.fecting the throat caused tho r.~ .·;,;,.,:.:c o£ a higher 
proportion in the cantors of industry. Cleaner wate:P sur:,,plies apparent-
ly account for the industrial cities 1 relative freedom from gastro-
intestinal conpb.ints; the coimm.rcial cities• superior :milk supplies help 
account .for their lower ll:iortality from throat disorders. Tlv~ relatively 
more tavorable health conditions in industrial cities my also be 
attributed to their earlier establishmnt of effective public health 
agencies. 
Racial and ethnic factors also show correlations with mortality 
figures. The proportion ot Negroes in J\meriea.n cities is associated wlth 
death rates and suggests a.n expla.na..tian o.f the higher mortalit)T in 
commercial cities; the difference is reduced vihe.n Southern cities ue 
omitted from the conparison. American commercial cities bad a higher 
percentage of foreign-born in their populations only if Cbicago•s in-
ordinately high proportion o:t foreign .. bom is included. Among the 
various i."llllligrant groups, British and British-American i.l'llni.grants we.re 
most clearly associated with America.'l industrial cities. 
Parish registers and local boo.rd o£ health :records trom Pittsburgh 
serve to ~lify and verify the findings derived ·tram other sources. 
Tllis dissertation points to ma.ny unanswered questions concerning 
the demographic history of the urban agglonerations of' the Atlantic 
C Olll'!Iilni.ty in the late nineteenth century. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE URBAN AREAS 
OF THE ATLANTIC ca.t{tJNITY 
Charles Dickens named his fictional industrial city of !!!!.£ Times 
"Coketown." Lewis Mumford has adopted I>ickene• term for his own studies 
of the nineteenth century city. 1 The following study in the historical 
demography of the urban areas of the North Atlantic Community recognizes 
the classification of cities according to their economic function which 
is implied in such expressions as Coketown, Millvale. Mechanicsville, and 
Shippingport. J.l'or the purpose of comparison in this study urban areas 
are grouped in most cases according to their economic function. Thus, 
for example, "industrial" cities such as Birmingham or Pittsburgh will 
be compared with each other and against .. administrative" cities such 
as Washington, D. C. • or 0 conuaercial" cities like Hamburg. The proper 
functional clasdfication for urban areas tn the North Atlantic Community--
as distinguished from their general reputation in Uterature .. •is dealt 
with in Chapter Two of this study. 
It is necessary to identify the Atlantic COnnunity and its ma.Jor 
cities before entering into a consideration of economic functions. 
Along with such identification, the present chapter deals with the 
most obvious demographic characteristic of the cities, the aggregate 
1Mumford, The.City in Historx: Its Origins, Its Iransformations, 
.!.ru!, .ll! Proseect'S(New York, f961}, ChaPter ts, paS8fm 1 and Tecbnics 
!f.!2. ... c .,i vi......,.1.,.1...,za,.,.t .. 1-.o.-.n (New York, 1934), pp. 203- 204. 
1 
2 
size and growth of their population. 
The concept of Atlantic history has been used by a nt.nnber of 
historians. Most of them have found it convenient to speak of a 
"comreunityn of the peoples in the economically advanced areas on both 
sides of the Atlantic basin. If one defines the Atlantic Conmunity as 
the economic ''heartland" of Western Civilization, the definition suits 
most of the historical analyses which have used the concept. Even the 
political historian R. R. Palmer postulates his case for the existence 
of an Atlantic Colllll.unity upon economic considerations. Frank Thistlethwaite, 
Michael Kraus, and others begin general considerations of Atlantic 
history by giving first attention to economic interrelationships 
between Europe and North America.2 
The analyses just mentioned emphasize the commercial sector of the 
Atlantic economy rather than the industrial sector. This is unfortun•t~ 
since it was its industrialization more than its commercial enterprise 
which set the North Atlantic region so clearly apart from the historical 
development of the rest of the world. The Atlantic Civilization of the 
eithteenth century was merely one among the various highly developed 
commercial civilizations of world history. The Atlantic Civilization 
of the nineteenth century, on the other hand, represented a radical 
new departure in human existence. 
The Industrial Revolution is one of the two or three great transformations 
which have occurred during man's million years. Only the Neolithic 
---~·-·---------
2Jacques Godechot and R. R. Palmer, "Le problemde l'Atlantique du 
XVIIIe au XXe siecle." printed in volume V of the Relazione of the 
Tenth Congress of Historical Sciences (Florence, 1955), pp. 173•239; 
Thistlethwaite. America ~ !!!.!. Atlantic Communit;r: Anglo-American 
Aspects, 1790•1§50 (New York, 1959); Kraus, The Atlantic Civilization: 
Eithteenth Centurz Origins (Ithaca, 1966); H. Hale Bellot, '*Atlantic 
History." History, KXX1 (1946), 56-63. 
3 
revolution and perhaps the cybernetic revolution are often compared with 
the Industrial Revolution in terms of the degree of change wrought in 
human life. During the century 1780 to 1880 five nations experienced an 
industrial revolution. Those five nations. along with one other. make up 
the North Atlantic Community. Great Britain, France, the United States, 
and Germany dominated the world during the nineteenth century because of 
the advantages which industrialization gave them. Belgil!lll too was 
industrialiaed. The commercial Netherlands became part of the industrial 
culture by which it was surrounded. The new industrial way of life, 
moreover, was so unlike the pre•industrial pattern that the Atlantic 
region was necessarily culturally distinct.3 The Atlantic Coumunity of 
the nineteenth century was, to rephrase what has been said, the community 
of peoples who were then living in the industrial age. 
A clear time differential is apparent between the industrialization 
of France. Belgium. the United States, and Get'1114ny, on one hand, and 
that of the next group of nations to industrialize--Sweden, Japan, Russia, 
and Canada--on the other. Aeco~ding to W. W. Rostow, in his noted work 
!h!, Stages !! Economic Growth. all of the first group of nations 
mentioned here had reached industrial maturity by 1910. The second 
group reached economic maturity between 1930 and 1950. A similar time 
differential is seen in the original industrial revolution, or take-off 
stage of economic growth. France, Belgium. and the United States had 
completed their take-off stage by 1860. Germany joined them thirteen 
years later in 1873. The conclusion of the take-off stage for Sweden, 
3The many studies which emphasize the pre-industrial vs. industrial 
contrast as the fundamental cleavage in human history need not be 
catalogued. One, however, may be noted which was written by a leading 
historical demographer, Peter Laslett, The World~!:!!!!.~ 
(New York, 1965). 
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Japan, Russia, and Canada occurred l.ater, between 1890 and 1914. 4 
The first group of nations comprise an industrial heartland• or world 
metropolis. whieh is here designated the Atlantic Con111unity. 
This view of a distinct industrial heartland can be found in the 
work of a number of historians. Shepard Clough, Stanley G. Payne, 
John T. Schlebecker and Robert C. Binkley have used the concept. 
Professor Clough refers to a ''heartland," an apt term. 5 ThP. Atlantic 
World Metropolis is best described by Schlebecker. 6 Lack of agreement 
4aostow, !he Stages !!. Economic Growth (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1960). 
5cloughlt ~Economic Historz .2! Modern Italy (New York, 1964), 
especially pp. 2-3. See also the textbook edited hy Professor Clough, 
!_History .2!.S!!! Western World (2nd ed., Lexington, Massachusetts, 1969). 
p. 1060; this part of the book is written by Stanley G. Payne, 
6schlebecker, ''The World Metropolis and the History of American 
Agriculture." Journal of Economic Historz, XX (1960), 187-208. See also 
Binkley, Realism and Nationalism: 1852·1871 (New York, 1935), p. 110, 
and H.J. Habakk~American !!!2, British technology!!!!!!! Nineteenth 
Century (Cambridge, Englant1, 1962), especially p. 215. Habakkuk is using 
quite the same concept as the other writers cited here when he states: 
"The U. s. A., along with Germany and Prance and some of the smaller 
European countries, ••• form a conaon group clearly distinguished 
from most of the rest of the world." He defines an identical industrial 
metropolis even though his particular focus is on those nwho were 
intellectual masters of the notions underlying the new developments 
in technology," rather than focusing on the new life of industrial 
populations. 
A map of the Atlantic Industrial heartlaud appears in William Van 
Royen and Nels Bengtson, Fundamental• ,!! Economic Geograehx (Englewood 
Cliffs, New Jersey, 1964), p. 555. 
Pitrim A. Sorokin outlines the basis of 0 the indivisible Euro-
.American culture" in The Crises .2!, 9.t!!. !fl! (New York, 1941), p. 275 ff. 
in this wanner: 
I. Similarity of Buro•American Social Trends 
A. Growth of urbanization, industrialization, and mechanization 
B. Machinofacture, large scale industry, steam and electricity 
C. ~cei~l relationships 
1. Economic: contractual capitalism 
a. laissez-faire Liberalism 
b. rise in meteria1 standard of living 
c. decadence of co.poration totalitarianism 
2. Political: contractual government 
3. Social: individualism 
4. (1'-lentieth century tendencies) 
5 
among these men occurs only over whether regions :mch as the Mississippi 
Valley, northern Italy, and southern Scandinavia are or are not part of 
the Atlantic industrial community. For the purposes of this study the 
Mississippi Valley will be considered as part of the Metropolis because 
some of its cities played crucial roles in the American industrial 
complex. 7 
The urban heartland has been identified. What will be dealt with 
in the demographic history and the historical demography of its major 
cities? 
The terms demographic history and historical demography are not 
synonymous. Demographic history explains the influence of population 
changes on social and economic. or political or cultural developments. 
At the least demographic history seeks to understand why population 
changes have occurred. Historical demography investigates the changes 
D. Vital processes and movements of population: similar 
demographic trends 
E. tncre4sed social mobility 
II. Similarity of Cultural Trends 
7An interpretation which is quite similar to mine is that of a 
non-historian, the Swiss .1ournalist Jean Amery. In his book Preface 
~ ,m. Future (New York, 1964) Amery speaks of a "Euro-American industrial 
civilization" wholly dominated today by the nations which industrialized 
earliest. "lt is not actually the NATO-world which surround& us ••• ; 
Danish and Norwegian names do not come to mind very readily. Rather 
it is the Euro•American industrial world which has built our house" 
(p. 248; italics in the original}. "What had actually developed in the 
Old and New World was a common industrial civilization which can be 
summarized by the following statements: 
It is supported by countries economically and industrially powerful 
and has an inter•oceidental stamp. 
It is subject to the laws of the consU111er society and the profit 
system. 
Its unity consists not of an ideology, but of the cOtllDOn demands 
and the common norms of the second industrial revolution. 
It ts a mass civilisation distinguished by its fundamentally 
quantitative character fraa previous cultures, all of which were 
qualitative. 0 (pp. 258-259). 
6 
themselves. The historical demographer studies th~ "how" of 
population history, the demographic historian the "why." Demographic 
history is usually written by historians. historical demography by 
deroographers.8 
Modern urban demographic history is, however, a field of study 
which has not yet come into actual exiet~nee. It is !n fezt impossible 
to write serious modern urban demographic history. Much more of basic 
historical demography must be done on the nineteenth century cities 
before real demographic history can be begun. 
A demographic history of the cities of the Atlantic cocmnunity 1 
when one is possible, will seek to explain why the urban areas differed 
demographically. A demographic history will assess the impact of such 
differences upon economic growth and upon national policies. Eventually, 
perhaps, population change and urbanization can becc;ime part 0£ a general 
theory of modern socio-historical change. As yet, however, attention 
cannot be concentrated on these far-reaching questions, because too 
many other unanswered questions intervene. The simple necessity of 
asking whether there was a demographic difference among the Atlantic 
cities, before we ask why it existed, can almost be said to be the 
least of the intervening questions. 
Which were the most purely industrial cities? Which were the larger 
urban areas? What were the individual urban fertility anci mortality 
and marriage rates? These are questions to which the answers have 
been provided neither by demographers nor by historians. To take just 
one example among these questiona: The censuses of the various countries 
provide merely the total population within the city boundaries in 
8-r. H. Hollingsworth, Historical Demography (Ithaca. New York. 1969), 
chapters two and ten. 
7 
the nineteenth century. Scholars frequently point out that such 
data ts not an indicator of the size of the population in the whole 
urban center. Which scholar, however, has provided the sizes of the 
various real urban units? These are the reasons why the present study 
must be one in historical demography rather than in demographic history. 
What has Just been described are not gAr"' 111 tu~r tm.,va!'!'dge, they 
are chasms which no single retearcher can fill. The following study 
must. thet·efore, be SiH~cialized in some way. It concentrates more heavily 
on American than on European urban areas and especially on the Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania area. Certain aspects of demography are emphasized. 
Mortality and the occupational composition of the population are among 
the aspects to which most attention is directed here; migration is among 
those which are neglected. 
Aggregate size and rates of growth of urban populations ought to 
be dealt with first since it is partly by 9ize that this inquiry has 
been defined. This is a study of the larger urban areas of the 
Atlantic Community. 
Recognition that the larger cities were a phenomenon which required 
ciistinctive consideration was one of the few points on which nineteenth 
century statisticians agreed.9 °In nearly every i.nstance, 11 writes Adna 
Weber, "a separata class is made of cities that exceed 100,000 souls 
in population. 5uch cities are rightly called great cities (Grosstadte, 
.!!!. grandes vil les) • • • The grande ville has become recognized 
not only in the official statistics, and in the writings of savants, 
9Adna Weber states this in the context of a complaint about the 
difficulty of dealing with the welter of dissimilar civil divisions 
from nation to nation in Ih! Growth S!J.. Cities .!! the Nineteenth Centurx: 
! $tudz ,!:!. Statistics (Ithaca, 1899), P• 14·16. 
8 
but also in the legislation of many modern states. The Institute 
Internationale ~ Statistique made it the only sub-class in the urban 
portion of the population. 1110 
A list of the great cities of the 1870's and 1880's has never been 
compiled. The various censuses provide only the total of souls within 
the city's political limits. It seems senseless to exclude those who 
are fully a part of the city, but live outside the momentary boundary. 
Surely the lag in political annexation, which exists more often than 
not, cannot be permitted to dictate to the historian which urban areas 
are and which are not ugreat cities." Yet, thus far, the lag in 
annexation has so dictated for nineteenth century studies. 
Weber realized the undesirabUity of ranking urban areas according 
to the population of merely what he called "the legal city." "The 
urban centre proper (the economic city)" is what he had interest in. 11 
Yet Weber was forced to fall back upon the mere "legal city" himself. 
"It is too much to ask of the individual researcher." he wrote, "to 
12 
classify the cities and compute their population for all the censuses." 
The work remains undone. 
In lieu of the population of the great cities proper, Weber worked 
with a list of those cities which had attained a census population of 
300,000 by 1890. Among fifty-four such legal cities13 only twenty-six 
10ll1.1Q.., 16. Italics are as in the original. 
11.J.b.id.., p. 38 and passim. 
12tbid •• p. 35. 
-
13weber lists forty•nine cities over 300.000 but omits Chinese and 
Japanese cities. The World Almanac for 1892 reproduced the population 
statistics found in the Almanach de Gotha for 1892. Two Japanese and 
three Chinese cities had a population of above 300,000. (The World 
Almanac and Bureau of Information (New York, 1892, p. 274.) 
- -
9 
were in the Atlantic Community of six nations as it has been defined 
for the present study. (The Atlantic Community, for all its dominance 
in industrialism, had no monopoly on urbanism.) Milan, Copenhagen, 
and Vienna are the cities over 300,000 which are most conspicuously 
excluded from the Atlantic World Metropolis by the definition used 
here. At the other extreme, Minneapolis•St. Paul, a frontier city 
during most of the period 1860-1890, and San Francisco would be 
included according to the definition. In the present study examples 
will not be taken from such peripheral areas to the Atlantic industrial 
basin. 
The twenty-five largest (Minneapolis-St. Paul ranked twenty-sixth) 
legal cities, or twin cities, in the Atlantic Community in 1890 are 
listed in the table on the follo~ng page. 
One interesting aspect of the table is commented on by Weber 
himself. "In the period 1850·90 there is, on the average. no 
perceptible difference between the growth of cities in the Eastern 
commonwealths of the United States and that of European cities. 014 
The limited value of legal city data is noticeable in the 
variations in the annual percentage of increase between 1850 and 
1900. Chicago, Leipzig, and Pittsburgh-Allegheny stand out as the cities 
having the fastest rate of growth. They are. however, also the only 
three cities among the twenty•five which were not"great cities" of 
100,000 in 1850. Their population in 1850 was, respectively, 30 1 000, 
62,000, and 68,0oo. 15 Furthermore, political annexations play a large 
14weber. (;rowth .2£. Cities ,!!! Sh! Nineteenth Century. p. 451. 
15tbid., p. 450. 
Rank 
1 
2 
3 
4 
s 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
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TABLE 1 
ATLANI'IC CITIES HAVI!'I; LAB.GEST POPUL\TION 
WITHIN CITY BOUNDAR.IES, 1890 
Legal City 
London 
New York 
Paris 
Berlin 
Vienna 
Chicago 
Philadelphia 
Hamburg-Altona 
Manchester•Salford 
Glasgow 
Liverpool 
Birmingham 
Brusaels 
Boston 
Baltimore 
Lyons 
Amsterdam 
Leeds 
Leipzig 
Munich 
Pittsburgh•Allegheny 
Breslau 
Edinburgh· Lei th 
Sheffield 
Dublin 
Population in 1890 
4,211, 700 
2,740,600 
2,448,000 
1,578,800 
t.341,900 
1,099,900 
1,047,000 
711,900 
703,500 
658,200 
518,000 
478,100 
465,SOO 
448,500 
434,400 
429,300 
408,100 
367,500 
357,100 
350,600 
343,900 
335,200 
329,900 
324, 200 
311,200 
l of annual increase 
1850-1890 
1.96 
7.87 
3.31 
7.94 
5.28 
89.21 
3.90 
6.18 
2.03 
2.5 
.95 
2.63 
3.67 
5.69 
3.92 
3.56 
2.16 
2.84 
11.8 
5.5 
10.16 
5.07 
1.81 
3.49 
.47 
Source: Abxander Supan, Ortsstatistik (Gothe, 1893), reprinted 
in Weber, Growth£.!_ Cities !!!. .!:!!!. Nineteenth Century, p. 450. 
11 
role in the apparent rate of growth of the legal city. Pittsburgh 
achieved large annexations of adjacent urban areas in 1868 and 1872. 
Obviously, had the annexations not occurred Pittsburgh-Allegheny would 
not app~ar to have experienced the third fastest rate of growth ainonp, 
the twenty-five. Only the populations of the city proper. or 
metropolitan area, provide an accurate view of c0U1parable size and rate 
of growth. 
The United States Census Bureau began to recognize and define 
American "metropolitan districts" at the Thirteenth Census. The 
metropolitan district includes those civil divisions within a ten mile 
radius of the boundaries of the central city with a population density 
of at least 150 persons per square mile. The earliest data provided is 
for the districts of 1900. Table 2 shows that significant differences 
appear between the comparative size of the metropolitan areas of 1900 
and the legal cities of 1890. 
There is no difference in the ranking of the four largest American 
urban areas-•New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, and Boston. Fifth through 
seventh places, on the other hand, were held in the legal cities of 1890 
by Baltimore, Pittsburgh•Allegheny and Minneapolis•St. Paul. The order 
of size of the metropolitan districts of 1900 shows that at that date 
Pittsburgh was considerably larger than Baltimore and that Minneapolis• 
St. Paul ranked twelfth, rather than seventh. St. Louis, the sixth 
ranking urban area in 1900, was clearly larger than Baltimore, and 
overwhelmingly more populous than Minneapolis-St. Paul. The difference 
does not represent a disproportionate increase in the population of St. 
Louis and Pittsburgh between 1890 and 1900. Rather, what is represented 
is the inadequacy of legal city data. 
Rank 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
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UNITED STATES METROPOLITAN DISTRICTS• 1900 
New York 
Chicago 
Philadelphia 
Boston 
Pittsburgh 
St. Louis 
Baltimore 
Cincinnati 
San Francisco-Oakland 
Cleveland 
Buffalo 
Minneapolis-St. Paul 
Milwaukee 
Detroit 
Providence 
Weshtngton, D. C. 
New Orleans 
Louisville 
Kansas City 
Rochester 
Indianapolis 
Population 
4,608,000 
1,837,987 
1,623,000 
1,249,500 
793,000 
649,500 
577,500 
496,000 
473,000 
420,000 
394.000 
372,000 
325.000 
319,000 
306,110 
305,500 
294,SOO 
259,856 
228,235 
185,409 
173,632 
Source: United States Bureau of the Census, J!lirteenth 
Census, Pgpulation, l, 74•77. 
The use of central city populations is probably what has led to 
errors such as this one in Bernard Weisberger'& 1969 publication, 
I!!.!.!!!! Industrial Societt• .. Pittsburgh," according to this history 
of the period 1877 to 1900, "waa the major showcase of American heavy 
industry in the 1890's, but never equaled Cleveland and Detroit in 
population."16 Actuatlyt Pittsburgh appears in Weber's list of the 
16weisberger • .!!'?.!.~Industrial Society (New York, 1969), p. 32. 
Sam I. Warner. Jr. has recently attempted to provide a 0 scaffolding on 
which to build" urban history in his "If All the World were Philadelphia: 
A Scaffolding for Urban History, 1774·1930, .. American Historical Review, 
LXXXIV (October, 1968), 26•43. The unfortunate shakiness of his props 
is revealed when Warner writes "The population of all cities is according 
to their political boundaries, not their metropolitan regions" (p. 29). 
(Further criticism of this article appears infra pp. 52 and 53. 
13 
forty•nine largest world cities in 1890, Cleveland and Detroit do not.17 
In 1900 the United States Census showed Pittsburgh the fifth ranking 
urban area, Cleveland tenth, Detroit fifteenth.18 
Were there "metropolitan areas11 or "conurbations" .. ·greater urban 
areas beyond city boundaries--before 1900 in the same sense of the 
word as in 1900, 1910 and later? 
Lewis Mumford has said ab-out this only that there have been suburbs 
since there have been eities.19 Alnong those who have been more specific, 
authorities on European cities are much more in agreement than are writers 
who have dealt with American cities. The following estimates by 
historians depend on some judgtnent concerning when it is in urban history 
that one ought to begin including suburban zones with the central city 
as part of one urban area. This question is not simply one of considering 
the proximity and the population size of towns adjacent to the central 
city. Most often adjacent areas are reported statistically only as 
parts of large units such as the township in the United States, the 
canton in Belgium and France, the Kreis in Germany, or the borough 
in Great Britain. A canton or Kreis situated adjacent to a city in 
11weber 1 Growth 21., Cities .!!, !!!!. Nineteenth Centurz, p. 450. The 
twenty-five largest cities in the Atlantic Community according to this 
source are listed on p. 10 •s>ra. 
18supra. p. 12. 
19 Mumford. l'l!.! City~ Ristorz, pp. 482·99. The terms "suburb," 
"satellite" and "urban fringe 0 refer to distinct types of urban pop-
ulations. In this study the latter two words are used when the 
distinctions they provide are desired. I have. however, preferred to 
follow Mumford in using "suburb" as the general term for urban population 
outside the central city rather than resorting to such additional 
terminology as ".subcenter. 0 The best at"gument for the need for distinction 
is Leo F. Schnore, "Satellites and Suburbs, 11 Socia 1 Forces> XXXVI (December, 
1957), 121-127, which also appears as chapter seven of his Ih! Urban 
Scene: H.!!!!!,!. Ecolos: .!!!!, I>emographX (New York, 1965). 
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1860. for example, might have a scattered rural population, or a 
population which was preponderantly massed on the very boundary of 
the central city. The researcher, when he uses the printed census, 
has little way of determining which of the above was the case with each 
township. Contemporary accounts, local street maps, the manuscript 
census, parish membership regiaters--any of these could provide the 
answers. The task of determining the true population distributions for 
each township adjacent to a major city would, however, be s lengthy 
pro1ect indeed. 
Authorities on Europe seem to agree that suburbanization began 
early there. A German expert, Otto De1itsch, wrote in 1880 strongly 
appealing for the inclusion of suburban areas in statistical analyses. 
"we cannot," he emphasized, "any longer think of cities like Vienna, 
Hamburg, Brussels, Leipzig and Magdeburg without their suburbs. u 20 
Delitsch points out that at least as early as the decade 1864·75 the 
suburbs were large, important, and generally growing faster than the 
inner cities. 21 
Peter Hall, in his work on major cities, mentions the metro-
politan beginnings of Ranstad Holland (Rotterdam•The Hague-Amsterdam• 
Ulrecht) and of the "Rhine-Ruhr" conurbation (Dosseldorf-Cologne"Essen-
Dortmund). Both of these, he believes, developed extensi•1e suburbs 
in the l870's. 22 
20otto Delitsch, "Bevolkerungszunahme and Wohnortswechsel." 
Geographische Mittheilungen, XXVI (1880), 125-32. 
21Ibid., PP• 125-32. 
22 . Hall, T~e World Cities (New York, 1966), pp. 99-101. On 
-Cologne see also Lorenz Fischer and Peter Van Hauten, "Cologne," in 
William A. Robson ed., Great Cities~ the World (New York, 1957), p. 649. 
14a 
The Mersey:Ji<le conurbation of Liverpool "was beginning to take 
shape" as e.ai:ly as the 1830's. 23 The same is true of the environs of 
24 Paris. Central Brussels numbered only 180,000 in 1873. Greater 
Brussels, however, which included nine contiguous c.onmunen, numbered 
365,ooo. 25 
Population estimates are available for British conurbations which 
even more impressively demonstrate the difference between legal city 
and metropolitan area population totals as early as 1871. Statistics 
for selected conurhations in England appear as Table 3 following. 
230. Caradog Jones, ~ Social Survez .2!, Mersexstde (London, 
1934), I, 33-36. By the 18601s the suburbs were growing much faster 
than central Liverpool. 
24touis Chevalier, !!, Formation !!!. l!. Poeulation Perisienne 
.!..!! !!! Siecle (Paris, 1950), p. 130. 
25Encyclopedia Brittanica (9th ed., Chicago, 1894), IV, 404•06. 
Greater Berlin in 1871 included 929,000 persons of whom 823,000 were 
residents of the city itself (Weber, Growth of Cities in the Nineteenth 
Century, p. 466). - - -
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TABLE 3 
POPULATION OF SELECTED ENGLISH CITIES AND CONURBATIONS 
1871, 1881. and 1891 
Legal city 
Liverpool 
Birmingham 
Manchest~r 
Salford 
Liverpool 
Birmingham 
Manchester 
S.lford 
Liverpool 
Birmingham 
Manchester 
Salford 
493,000 
344,000 
351,000 
125,000 
533,000 
401,000 
341,000 
176,000 
630,000 
478,000 
505,000 
198,000 
.1lli 
corresponding 
}for:;eyside 
West Midlands 
South-East Lancashire 
1881 
-
Merseyside 
West Midlands 
South-East Lancashire 
1891 
-
Merseyside 
West Midlands 
South-East Lancashire 
conurbation 
690,000 
969,000 
1,386.000 
824,000 
1,134,000 
1,685,000 
908.000 
1,269.000 
1,894,000 
Source: B. R. Mitchell, comp., Abstract of British Historical 
Statistics (London, 1962), pp. 19 and 24-'27. Cf. H. J. Dyos, 
Victorian Suburb (Leicester, 1961). p. 19. 
Although these estimates probably exaggerate the size of the urban area, 26 
the point is well illustrated that suburbanization was well advanced in 
England by 1871. 
Concerning New England, however, various dates have been given for 
the appearance of substantial populations ~ithout the legal limits. 
Adna Weber speaks of metropolitan Boston as having existed throughout 
26The exaggeration is discussed infra pp. 20•2J 
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the nineteenth c·:'!ntury. p:}tar J, Ci::>lemaa'3 histo:i:"y of Rhode Island27 
is primarily a study of metropolitan ProvidE!nce. Colmnan holds that 
''By 1860, Providence~ and it :i 3atellite towns of Cranston, Johnston, 
and North Providence had gro~m so r.api.dly that they constf.tutcd a 
market of nearly 75,000 people. Including East Providence and Pawtucket 
across the horder in Massachusetts, there ;1ere probably about 100,000 
consumers within a ten-mile radius of the city. 1128 In 1A60 the 
population den~ity of one of these adjacent townships--Johnston--was 
only 125-174 persons per square mile. 29 One cannot be certain that 
Johnston met the criterion of 150 per square which the Census Bureau 
set in 1910 to define what ought to be included in a metropolitan area. 
Nevertheless, Coleman's estimate for Providence seems competent. Others, 
however, do not agree that mod~rn metropolitan areas can be found in 
New England as early as 1860. 
Sattt B. Warner, Jr., has studied Boston's suburbs. His careful 
reconstruction of the very limited extent of settlements beyond Boston 
boundaries is accepted by Charles N. Glaab and A. Theodore Brown as 
the basis for generalization that real metropolitan areas did not 
exist until 1890, or better 1900.30 The radius of setthrnent beyond 
city hall in Boston, according to Warner, was two miles in 1850, two 
27coleman, The Transformation of Rhode Island. 1790-1860 
(Providence, Rhod;"Island, 1963). --
28Ibid., p. 223. 
-
29Ib1d., pp. 226·227. North Providence, by way of comparison 
and a density of between SOO and 799. Density in Providence was over 
7.560. 
30warner, Streetcar Suburbs: The Process of Growth in Boston, 
1870·1900 (Cambridge, Massachusetts:-1'962); Glaab and BroW;;, ,! Historx 
~Urban Alllerica (New York, 1967), pp. 155-58. 
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and one-half miles by 1873, and four miles by 1887. Glaab and Brown 
support this interpretation through their own findings on Milwaukee 
and Norfolk. 31 Other historian$ could be added who support the late 
greater urban area development interpretation of Glaab and Brown for 
32 Alnerican cities. 
It would seem from the opinions of the foregoing authorities that 
an estimate of metropolitan populations in 1860 and 1880 ought to include 
a smaller radius of suburban towns in the earlier years. A fully accurate 
measurement of each American or Atlantic conurbation would require not 
only a calculation of density for each adjacent township but in addition 
at least a judgement on the distribution of population in each township 
as well. This has not yet been done; and cannot be done by a single 
researcher. The best course. therefore, would seem to be follow the 
majority of the authorities, thus making a conservative estimate which 
would include fewer satellite towns in 1880 than were included, sa~, 
by the United States Bureau of the Census in 1900, and fewer for 1860 
than for 1880. A conservative estimate of the true size of the major 
American urban concentrations mey be produced through the inclusion of 
only the most integral adjacent towns. The following table provides 
such a minimum measure of the population size of the major concentrations. 
Undoubtedly a number of suburban areas are omitted which ought to be 
included. Certainty about which ones they are, however, will require a 
lengthy study which has not yet been made. One available guideline is 
31tr>1d. 
32christopher Tunnard and Henry Hope RHd, American Skzline (Bnston 
1955), pp. 165 and 169 .. 70; Frederich Lewis Allen, 0 1.'he Big Change in 
S11burbia. tt Harpers Magazine, CCVIII (June, 1954), p. 22. Carl N. Degler 
offers simply a very close paraphrase of Tunn.trd and Reed in his 9.!!!. 
of Our Past (New York, 1959), p. 309•10. 
---
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TA'3!.E 4 
POPULATION OF MAJOR UNITED STATES CITIES 
WITH ONLY MOST INTEGRAL SUBURBS or URBANIZED AREA, 1860 AND 1880 
• 1860 -
New York 813,669 Chicago 109,260 
Brooklyn 266 ,661 South ChicafZo 2 10S3 
Jersey City 29, 226 CHICAGO 111,313 
Morrisania, N. Y. 9, 245 
!!!st Farms 1 N. Y. 7,098 Pittsburgh 49,217 
NEW YORK 1,125,899 Allegheny 28,702 
Bi:rmingh4111 6,046 
Philadelphia 565,529 Pitt 3,084 
Camchm 14,358 Peebles 2,770 
PHILADELPHIA 579,887 Collins 2,027 
Lawrenceville 3 1262 
Boston 177 ,840 PiftSBURGH 95,108 
Dorchester 9, 769 
Roxbury 25, 137 Louisville 68,033 
Charlestown 25,065 New Albany, Indiana 12,647 
Cambridge 26,060 :Ieffersonv1lle1 Indiana 4 1020 
BOSTON 263,87i LOUISVIU,E 84,700 1, 
~altf.more 212,41! Buff•,1! 81.129 
BALTIMORE 212,418 BUFFA.to 81,129 
Cincinnati 161,044 Washington, D. c. 61,122 
Covington 16,471 Georgetown 
. 
8 1 733 
Storrs 3,862 WASHINGTON, D. c. 69,BSS 
CINCINNATI 181,377 
Providence 50,666 
New Orleans 168,675 North Providence 5,685 
Algiers 5,816 Cranston 31701 
NEW ORLEANS 174,491 PROVIDENCE 60,052 
St. Louis 160, 773 San Francisco 56,802 
Central Townshi2 5,848 Oakland 11543 
ST. LOUIS 166,621 SAN PIANCISCO 58,345 
Cleveland 43,714 
East Cleveland 31011 
CLmt.AND 46,725 
,,,..--
g 
~ 1<J90 -
New York 1,206,2~9 Snn Francisco 233,959 
Brooklyn 566,663 Oakland 34,SSS 
Nf'•11ark l36,S08 Alameda s.1oa 
Jersey City 120,722 SAN FRANCISCO 274,222 
Hobokf!n 30, 9n9 
Lon11 Island Cit? 11.129 Pittsburgh 156,389 
NE'W YORK 2,078,320 Allegheny 78,682 
Sterrett 2,356 
Philadelphia 81+7,170 Lower St. Clair 21329 Camden 41,659 PrrtSJUIOH 239,756 
Upper Dsrbz 4 1 699 
PHttADELPRIA 893,528 Mew Orleans 216.090 
NEW OR.LU.NS 216.090 
Chicago 502,185 
Lake 18,380 Cleveland 160, 146 
Hyde Park 15,716 §!st Clevelan,d 21'\7~ 
Lakeview .5,565 CLEVELAND 163,022 
Jefferson 41876 
CHICAGO 548, 722 Washington, D. C. 147,293 
Georgetown 12,578 
Boston 362,839 Arlington 11754 
Cambridge 52,669 WASHlt«nON, n. c. 161,625 
Somerville 24,933 
Chelsea 18,547 Buffa&o l5Sa134 
:Brookline 82075 Bun'AU> 155,134 
BOSTON 476,045 
Louisville 123,758 
St. Louis 350,518 New Albany, Indiana 16,423 
East St. Louis 91 18,S Jef fer.sonj'.:ille 1 Indiana 91 357 
ST. LOUIS 359,703 JDUISVIU.1 149 • .538 
Baltimore 332,313 Providence 104,857 
Ellicott Citz 11784 Pawtucket 19,030 . 
BALTlMOJlE 334.097 Cranston s.94o 
Johnston 5,756 
Cincinnati 25S,139 East Providence 5,056 
Covington 29,720 North Providence 11467 
Newport 20.433 PROVIDENCE 142, 115 
Ajendale 21ss2 
CINCINNATI 307,844 Detroit 116,340 
Hamtramck 4 1440 
DEtllOIT 120,780 
Source: United States Census Bureau, Eigh~h Census, 1&2.Q.; Ninth 
Census, Vols. I and IX; and Tenth Census, Vol. I. Variation in the 
number of suburbs included with each city results, mainly, from the 
dates of annexations, Thus, for example, Philadelphia annexed most 
of what were then her suburbs in 1856. Boston and Pittsburgh were 
not able to carry through needed annexations until later. Hence the 
latter cities and more dependent suburbs in 1860 than did 
Philadelphia. Among the cities, Pittsburgh carried through the 
largest number of annexAtions during the period. 
'I 
I . 
'11.1 I' 
~ r· 
i 
inwediately oub~equent anne;..ations. Those cities for which the most 
suburbs are included in the above table are Pittsburgh in 1860 and 
New York and Providence in 1880. Pittsburgh carried through more 
annexations during the 1860 1 a than did any 111ajor city in either decade 
following the two censuses used here. In all cases, areas annexed. 
during the decade following the census are included in Table 4. 
Evidence presented by Coleman on Providence persuades one that by 1880 
Pawtaucket and North Providence were a part of greater Providence.33 
The above data provides in at least a minimal way that measure 
of the size of the leading American cities which is not provided by 
the population of the central city alone. There is little doubt 
that too few suburbs have been included. One demonstration of this 
is• compa.rison with B. I. Mitchell'• data for the English conurbations 
(supra, p. 15). The $upposed ~0pulation of urban South-East Lancashire in 
1881 is set at nearly five times the population of the central city 
(Manchester) itself. A glance at the United States cities in Table 4 
for 1880 will show that in no case is the greater urban population even 
twice that of the central city. Even supposing the British estimate 
to be exaggerated, it seems highly unlikely that the American 
agglomeration having the greatest discrepancy between central city 
population and the metropolitan area would be nine times smaller in 
that ratio than was the one to five ratio of South•East Lancashire. 
Moreover, a duple comparison of the size of the English and American 
urban areas points to some inadequacy in one or both sets of estimates. 
It is scarcely imaginable, for example, that the Manchester area in 
33colemau. Transformation of Rhode Island, po. 222·27. On Newark 
as a suburb of New York In I87o-See John T. Cunningham, Newark (Newark, 
1966), p. 172. 
!' 
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1881 was nearly twice the .d1:e: of Philadelphia in 1880 and three or 
four times the size: of Chicago and Boston. English cities may have had 
more extensive suburban areas generally, but estimate showing sprawling 
English conurbations contcmpo1:aneous with American cities having only 
two or three suburbs are inaccurate. 
Estimates for the United States comparable to those for England 
by Mitchell, have been presented by economist Glenn E. McLaughlin. 
The she of the "major industrial areas" in 1870 and 1880 according 
to Mclaughlin appears as Table S. 
Bew York City 
Philadelphia 
Boston 
Chicago 
St. Loui• 
Pittsburgh 
Cincinnati 
Baltimore 
Albany 
Providence 
San Francisco 
T.ULI S 
SIZE or MA.JOI. UNlTED ST.AUS 
URBAN ZONES. 1870 AHD 1880 
1870 
Rank Population Rank 
l 2,007.641 l 
2 1,056,984 2 
3 835.441 3 
4 482,108 4 
5 446.388 s 
6 405,554 6 
7 363, 784 7 
8 328.241 8 
9 253,948 
10 252,076 9 
10 
1880 
Population 
2,598.074 
1,294,251 
1,046,799 
761,433 
528.928 
494,338 
437,376 
412,649 
336,914 
329,453 
Sour1:e: McLaugh Un, Cil:owth e£. American Manufactuq.ng Areas: 
! ~arative An«l7sh ?!.!:!1 seeciaI ,§!2has~s !! Trends ,!2 £!!! 
Pittsburgh District (Pittsburgh, 1938), pp. 51-52. 
In McLaughlin's estimates the American cities seem more 
reasonably in line with the English urban areas. Regrettably. however, 
neither the estimates by McLaughlin nor those by Mitchell can be 
considered accurate. Both sets of estimates exaggerate the size of 
22 
the nineteenth century urban populations by including the full urban 
area achieved in the twentieth century. 
Rates of growth of the British and American urban areas can be 
known with what is probably greater reliability than that which can 
be given the total population estimates in Tables 3, 4, and 5. The 
estimates of total population by Mitchell and Metaugh11n include some 
rural population and 9ome towns too f ar..d1stant from the central urban 
area. The original estimates made in this study (Table 4) err in being 
too low because of uncertainty concerning exactly which additional 
suburbs to include. If~ however, the errors are reasonably unifol'lll, 
rates of growth derived frODl them could be nearly accurate. Estimates 
of urban growth rates appear•• T•ble• 6 and 7. 
'l'he l!'ates of increase for the .American cities which appear in both 
tables are, of course, not comparable because they pertain to different 
periods of time. The siailarity in the order of rank of American cities 
in the two tables is remarkable. Chicago, Cleveland. Pittsburgh and 
Providence were. in that order. the faatest growing major urban areas. 
The fact that the first three of these cities were relatively more 
western and newu then the east coast cities helps account for their 
leadership. Certainly this is true of Chicago and Cleveland. if less 
so for Pittsburgh.34 The rapidly growing eastern urban areas were 
Providence, Washington. and New York.. The slowest growing cities were 
probably Philadelphia and Baltimore. St. Louis seems to he an aberration, 
ranking high on one table and low on the other. This is probably the 
result of the sparse population of the surrounding area. McLaughlin it 
34A work which has been •ccepted as a standard on the rise of some 
of the ''Western" towns is Richard c. Wade, !.!!! Urban Frontier (C8mbridge, 
Massachusetts, 1q59). 
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TABLE 6 
DECENNIAL PERCENTAGE OF POPULATlOR INCR!ASF. 
BRITISH AND UNITED STATES GENERAL URBAN ZONES, 
1870 - 1900 
1870 (l) 1880 (1) 
to to 
1880 (1) 1890 (1) 
Chicago zone 57.91 82.5% 
Cleveland zone 43.2 50.7 
Sheffield urban area 44.6 39.7 
Indianapolis zone 42.9 37.3 
Pittsburgh zone 30.4 48.6 
Detroit zone 30.l 43.5 
Providence zone 33.7 31.l 
New York zone 29.4 32.9 
Buffalo zone 19.6 40.7 
Rochester zone 22.9 30.8 
Boston zone 25.3 27.5 
Baltimore zone 25. 7 22.1 
Philadelphia zone 22.4 21.9 
Cincinnati zone 20.2 19.2 
Glasgow urban area 23.1 16 .1 
South-Kast Lancashire zone 21.5 12.4 
St. Louis zone 10. 7 22.6 
Merseyside zone 19.1 10.1 
'WE-st Midlands zone 17.0 11.8 
1890 
to 
1900 
50.6'1 
41.0 
--39.7 
37.9 
31.9 
31.S 
38.4 
32.0 
14.9 
26.3 
18.2 
19.9 
12.0 
28.l 
-· 
Source: Derived from McLaughlin, Growth !!.f. Amer~ Manufacturi!!j 
Areas, pp. 54·55; Mitchell, Abstract of British His.todcal Stati8tics, 
?P:-Y9 and 24·27; Sidney Pollard, !!_ HTi'tory ~ Labour in Sheffield 
(Liverpool, 1959), p. 9lj Glasgow from Weber, Growth of Cities in the 
Nineteenth f_!ntury, p. 60. Cities are ranked accordi;;g to rateof-
inereaae 1870 to 1890. 
&ates derived from the estimates of McLaughlin and Mitchell 
are here referred to as 0 zones 11 because they include too much 
rural territory to accurately be called "urban areas. 11 
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TAtLE 7 
DF.CFNNIAI. "Pf.RC'F.NTAGE OF POPUl.ATtON INCREASE 
UNITED 3TATI:S CITIES AND MOST INTEGRAL SUBURBS, 
1860-1880 
Chicago 392.~% New York 
Cleveland 248.8 Boston 
I'i ttst,orgh 152.0 Louisville 
Providence 136.6 Cincinnati 
~t,<;shingtol'l, D. c. 131.4 Philatfelphia 
St. Louis 115.8 New Orleans 
Bt ffalo 92.2 Baltimore 
Source: See Note to table 4. 
84. 7% 
80.4 
76.6 
69.7 
54.0 
23.8 
10.2 
will be remembered includes a great deal of surrounding territory 
in what I have called his urban "zones." The other cities gained 
more from McLaughlin's method than St. Louis did. 
The urban areas which were growing ~ost rapidly were smaller 
cities generally than those which were growing most slowly. This is 
in agreement with A<lna ~eber 1 s findings that in Great Britain and the 
United States medium-large cities grew at a faster rate than did tha 
largest cities. (In France and Germany the reverse was true.) 35 
The focus of this study beginning in Chapter two will be upon 
demo~raphic comparisons between manufacturing, or "industrial," cities 
on one hand and commercial and administrative urban an~as on the other. 
In C~apter Two the urban areas are clas~itied in this way according to 
their economic function. Here, however. it at least ought to be 
pointed out that there is no correlation hetween rate of increase and 
economic function for United States cities as shown in Table 7. 
35weber, Growth .2£. Cities .!!! !:!:!.! Nineteenth Centurx, pp. 34-93. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
24a 
T!1c same C'an prohably be sai.~ for French and Br1.t1sh citie13. 
commercial cities h€>tween 1851 an~. 1881. Between 1881 and 1896, 
howev .. ~r, the. two types of ur"an areas increased in d :~e at the same 
rat€. 36 There was not a difference in the rate of increase. on the 
av_..rag~ !-ietween English and Webh c:ltiea oft the two econcmic types 
tforing the decade of the 1860's.37 
Concerning aggregate population size the Cotllllerctal and 
36
rranco1se Carriere and Philippe Pinche•e1 1 Le Pait Urbaine 
--!.!!. France (Paris, 1963), pp. 328-32. 
37R. Price Williams, "On the Increase in Population in England 
and Wales•" Journal !! ~he lof!l Statistical Society, XLlII (1880), 
462·97; Thomas A. Welton, 0 0n Some Published Results of the Census of 
1871." Transactions!! !h.! Manchester Statistical Soc1et;z, 1871-72, pp. 
51, 66• and insert between m!snuinberecl pages 68 and 67. 
l 
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administrative cities were somewhat larger on the average than were 
the manufacturing cities, although the difference is not great. This 
difference must be further qualified by the fact that the industrial 
urban areas had a larger percentage of their populations outside of the 
central city than did the comnercial areas.38 
If the five British urban areas on Table 6 are at all typical 
of European cities, an important generalization of Adna Weber must be 
called into question. Weber has already been quoted (supra, p. 9) as 
having written that "in the period 1850-90 there ts, on the average, 
no perceptible difference between the growth o.f cities in the Ea&tern 
commonwealths of the United States and that of European cities. 0 
Table 6 indicates that this might not be true for the latter half of 
the era mentioned by Weber. Considerably more work must be done con-
cerning aggregate population, however. before the truth about this 
utter can be known. 
The statistics for Sheffield and Glasgow may be considered the 
most reliable items in Tables 6 and 7. They are based on individual 
studtP.s of those cities. Such studies are needed for all urban areas. 
An additional contribution can be made in this chapter through 
reconstruction of an accurate urban erea population estimate for one 
city, Pittsburgh. 
The legal city of Pittsburgh covered an infinitesmal one and 
three-quarters square miles in 1860 and numbered 49,000 inhapitants. 
If the population of Pittsburgh is combined with that of the twin 
city, Allegheny~ the total is 78,000. Allegheny, eventually annexed 
38chauncey n. Harri <l, "Suburh'l," in Harold M. Mayer and Clyde P. 
Kohn. eds., Readings!!! Urhan Geography (Chicago, 1959), pp. 544-55. 
Ii 
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to Pittsburgh in 1907. lay northward across the Allegheny River from 
the central city. Southward, across the Monongahela River, lay a 
continuous row of a half-dozen tiny but densely populated manufacturing 
boroughs wherein the glass industry dominated. On the cliffs behind the 
half dozen spread a much larger township which had a population density 
of approximately 460 per square mile, or some three times the density 
required for consideration as urban according to the Census Bureau 
definition of 1900 and 1910. The complicated welter of urban places 
surrounding Pittsburgh is partly attested to by the feet, already 
mentioned, that Pittsburgh carried through more annexations than any 
other United States city during the period under study here. It has 
not been possible to calculate the density of population for every 
borongh and township ad,acent to Pittsburgh because the area of some 
of these t'linor civil Mvtsions is unrecorded anywhere including the 
manuscript dockets concerning anneY.atton to the city. N<'!Vertheless, 
study of these dockets, of maps, contemporary accounts, anrl national 
census information concerning boundary changes makes possible the 
calculation of densities for some suburhs. More importantly. a clear 
picture of the urbanized area at each decade emerges. The map following 
shows the spread of the built-up area from 1860 to 1900. Dendty of 
population in 1860 and 1870 is provided for as many subnrhs as possible 
in the tables following the map. 
-... --· -- - -
" 
GROWTH OF THE PITTSBURGH URBAN AREA , 1860 - 19 00 
·r---r urban in 186 0 §:] growth 1870-8 0 
·-i - , growth 1890- 190 0 
growth 186 0-7 0 { ' growth 1 88 0-9 0 --
--
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TABLE 8 
POPULATION DENSITY OF SUBURBS OR. GROUPS 
OF SUBURBS OF PITTSBURGH 1860 AND 1870 
Suburb 
tower St. Clair (a) 
Sharpsburg 
Collins 
Lawrencevi.lle 
Peebles 
Pittsburgh 
Bellvue 
Braddock 
Etna 
Millvale 
Sharpsburg 
Allentown 
Birmingham 
East Bfrsningham 
Lower St. Clair (b) 
Monongahela 
Mount Washington 
Ormsby 
South Pittsburgh 
Temperenceville 
Union Borough 
Wl"St Pittsburgh 
total above eleven 
(a) area estimated 
- 1860 -
Area in 
square miles 
10.0 
.5 
21.3 
- 1870 .. 
.98 
.50 
.80 
.68 
.so 
4.19 
(b) population estimated 
Population 
4,617 
1,436 
11.143 
384 
1,290 
1,447 
668 
2, l.76 
772 
8,603 
<l,488 
1,.500 
1,153 
l,988 
2,225 
3,095 
2,069 
1,335 
2,095 
34,323 
D~nsity per 
square mile 
462 
2,872 
523 
392 
1,809 
982 
8,192 
Sources: United States Census Bureau, Ninth Cmu·us, Vol. t; Tenth 
Cl"nSuA, Vol. I; Allegheny County Bi·reau of Social Research, "Selected 
Population and Social Statistics for Mi.nor Civil Divisions in Allegheny 
County," unpuhlished (1954), at C11rnegie Ubrary, Pittsburgh; 
J. M. Kelly's Handbook£!. Greater Pittsburgh (Pittsburgh, 1895), PP• 
8-1~; ''Map of Alh•!z,hlM'!,~ Count~1" 1860, Carnegie Ul'>rary, Pittaburgh; 
noutline Plan of Allegheny Countyu (up), in Mistor1 !?.£. Al1e5hen! 
Countv •• ?Pnnsilvania (Philarl~l~h!a, 1876), fTontis~tece. 
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The population size of t~e Pittsburgh urban area in 1860 was 
124,000. By 1870 the population was 203,000; in 1880 it reached 
287 ,000; and by 1890 stood at '•7!.,000. The minor civil divisions 
included in these totals are listed in the following tables. 
TABLE 9 
URBAN CIVIL DIVISIONS CONTIGUOUS WITH 
PITTSBURGH, 1860-1890 
Civil Divisions 
Pittsburgh 
(South end West Suburbs) 
Birmingham 
Chartiers (part of) 
East Birmingham 
tower Saint Clair 
Monongahela 
South Pittsburgh 
Temperenceville 
West Pittsburgh 
(East Suburbs) 
Collins 
Lawrenceville 
Pee"les 
Penn (part) 
Fittsnurgh 
Wilkins (part) 
(North Suburbs) 
Allegheny 
Duquesne 
McClure 
Manchestf~r 
Reserve (part) 
Shaler (Part) 
Sharpsburg 
1860 
Population 
6,046 
2,000 
3,4:.tl 
4,617 
l,U5 
1,888 
1,600 
1,201 
2,027 
3,262 
2,770 
500 
3,084 
l,500 
\ 
28,702 
1, 720 
1,365 
2,707 
2,500 
1,000 
1,436 
123,688 
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TAB!,-:"' " - Contint'CH1 
H~70 
Civil Di vi sfonq Population 
Pittsbergl1 ..,,.. "..,,.. ·~_,.v Ji,., I\.; 
(South and West Suburbs) 
Allentown 772 
Baldwin (part) 2,000 
Bi.rmingham 8,603 
Chartiers 2,269 
East Birmingham l},488 
Lower Saint Clair S,322 
Mi f(in (part) 1,000 
Monongahela 1,153 
¥.ount Wa;hlngton 1,988 
Ormsby 2,225 
Robinson (part) 1,000 
Scott (part) 1,000 
')01,th Pittsburgh 3,095 
Temperencevi 1 le 2,069 
Union 1,335 
West Pittsburgh 2,095 
(sast S•. burhs) 
Braddock 1,290 
T'1>nn (part) 500 
Wilkins (part) 2,500 
(North Snburbs) 
Allegheny 53,180 
B~llvue 384 ] 1 
Etna 1,447 
Ki ltbuck 500 
McClure 3,816 
Mil vale 668 
Reserve (part) 1,000 
Ross (part) 500 
Sharpsburg 2,176 
202,555 
1880 
Pittsburgh 156,389 
(South and West Suburb3) 
Beltzhoover 564 
Chartiers 1,852 
Chartiers 3,346 
Knoxville 393 
LOwer Sa int Clair 2,329 
Mansfield 1,172 
Mifflin (part) 5,000 
Neville 306 
Stowe (part) 1,000 
"l 
'!'i\-P,l;r (\ - Contir11·,,~ 
Ctvil Divi.sionl'! 
Union 
West Liberty 
(-r.·nt S ·burbs) 
Braddock 
Md~eenport 
Sterrett 
1.Hlkins 
{North Suburbs) 
Allegheny 
Bellvue 
F.tna 
Glenfield 
Killbuck 
Millvale 
O'Hara (part) 
Reserve 
Hoss (part) 
::iharpsburg 
West Bellvue 
Pittsburgh 
1890 
(South and i:,;est Suburbs) 
Beltzhoover 
Chartiers (borough) 
Chartiers (township) 
Coraopolis 
Greentree 
Homestead 
Kno1:ville 
Lower Saint Clair 
Mansfield 
Mifflin 
Neville 
Reynold ton 
Stowe (part) 
Union 
West Liberty 
(East Suburbs) 
Braddock (horough) 
Braddock (township) 
Edgewood 
McKeesport 
Oakir.ont 
Penn 
Sterrett 
Verona 
Wilkins 
Wilkinsburgh 
(8or:t.) 
Population 
"""' ,.,,. """ ""~_;(;/ 
865 
3,310 
8,212 
2,356 
4)426 
78,682 
915 
2,334 
538 
1,432 
1,824 
1,000 
1,786 
500 
3,466 
326 
286,690 
238,617 
2,009 
2,983 
7,808 
962 
685 
7 ,911 
1,723 
4,302 
2,352 
11, 144 
353 
1,379 
2,000 
1,417 
863 
8,561 
7,230 
616 
20, 741 
1,678 
2,932 
1,182 
1,477 
2,304 
4,662 
Civil Di vi !';fon~ 
(Nort 1' Subur'>s) 
Aleppo 
A11eghe.ny 
13el1vue 
i::tna 
Glenfield 
Killhuck 
Millvale 
O'Hara (part) 
Reserve 
Ros::; (part) 
Sewickley 
Shaler (part) 
Sharps burgh 
Spri.ng Garden 
West Bellvue 
- (C'ont.) 
Pcmulation 
510 
105,'.!87 
1,418 
J.767 
118 
2.14~ 
3,809 
1,500 
2,941 
500 
2,776 
1,000 
4.898 
720 
804 
471,101 
Pittsburgh proves a valuable choice for study concerning the 
size of population bec:au.ae gross distortion of her :iize has been so 
common. Usually only the legal city population has been mentioned as 
if it were the urban population. Exaggerations of Pittsburgh urban 
populations have also, however, been frequent. McLaughlin placed the 
figure at 405,000 in 1870 and 529,000 in 1880 when the actual 
populations were 203,000 and 287 ,000. McLaughlin included towns too 
far distant and areas wherein density was under 150 per dquare mile. 
By 1900 the population had climbed to 793,000 according to the 
Census Boreau, but both McLaughlin and !h! American Ma,nufacturing .!.!!!! 
~World incependently place 11 the territory that is really a part of 
the city in all but name" at one million. 39 The figurf! of the Census 
39McI.aughlin, ~rowth £!._ American Manufacturing ~. p. 51; 
Greater Pittsburgh ~ Allegheny County (Buffalo, 1901), p. 7. The 
quotation is from the latter volume, a publication of .Ih!, Junerican 
Manufacturer and Iron World. 
--
porulaticn ~ensity. 
One cont,~mpora:;7 population estimate 01'. met'it e·'.i~;tJ. George 
Thurston wrote a number of: ;;,ooks over a period of' yea .... ·s ,;plllming the 
u:i~dlc o? the nineteenth century. Usually his purpose was to extol 
rittsburgh as an economic ceut(,r. Concerning population be writes: 
''In 1860, 124 ,844 and in 1870 the community of Pitt:sburg'1 and Allegheny 
and the immediately .loining boroughs, in which, save by surveyor's 
lines, ::1othing shows they are not a part of the city, there was 199,130. 
In 1880 there was about 291,800, in the same area, being the• population 
in the strict corporate limits, and the adjoining boroughs :fn directions 
where i.t is impossible to discern, from the continuous hou~ies, factories 
and stores, where the population of the city proper en<ls. ,,40 These 
estimates by Thurston are quite near those developed in this chapter. 
The rate of growth of the Pittsburgh urhan area follows. For 
purposes of comparison, estimates of P:I'. ttsburgh' s rate of growth from 
earlier tables are repeated along with the two most reliable estimates 
for other Atlantic cities. 
Indieations have already been seen in these pages that Pittsburgh 
was one of the more rapidly growing urban areas. 41 Th~ follo 1N'ing, more 
exact, e}:position of the size and rate of growth of the urban area shows 
that the actual Plttsburgh urban area was growing ev@n more raf'idly 
than the lar3er general Pittsbttrgh urban zone. The actual urban area 
grew at a more rapid rate than the generalized urban zone in each decade 
40 . 
Thurston. Pittsburgh's Progress, 
(Pittsburgh, 1886). pp. 35-36. 
41. ... Supra, µ. 24. 
~ I 
- I 
"ERCENTAGE r~c:~'~A~;: :!:!! T'O:'ULl\Tir~; 
OF THE }'!T'f SBUI'..GU URBAN ARM 
Pittsburgh an,:! only 
most integral suburbs 
Pittsburgh general 
urban :>:On~ 
(McLaughlin) 
Sheffield urban area 
Glasgow urban area 
1860-
1870 
54.8 
25.S 
131. 8 
152.0 
..... 
--
1870-
18M 
41.5 
..... 
30.4 
44.6 
23.l 
1870-
189" 
132.6 
.. .. 
.... 
1880· 
i cton 
4wl....> ./ 
64.3 
48.6 
39.7 
16.l 
SB.3 
37.9 
1860-
1-890 
539.5 
Source: Based on Tables 6, 7, and 9 sup~a. pp. 23, 24, and 29. 
between 1870 and 1900. Almost certainly, however, the same is true for 
all urban areas. The actual urhan ar.ea of any city will grow at a 
more yapid rate than the larger general urban zone, firstly, because the 
t~rri.tory include<l i.n the general :&one is constant whih the per1.meter 
of the actt'al urban area increases at each measurement as the city 
<?'<pamhl. The general urban zone, moreover, includes ~~onw rural population 
vhich is less likely to increase than is the all-urban population of the 
actual urban area. 
These statistics for Pittsburgh make possible some additional 
refinements on <lata which has already been introduced. Sheffield> 
f.or example, appeared on Table 6 as the third most rapidly growing 
among the ninet£en areas included. Table 10 reveals. however. that the 
Sheffield urban area did not grow as rapidly as the Pittsburgh urban 
area. Sheffield prc~a ... ~ v ranks so h1.gh on Tahle 6 because the data 
inclurlt'd. 
onc·trirc tim('S its size i.n 1860. Among these thrt"e decades gre>\ttl: 
errMr~ to havl'." bec:r slowest di'ring the middle decade, bet·<'een 1870 
.nmt 1879. Econom!c factorr. were probably responstblfl for this difference. 
ThE' fron anc~ stl'el industry was not as hard hit by the C.epressed 
"ears after 1873 .tls were most other industrie.e. 42 Nevertheless, the 
industry was not as prosperous during the seventies as during the 
si.xtie5 and eighties. 43 the Pittsburgh region was typical of the 
im~ustry as a whole. Capacity for production was greatly increasec' for 
the c1ecace of the eighties in Pittsburgh when Edgar Thomson works and 
the Homestead plant were both opene~ in 1879. 
Demographic factors may b~ less important than economic 
e~~planations in setting off the population growth rate of the seventies 
from that of the two other decades. Urban growth. thet is to say, 
<~epende<1 more on in-migration caused b,, Pconomie factors than it 
rlepen<led upon the natural incretrne of the popnlat!on. L.?ter ch~pters 
of thh "ltrn1y will show that fertility rates in Pittsburp,11 <lf"dined 
in the 1880's in compar19on with the seventies. the crude dP-ath 
rate, as wilt also be seen later, declined <luring th~ eighties; the 
important infant mortal!ty rate, however, rose in Pittsburgh from the 
R~venties to the eighties. Both the rise in infant mortality and the 
42r~ter Temin, Iron and Steel in Nineteenth Centurv America: 
t:conomic _Ingdr'' (Ca;;;w-dg;:- Massac'h.;setts, 1964), p. 173. 
4 r, ;)Ibi ·' 
-..!!.·• pp. 125-89 and 207-09. 
An 
-
decline of the fertility rate would lead one to e>..pect a reduced rate 
of population f.ncr(;'ase. Sinc0, to the contrary, the rate of increase 
rose, in-migration was more significant than natural increase. 
Pittsburgh's rapid rate of popuiatlon increase resulted in a rise 
from ninth ranked American inetrotolitan area in 1860 to fifth in size 
by 1900. 
Chicago from eighth to second,. Clevel,u1d trt:llf'fttteenth to tenth, and 
San Francisco from fourteenth' to ntotb•-wlth ~ ek~-.,tlon. 
'Indianapolis remained a eM11 •n1oaeratloL."'4""'h 'lMC) Pittsburgh's 
metropoltun p0pu1att• of''ft3~o81 ete1ar1y outAlit~'1 the 650,000 
of St. touts, the !ttth rbktfll' •r ... ·~ Gt eater ftd·at;ufll\' included 
more than twice 'a• 'IMihy ''PNJ>1•: ai tu!tito; 'Htufi .. tt8~8t. 1 Paait, · 
Milwaukee or J)i!tt'bit .. · "!1 ~· ' .- ~. ' ' < ( ' , ' 
1'he'tttttb~rgh region did-tiot ret•ta ita relattft po!fttfon tn 
the tweuti.th ~•ntuty. 8y 1960 the tos Angeles, San rranciseo, •~d, 
f'etroit regions had turpassed her. This study deals, therefore, with 
the beginn.tng of the Eihort period of prominence ta ai.ite en.toyed by the 
Pittsburgh urban area. 
CHAPTER tI 
OCCUPATIONAL C04POSITION 
OF THE POPULATIONS 
Numerous theories have been developed for the classification of 
types of cities. Some urban geographers propose more than twenty 
subclasses. Almost always these are Hfuncttonal" classifications based 
on the economic function which the city performs. This is, of course. 
identical to the economic activity upon which the population depends for 
its livlihood. Indeed, the function of a city is customarily determined 
by a measurement baaed upon the occupational composition of the 
population. It is not neeeaaary to criticise the various systems of 
urban typology here. For the purpose of this study they agree 
sufficiently with one another. All theories of functional classification 
agree, for example, that certain cities are to be considered 
"adm:l.niatratlve0 cities because a particularly large proportion of the 
p<>pulation is employed in governmental, legal, or clerical occupations. 
Other cities are "manufacturing .. or 0 tnduatria1° cities because the 
population is unusually heavily engaged in the production, rather than 
the distribution of goods. 1 These occupational distributions do not, 
1carriere and Pinchemel, ~ Fait Urbaine .!!! France is an excel• 
lent work on the economic classification of cities. Although mainly 
concerned with France it contains an enlighteing general discussion 
and a good bibliography (pp. 247•48). Carriere and Pinchemel credit 
American scholars with having led the way in the study of urban class• 
ification. Chauncey I>. Harris. 0 A Punctional Classification of Cities 
in the United States," Geographical Review, XXXlII (January, 1943), 
86-99 is the most noted ta)(onomy. Other important contributions are 
Chuba M. Thiebout, "The Uriran Economic Base COnsidered," in Mayer and 
Kohn, leadings in 'Urban Geography and G. Alexanderason, I!!.! Industrial 
Structure of Americ•n Cities (London and Stockholm., 1956). For a 
.............................. - -------
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it is true, present a contrast which can be said to be dramatically 
striking. "Transportation centers" for example, according to the 
leading authority on urban classification, are those cities in which 
as high as eleven percent of the labor force is employed in transportation 
and eommunication. 2 Eleven is a small peTeentage of all employed, yet 
a city's economic 0 character" can be determined by such a difference. 
Differentials of occupational composition constitute the overwhelmingly 
most widely accepted means of distinguishing cities. 
Certainly, other bases of comparison are poeetble. One might 
compare European with American cities. or predominantly Catholic cities 
with predominantly Pl."otestant ones. Other comparisons, too, suggest 
themselves. 3 Comparison by economic function is chosen here not for the 
purpose of minimizing national or religious differences but for more 
positive reasons. Historical demography is most significant ae an 
aspect of economic history. It is somewhat less central to current 
sociology, demography, social history •nd urban history. It is to be 
hoped that historical demographic research findings will achieve a 
more important place ta the latter fields. ln the meanwhile. however, 
there are advantages in using the language of those who are actually 
attempting conversation. Economic historians prefer the classification 
leJAssifiersu taken by Leonard leia_.n ln Chapter four of The Urban 
Process: Cities in Industrial Societies (New York, 1964). ---
An extremely impressive essay on urban classification is Robert c. 
Atchley. "A She ... Funct:ion Typology of Cities." J>emograehI, ll (1967), 
pp. 721·33. The more conventional studies cited above make, however, the 
distinction desired in this study more simply than does the classificatory 
idea of Atchley. 
2uarris, ibid. 
-
3such as by size; see William Fielding Ogburn and Otis Dudley Duncan. 
"City Sh:e as a Sociological Variable. 0 in Ernest W. Burgess and Donald J. 
Bogue, eds •• Contributions S! Urban Socio~oax (Chicago, 1964), PP• 129•47. 
I' 
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of cities according to economic function. Urban geographers Join 
them in the preference. 
A second, but related. reason for eheos1ng function as the primary 
basts for comparison is to purposefully follow the lead set by two 
important previous studies: 1. A. Wrigley, lndu•trial Growth !!'!! 
Population Change (1962), and Adna Ferrin Weber 1 The Growth !!!!. Cities 
!!!. ~Nineteenth Century (1899). 4 A scholar who wishes to follow the 
methodology of these works or to build upon the groundwork which they 
have laid will prefer functional to national grouping of cities for 
comparison. 
SOciological analysis of social stratification also rests heavily 
upon differentiation via oceupations. 
• • • oceupational structure ia the foundation of the 
strat1f1cet1on system of contemporary industrial society. 
In the absence of hereditary castes or feudal estates, 
class differences come to rest primarily on occupational 
5 positions •••• 
This emphasis gives additional significance to the study of 
occupational distinctions. 
4wrigley. lnduttrtal Growth .!.!!!! Pgi>ulatio~ Change: ! Regional 
Studx of the Coalfield Areas of North•West 15reee in the Later 
Ninete;Bth"Centu~x (Cambridge7'°'England, 1962 ; Weber, The Growth!?£. 
Cities ,!!! !!!! Nineteenth C&nturz. 
SPeter M. Blau and Otis Dudley Dimcan, In! American OCcupattonal 
Structure (New York, 1967), p. VII. 
••• 
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Finally, it might be observed that national and religious 
demographic contrasts are obvious. Census publications are designed 
to provide them. One could even go so far as to say that theae kinds 
of differences, especially national ones, are constantly in the 
forefront of the mind of both researcher and r~der. They are, there-
fore, less likely to be overlooked. The researcher, for that reason, 
ought to be particularly attentive to the subtler distinctions. 
Countless historians have generalized about functional and 
occupational differences among cities. Rather consistently the same 
cities are mentioned as prototypes. 
In an economic sense, an industrial city is one whose 
resources are almost wholly devoted or subordinated to the 
producing of form utility-•the sheplng of raw materials into 
goods for ht1111.n use. k>ndon, Liverpool, and New York, 
where manufa~turlng plants are only incidental to the 
principal business of the city, are eODDereial rather than 
industrial •••• On the other hand, Manchester, Birmingham, 
•nd Pittsburgh, even though they are not now so predominanatly 
characterized by factories and mills, are industrial cities 
because their wealth, pOJ>ulation, and eco001Dic activities 
are largely devoted to the supplying of their factories 
and those of the surrounding communities with the essentials 
of industrial life, and their progperity is dependent upon 
that of their leading industries. 
The development of the role of the gl:'eat city-•industrial 
as in Essen, coanercial as in Bremenhaven or Shanghai. 
financial and commercial as in London and Paris•-marked 
a change not only in the location of popula~ion, but also 
in the whole organization of economic life. 
6teon s. Marshall, "The English and .American Industrial City of 
the Nineteenth Century," Western Pennszlvania Historical Magazine, 
xx (1937), 170. 
7 Binkley, Realism !!2, Nationalism, p. 77. 
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Mumford names the representative industrial Coketowns: 
The poisonous pall of smoke had already come into the 
pottery districts in the eighteenth century ••• ; now 
it closed in everywhere. in Shefaield and Birmingham, 
in Pittsburgh, Essen, and Lille. 
With every chance to begin afresh, the industrial revolution 
in America reprGduced-·if we ignore a few isolated villages--
all the bad cbaracteristics of industrieliSlll in Europe. 
Dicken's Coketown duplicated itself in Pittsburgh, Chicago, 
St. Louis, Newark. Bridgeport, or wherever you please.9 
"I111J1ediete impressions lend support to the plausibility of an economic 
index, 11 writes Leonard ReisStlan. "Pittsburgh is different from Miami 
Beach, and both differ from Washington, D. e. A handy explanation is 
the dominating economic activity that establishes the particular 
flavor of each. nlO 
Certain scholars have taken exception to these "immediate 
impressions" and 11handy explanations. u Blake Mckelvey does not 
believe that they are valid for the United States. "American urban 
development," he writes, "failed to produce clear .. cut divisions 
between industrial and commercial cities. 011 A closer look at the 
8>tumford, !!!! City .!!, History, p. 471 .• 
9Mumford, ''The Fourth Migration," Survex Graphic, (May, 1925) in 
I!'!.!. Vrban Prospect (•ew York, 1968), p. xiv. Selection of a somewhat 
different sort is that by Carl N. Degler. in The Al! .2! !h,! Economic 
Revolution 1876-1900 (Glenview, Illinois, 1967). For this well-illustrated 
volume Degler chose nine photographs to portray the American city 
during industrialization. One picture is undentified; of the remaining 
eight, four were taken in New Yor~, four in Pittsburgh. 
The perspective of Peter P. Drucker in The Al!.££. Discontinuity 
(New York, 1969), pp. 33·38 is valuable 1£ somewhat less precise than 
the other works cited here. 
lOaeissman, Ih!. Urban Process, p. 78. 
llMcKelvey, !!!! Urbanization .2f America (New Brunswick, New Jersey, 
1963), p. 59. 
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occupational statistics than is often taken ought to end the 
argument whether or not Atlantic cities deserve their reputations 
for functional difference. 
German, French, and Belgian occupational censuses are of 
considerably less value to the urban researcher than are British and 
American ones. Continental data is provided only for administrative 
units which are so large that each includes considerable rural 
population along with its urban populaU.ons. Prof•ssor Wrigley 
has been able, nevertheless, to determine that clear and definite 
differences in occupational composition did exist between cities, 
some of which were "industrial" and others "administrative and 
trading centrea. 012 He further found meaningful demographic differences 
between these two classes of cities. His findings provide important 
comparisons throughout the present study. 
The largest industrial urban centers defined by Wrigley are 
Lille, Liege, Dusseldorf and Essen. Against them he counterposes 
uthe great capital cities and seaports" of Paris, Marseilles, Hamburg, 
and Berlin. these group• of cities differ in population size as well 11 
as by function, the latter four all being larger than Dusaeldorf, 
largest of the industrial towns. 
12wrtgley, Industrial Growth .!!!!!. P9J?ulation Chanae 1 passim. 
42a 
The most strongly industrial cities in all of Prussia in 
terms of the occupational composition of the urban population were 
Linden in Hannover, Barmen, Essen, Remscheid, and Solingen in the 
" textiles Regierungsberzirk of Dusseldorf, Gelaenkirchen and Boe hum 
in heavy industrial Arnsberg, and Guben in Frankfort a./Oder. Other 
Prussian industrial cities were Beuthen, Frankfurt a./Oder, ErfUt't• 
II 
Muhlhausen, Dortmund, Bielfeld, Duisberg, Elbing, 3pandau, and 
Munchen-Gladbach. The commercial and adminiatl"ative urban areas 
were Berlin, Konigsberg, Stettin, Altona, Flensburg, and Frankfort 
/M . 13 a. a1n. 
Historical classification of French urban areas by economic 
function is conveniently available in the sound work of Carriere 
and P:l.ncbeme;l.. 14 Occupations in English and Welsh cities can also 
be seen in secondary commentaries as well as in the censuses.15 
Among the commercial cities in heavily industrial England and Wales 
were Liverpool•Birkenhead, Cardiff, South Shields, Southampton, 
Grimsby, Hull, Plymouth-Devenport, and London itself. 
13prussia, Statistisches tandesamt, Festschrift des Koniglich 
Preussischen Statistiscben Bureaus zur Jahrhundertlierer seines Bestehens 
(Berlin, 1905), pp. 38-42. ~ 
14carriere and Pinchemel, Le Fait Urbain en France, pp. 170•237. 
-- ----
15For example, Thomas A. Welton, "On the 1891 Census of 
Occupations of Males in England and Wales, so far as relates to the 
Large Towns and to the Counties after exclusion of such towns,u 
Transactie>.!!! ~ !!!.!. Manchester Statistical Societx, 1897-98, pp. 245-66. 
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The same distinctions appear when the cities of the United 
States are classified according to the occupational composition of 
their p0pulation. Certain of the major United States cities were 
distinctly industrial, others distinctly canmercial and/or 
administrative. The commercial urban areas were. in a further 
similarity to continental Europe, at least slightly larger, on the 
average than the manufacturing towns. 
United States cities are classified functionally in Table 11 
following. Data are taken frcam the published ceuaus. Occupations 
have been collected in the published census only for the larger 
satellite or twin cities of the major central cities: for Camden 
and Allegheny. satellites of the major Pennsylvania cities, for only 
a single suburb, Cambridge. of Boston, and for the principal satellites 
of New York. Regrettably, other suburban places cannot be dealt with in 
terms of the occupational composition of their populations. 
Although important suburban areas cannot be included in Table 11, 
the economic characterbation giv&n the various cities is roughly 
accurate for all cities in 1870 and 1880 except aoaten•Cembridge. 
Specialized manufacturing in her suburbs was so fer advanced that the 
Boston area would appear much stronger in manufacturing if more 
suburbs could be ineluded. 16 What is the economic character of each 
of the remaining urban areas as revealed in Table 11? 
16rnfra, p. 48; and Table 12. 
'II ;I 
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It has already been pointed out in these pages that occupational 
differences among cities need not be great in order that the cities 
be classified differently from one another. It has been mentioned 
that a "transportation center11 is a city which employs as high as 
only eleven percent of its gainful workers in transportation. A much 
larger percentage than eleven would be employed in manufacturing, yet 
tht? city would be considered a transportation center because what is 
distinctive about it from a functional point of view is its unusually 
high percentage of transport workers. Manufacturing is the occupation 
which one ought to expect to predominate in almost all cities, regardless 
whether they are classified "trensportation, 11 *'diversified," 
"manufacturing" or whatever. 17 This i• well Uluutrated by Professor 
Harris' criteria for determining which were "diversified" and which 
manufacturing cities in 1940. The manufacturing cities were de•ignated 
as those employing thirty percent or more (although usually much more) 
in industrial occupations and having no other distinguishing 
occupational characteristic. Diversified cities employed twenty•five 
to thirty-five percent in industry but also maintained a halanced, 
though smaller percentage in wholesale and retail trade.18 
Cla*stfication of cities is mainly a question not of whether 
industry predominates but to what degree industry predominates. More 
cities, furthermore, will be manufacturing or industrial centers than any 
other type. 19 
17Harrist "A. functional Clesstficatlon of Cities in the United 
States,u passim. 
18tbid. 
19tbid., PP• 88-89. 
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TABLE 11 
RATIO OF POPULATION EMPLOYED IN MANUFACTURE TO nIAT IN COMMERCE 
AND ADMINlSTBA.TlOH, mn:nu STAUS crrus. 
1870, 1880, and 1890 
1870 1880 1890 (a) 
Newark .. Paterson 362:100 280:100 (Newark) 361:100 301:100 228:100 (Paterson} 585:100 457:100 
Providence 212:100 2621100 199:100 
Rochester 205:100 231:100 212:100 
Philadelphia-Camden 210:100 185:100 
(Phila<klphia) 224:100 212:100 187:100 
(Camden) 178:100 155: 100 
Pittsburgh-Allegheny 231:100 201:100 164:100 
(Pittsburgh) 192:100 203:100 171:100 
(Allegheny) 294:100 197:100 151: 100 
Nev Haven 219:100 204:100 193:100 
Cincinnati 190:100 192:100 168:100 
Buffalo 202:100 171:100 187:100 
Albany 196:100 160:100 129:100 
Cleveland 140t100 187:100 171:100 
Detroit 161:100 162:100 146;100 
Richmond 172: 100 147:100 142:100 
'Louisville 153:100 142:100 139:100 
New York-Brooklyn-Jersey City 149:100 144:100 127:100 
(New York) 154:100 145: 100 130: 100 
(Brooklyn) 142:100 146:100 133:100 
(Jersey City) 122:100 137:100 112:100 
(New York-Brooklyn-Jersey 
City-Newark· Paterson) 156:100 139:100 
Baltimore 144:100 144:100 113:100 
Boston-Cambridge 130:100 117;100 
(Boston) 141:100 123:100 111:100 
(CaUtbridge) 183:100 162:100 
St. Louis 128:100 135:100 131: 100 
Indianapolis 133:100 129:100 117:100 
Chicago 109:100 1:33:100 126:100 
San Francisco 117:100 119:100 110: 100 
Charleston 131:100 103:100 114:100 
Washington 87:100 82:100 78:100 (b) 
New Orleans 84: 100 86 :100 100: 100 
(a) census classification of occupations not identical with 1870 
and 1880 
(b) based partially on estimate because of census omission 
Source: Derived from data in United States Census Bureau, Ninth Census. 
Population, Volume I; Tenth Census, Poeutation, Volume I; Eleventh Census, 
Eopulation, Volume II. In this table the thirty-eight occupations 
classified ''Manufacturing, Mechanical, and Mining" are compared with the 
twelve "Trade and Transportation" occupations to which I have added 
"lawyers" and "officials and employees (civil) of government" from the 
general classification nProfesdonal and Personal Services. n The 
remaining service and agricultural occupations are not considered. 
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The most basic approach has been adopted for comparison of cities 
here. Only industrial, commercial and administrative occupations are 
considered. The latter two being compared against the former. 
The American industrial cities of the era between the end of the 
Civil War and the coming of the urban electric railway about 1890 were 
Philadelphia. Can\den, Providence, Pittsburgh-Allegheny, Rochester, New 
Haven, Buffalo and Cincinnati. Industrial Newark-Paterson is probably 
best considered a part of the diversified New York area. The American 
commercial and administrative cities were Washington, New Orleans, 
Chicago, Indianapolis, San Francisco, Charleston and St. Louis. The 
contrast in occupational cOll'lpOsition between these two groups of cities 
is clear. The population of industrial cities is twice as heavily 
en@&ged in m.anufacturing as in commerce end administration. The 
population of commercial and administrative cities contains almost as 
many persons occupied in these non•produeing jobs as in manufacture. 
Industrial cities, to put it another way, are twice as heavily engaged 
in manufacturing as are commercial and administrative cities. 
Between these groups were cities which had a diversified or 
balanced occupational composition in 1870 and/or 1880. Among these 
cities, Dettoit and Richmond retained a balanced occupational distribution, 
while New York, Baltimore and Louisville moved into the commercial class 
and Cleveland into the industrial. It is worth noting that the trend in 
the diversified c1 ties was away from diversification. This is in 
oppesition to the most frequently seen generalization which is that the 
evolution of large cities is toward diversification. 
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T~e economic character of several other United States cities 
dt,?.red during tha period under consideration. In most cases the 
<tlterations were ones ·..rhich lessened the clarity of the city's functional 
clas~i.ficat:Lon. Pittsburgh, Philadelphia and Cincinnati appear to have 
hecom•?. 11 less induatrial11 and N~w Orleans less commercial. Two 
explanations e:dat which might account for the appar~nt decline of 
functional differences. Occupational composition oecame diversified, 
according to Sam n. Warner, Jr., Blake Mcl<elvey, and others, as the 
larger cities assumed the functions of metropolis of their region. 
"Ur!>an industrialization," according to Warner, "was a progressive 
sequence, ever lessening the committment of the urban work force to 
manufacturing. tt 20 Sw:h distinctions as had existed among the major 
cities disappoared in the decades after 1890. 21 A different explanation 
i& that which emphasizes the movement of industries out of the central 
city to the suburbs. 
Much of collected data on occupational distributions pertains only 
to central cities. It will be remembered that the censuses on which 
Table 11, above, is based included data for satellite or twin cities 
of only Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and New York. Others are central 
cities alone. It is possible that what appears on Table 11 as change 
in the occupational composition of a city is actually movement of a 
portion of the labor force out of central cities as part of the general 
suburban movement which began during this era of world history. 22 
20warner, "If All the Worl~ Were Philadalphia," p. 31. 
21McKelvey, Urbanization .2.f. America ~ The Emergence .2.f. 
Metropolitan America (NQW Brunswick, New Jersey, 1968). "The triumph 
of metropolitan reg1.onalhm11 h the theme of both volmes. 
22sopra, pp. 14-17. 
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The data on occupations for 1870 presented in Table 11 is not as 
gr<mtly influ,mced by the occupational composition of the omitte<l 
uuburbs as is th~ data for 1890 because a smaller proportion of each 
urban area is excluded for 1870. Because no city had as large a 
suburban fringe in 1870 as it did in 1890. a srnallar proportion of 
the vorking population of the whole urban area is omitted in 1870 
and a larger proportion in 1890. 21 For this reason suburbanization 
of aome part of the labor force is u possible explanation for apparent 
change in the occupational composition of a city.. ::luburbs which are 
omitted in 1870 are at the same time not extensive enough to invalidate 
the economic characterization given the cities in that year (except, of 
course. for Boston.) 
Two theories have been introduced which might account for the 
changes in economic function and occupational composition of cities: 
progressive metropolitanization or divereification. and suburbanization 
of functions. It is necessary to clearly consider the second of these 
an alternative theory because of the influence which the idea of 
linear diversification. here identified with Professor McKelvey, has 
aehioved. There appears to be in fact more evidence for the idea of 
suburbanization of functions. 
Chauncey D. Harris has demonstrated that, at a later period at 
least, "industries located in suburbs are important enough to affect 
the c:lassi.fication of cities. nl4 It has already been seen that this 
was true of Boston even es early as 1870. The apparent decline in the 
ratio of industrial workers to commercial and administrative personnel 
23si;pra, pp. 16~ 17. Some data on this is supplied infra, p. 48. 
24uarris, "A Functional Classification of Cities in the United 
States," P• 88. 
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in Pittsburgli~A1.1ef;lwny Wai> also the result of the movement of 
in11ustry to satellit(>. towns. The concentration of industry in the 
Pittnhurgh area actually was increasing relative to other AJnerican 
cities between 1870 and 1890. The I'ittsburgh "incustrial art.>&11 as 
cefincd by McLaughlin ranked eighth in number of industrial workers 
in 1869, ninth in 1879, seventh in 1889, and fifth in 1899. 25 The 
change revealed in the decreasing ratio of industrial to commercial 
employees in central city Pittsburgh is the transfer of certain heavy 
industries to Homestead, Braddock, McKeesport, Aliquippa, and other 
satellite cities. 
The transfer of the main type of employment, manufacturing, to 
suburban areas is shown for some cities in Table 12. 
The An:erican cities which sustained the greatest change in 
occupational composition between 1670 and 1890 were Albany and 
Pittsburgh-Allegheny. (ln Table 11, it will be remelllbered, the 
ratio of industrial workers to distribution and administrative 
personnel in 1870 was 196:100 in Albany and 231:100 in Pittsburgh• 
Allegheny. 
2~cLaughlin, Growth .2£ American Manufacturing Areas, p. 125. 
TABLE 12 
AVERAGE NtlMBD OF !WWFAC'n.JRING WAGE EAlNEJlS OUTSIDE OF THE 
CENTR.AL CITY AS A PERCENTAGE OF AVERAGE NOOER OF 
MANUFACTUlUNG WAGE E.A.UlllS lN THE CODISPONDINC 
INDUSTRIAL AREA, 1879-1899 
1879 1889 1899 
Boston are!a 70.J'Z 69.4i 72.7% 
New York City area 26.l 24.4 29.3 
P'.d lade lphi.a area 23.4 19.3 20.7 
Pittsburgh area 21.S 37.6 4S.O 
Buffalo area 21.4 14.6 23.8 
Detroit are• 18.0 10.0 15.8 
St. Louis area 15.6 8.2 17.1 
Cincinruati area ts.o 19.9 25.1 
San Francisco area 10.7 11.4 19.0 
Chicago area 10.6 7.9 11.8 
Baltimore area 9.2 6.0 7.9 
Cleveland area 8.4 4.3 13.2 
SOU?'ce: Adapted from McLaugh tin• Growth of American 
Manufacturina Areas, p. 129. Mctaughitn•S"'table as based 
on United States Census reports. 
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By 1890 the same ratios w~re 12~:100 and 164:100.) In hoth instances 
thP. change was the result o'- the migration of industry to satellite 
or nearby cities. Pittsburgh, tu Table 12 shows, e'Kperienced this 
~henomenon to a much greater degree t~an did any other American city. 
Among the major urban areas, writes McLaughlin "the suburban movement 
of manufacturing during the 20 years leading up to 1899 was by far 
the most pronounce~ in thP. J'itt~burgh area •1126 
Migration of industry out of t~e central city explains the decline 
in the ratio of industrial t.fOrkers in Cincinnati as well as in ~ittsburgh. 
Among the six industrial cities in Table 12, Buffalo's ratio of 
industrial t.fOrkers did not decline during the decade 1880 to 1890 
(the ~ecade for which adequate information is available). During that 
decade. there~ore, "the growth of metropolitan regionalism" could at 
most have accounted for the changing occupational composition of half 
of the six American industrial cities included in both Tables. 
It is interesting in terms of attention to change in suburban 
occupational compositions that the two pl.aces which showed the 
greatest chanie between 1870 and 1890 (Table 11) wer~ not central 
cities at all but the suburbs Allegheny and Newark. 
Boston's singular position as regards suburban industry is well 
demonstrated in Table 12. Seventy percent of the industrially employed 
in the urban area were domiciled outside the limits of Boston itself 
in 1879. No other area had as high as thirty percent of industrial 
labor located in the suburbs in 1879. No other city except Pittsburgh 
had reached even thirty percent by 1900. Indeed the only cities other than 
26 tbid. 
lt perhaps ought to be kept in mind that the industrial areas alao 
simply had larger suburban populations than did commercial urban areas 
(Rarril, "Suburba, 0 p. 544.) 
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Boston anci Pi tt<;btn:gh in wbich the suburbanization of industry can 
be saici to have begun by 1900 are Cincinnati and New York. 
The interpretation whicL arsues that the changing occupational 
composition of central cities was the result of migration of industry 
to uuburbs is not contradicted by the evidence, given above, that 
!>Uburbanization of inciustry had occurred in only f'our urban areas by 
1900. Significant change occurr.'?d between 188() and 1890 in the 
occupational composition of only fotir of the eleven major American 
citias which appear on both Tables 11 and 12: Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, 
Philadelphia and Baltimore. The dispersion of industrial workers 
to suburban Cincinnati and suburban Pittsburgh expla1.ns the change in 
those cities as one merely of relocation of industry within a single 
industrial urban area. Baltimore and Philadelphia 1.rere the other 
cities wherein change occurred in the occupational distribution of the 
population. They experienced no such auburbaniaation of industrial 
workers. To the contrary, the proportion of persons in industrial 
occupations in the central city relative to the suburbs increased by 
more than three percent in both of thos• urban areas. In the whole 
metropolitan districts of Philadelphia and Baltimore, therefore, 
manufacturing occupations were proportionally declining. For 
Philadelphia thh indicates a diversification of the occupational 
composition. since Philadelphia was a manufacturing city. Baltimore 
was not a manufacturing city. The ratio of industral wcn:kers to 
c011Dercial and administrative personnel waa 144:100 1n 1880, •king 
Baltimore one of the few diveraified cities of that census year. By 
1890 the ratio had dropped to 113:100. A decline in industry in a non• 
industrial city is not economic diversification. If Baltimore is 
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considered a eity which once had performed diversified economic 
functions but which was between 1880 aad 1890 becoming more 
exclusively cmmnercial, then clearly metrepolitan regionalism was 
not triumphing between 1880 and 1890 in the region of Baltimore. 
Both of the applicable generalisations made by MeKelvey are 
highly questionable. McKelvey holds that there '1ere not "clear-cut 
divisions between industrial and commercial citf.es•• in the United 
States. Table 11 indicates that there were such divisions. The 
dif ferenc:es are .alid according to the guidelines laid down by 
Chauncey Harris and other leading taxonomists. McKelvey allows for 
some faint indications of functional difference before 1890, but 
holds that these were eliminated. by the rise of the metropolitan 
function for large cities. this cannot be the case. Were the trend 
as McKelvey indicate•• surely by the end of the third decade of the 
twentieth century his idea would appear in the statistics. Yet, 
studying the census of 1930, Chauncey Harns claaa:lfied New Orleans 
as a 0 transportatlon center.'' San Francisco a "wholesale center," 
and Detroit. Pittsburgh. Philadelphia, Buffalo, and Rochester as 
''manufacturing cities. u27 Classlf:lcation of clt1•• according to the 
occupational composition of the population la valid for use in studies, 
27uarris, nA Functional Classification of Cities in the United 
States, 11 passim. The argument a3ain•t the notion of diYM"sified 
metropolitan regionalism is made, leas statistically than by Harris, 
by N. s. B. Gras in Au Introduction .!! Economic Hiotory, p. 184•87 
and 294•95. Pittsburgh and Detroit are the chief examples he uses of 
cities which though very large ought not be considered regional 
aetropolises. For a later period see Otis Dudley Duncan, .!! !!·, 
Metropolis .!!!£Region (Baltimore, 1960), PP• 279•550. By 1950 
Providence and Rochester were still "specialized manufacturing" 
areas. But Baltimore and Toledo, commercial cities during the period 
under study here, had become more industrial than Pittsburgh, Cleveland, 
Buffalo, and Cincinnati. 
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such as the present one, which include the United States. as well· 
as for European studies, for example that of Professor Wrigley. 
To summarize, statistics can be derived concerning occupational 
composition for certain United States central cities and twin cities 
in 1870, 1880, and 1890. J>eta is also available concerning migration 
of the industrial labor force out of or into central cities within 
certain urban areas after 1880. These statistics overlap for eleven 
cities, and for only one decade. During that decade, 1880 to 1890. 
significant change occurred in the occupational compoaition of four 
of the eleven central cttles. In two cases, Pittsburgh and Cincinnati, 
occupational change in the central city was the result of the 
suburbanization of industry. The occupational character of those two 
urban agglomerations, which was induatrial, did not change. Baltimore 
maintained a diversified occupational force until 1880, after which it 
became one of the coamercial cities. Thus in three of the four urban 
areas wherein occupational change occurred in the central city, the 
whole urban area maintained or obtained functional specialization. 
Pittsburgh and Cincinnati maintained their industrial classification. 
Baltimore obtained, or inoved toward obtaining, cCIUlllercial classification. 
Metropolitan regionalism, understood as a diversification or balancing 
of occupational distribution, triumphed in only one of four cities 
wherein change occurred. The occupational composition of Philadelphia 
~egan to diversify. since the proportion of industrial workers in the 
whole urban area declined while at the same time those workers tended 
to concentrate in the central city. Nevertheless, Philadelphia clearly 
rem.tined industrial in classification. 
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Sam J. Warner has recently sought to "encourage historians of 
other cities to make comparisons that will enable us to say if all the 
world really was Philadelphta. 0 28 During the decade between 1880 and 
1890, all the world was not. 
TABLI 13 
UUTIVI CCllll!ATION Bl'J:WED DICLlll OP MANUFACrURING 
EMPLOYMENT 111 CDftAL CITY AND IHCUASI DI suauus. 
BALTDl>llE• CDICIBATI, PBI'LADILPll14. 
pittsburgh•Allegheny 
Cincinnati 
Philadelphia 
Baltimore 
AKO PITTllVHH·AU.IGBllY 
Decline in ratio of 
employees in manufacturing 
to those in trade, transport 
and administration, 1870•1890 
·61 (231:100 to 1641100) 
•22 (190i100 to 168:100) 
·37 (224:100 to 187:100) 
·31 (144:100 to 113:100) 
Sou~ee: Tables 11 and 12 •~ra, pp. 43 an4 48. 
Percentage increase in 
proportion of manufacturing 
workers outside of central 
city. 1879•1889 
+16.1 
+ 4.9 
- 4.1 
- 3.2 
· The figures for Pittsburgh•Allegheny and for Cincinnati in 
Table 13 correlate in that the addition of a subat&ntl•l percentage 
of the manufacturing workers of the urban ar .. to the suburbs (column 
two) explains the decline in the central city (column one). The figure 
in the two columns differ in dze because colUllll one is based on the 
constants in Table 11 whereas column two i• • percentage. The percentage 
of suburbanization of industr1a1·eap1o~nt in Pittsburgh-Allegheny 
was extremely large to have occurred in one deeade••sixteen percent-· 
accounting for the large decline in the ratio of employees in 
manufacture to those in trade, transport and administration. Five 
percent of Cincinnati's industrial lft>rk force was suburbanized during 
the decade. approximately one-third that of Pittsburgh, accounting for 
28warner, "lf All the World Were Philadelphia." p. 43. 
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a base figure in column one which is correspondingly one-third lower 
than that of Pittsburgh. 
Cincinnati and Pittsburgh-Allegheny are, therefore, the two 
cities on Table 13 where suburban industrtalization (column two) 
explains the decline of manufacturing in the central city (column 
one). In Philadelphia and Baltimore there was n.o such growth of 
industry in suburban areas. Therefore, industrial employment declined 
in those cities. Yet the t"atios of occupations indicate that neither 
Philadelphia nor Baltimore became a diversified city. Philadelphia, 
with a ratio of 187 industrial workere to 100 commerciat-achninisttative, 
was still an industrial city. Baltimore beeane a eoanerctal city 
having only 113 manufacturing employees for each 100 COlmercial ones. 
Oeueraltzation can now be made concerning the trend of urban 
Atnerican occupational structures between 1870 aud 1890. Urban areas 
were not generally becoming diversified taetropOU.sea. Only a few 
cities were so becoming. The proper generalization is that while on 
the one hand many urban areats were not chanalna functions, on the other 
hand those which were changing wue moving tn all directions concerning 
changing economic function. Some, like Cleveland, were becoming 
industrial cities after having been diversified; others, like Albany. 
paHed from 1nduatrialtlt8, through diversification to a commercial 
function. To this generalization should b• added the important correlate 
that suburbanization of economic functions may be the determining factor 
in deciding both the functional classification of an urban area and the 
reasons for apparent changes in func.tion. 
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The percentage of a population which is gainfully employed and 
the age and sex structure of the employed population are matters of 
interest in demography which ought to be at least mentioned here. 
Concerning the percentage of th$ population which is gainfully 
employed, most of the major cities stood higher than the United States 
national average. In 1870, for example, thirty-two percent of Americans 
were gainfully employed. Among the major central cities only Clevel«nd, 
with thirty-one percent of her population employed. wae below the 
national average. Philadelphia was identical with the national average. 
Pittsburgh, Buffalo and New Orleans also had low percentage of their 
population in gainful employment••thirty-feur percent-~tn comparison 
with the other major cities. San Francisco led all cities with forty• 
six percent employed, followed by Chicago, Washington, and Providence 
with thirty•eight percent. 29 Coanercial cities appear to have kept a 
higher percentage of their population employed in 1870 than did the 
average central city of manufacturing areas. By 1900 the reverse 
seems to have been true. Between 1870 and 1900, all Ainerican c~ntral 
cities added substantially to the portion of their population which 
was gainfully employed, but the industrial cities changed most as a 
class. Within the city limits of Philadelphia the portion of the 
29un1ted States Census BuTeau. Ninth pensus, !!!Z.2' Vol. I. The 
high sex ratio of San Francisco (infla. p. 91) probably explains this 
statistic, males being more frequent y employed. 
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population which was gainfully employed more than doubled between 
1870 and 1900, rising from thirty-two percent to sixty-eight percent. 
Other industrial cities increased greatly also, bringing the average 
participation in the labor force higher on the average than that of the 
commercial cities. 30 
This greater coraparative increase in the proportion employed 
in industrial cities is probably not, for example, the result of the 
immigration into those urban areas of foreign born persons who were 
chiefly of working ages. Chapter Three of the present study shows that, 
on the contrary, the total percentage of the foreign born was higher 
in the commercial urban areas. Chapter four of the present study shows 
further that in the United States the two tYJ>e• of cities maintained 
populations having roughly the same proportion of persons at the 
working ages. 
It is also interesting that by 1900 Philadelphia had become the 
central city with the most fully employed population. San Francisco, 
the leader in this respect in 1870. had one of the least fully employed 
ll populations by 1900. Considerable study must be done before all the 
l~ctaughtin, Growth!! ~rican Manufacturing Areas, pp. 36-37. 
The populations of the industrial cities remained more fully employed 
than other classes of cities. By 1950 seventy-nine percent of the average 
American city's mate population was employed. compared with eighty•three 
or eighty-four percent of the male population of manufacturing cities. 
The ratio of difference was even stronger among the female populations 
(Boward J. Nelson, "Some Characteristics of the Population of Cities in 
Similar Service Classifications," Economic Geo1ra2hx, XXXIII (April, 1957), 
reprinted in Mayer and Kohn, aeadtnas ,!! Urban GeographI, pp. 168-69.) 
31tbid. 
-
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causes of these wide fluctuations ~ill be ktlO'lm. f('Ule employment 
is important demographically because a high rate of f emal~ employment 
is associated ~rith a high death rate. 32 Baltimore and Pittsburgh were 
the major cities at the opposite extremes in the matter of female 
employment. Thirty•two percent of the gainfully employed in Baltimore 
in 1880 were female; only four and one•half percent of Pittsburgh's 
labor force were women. 
Low 
Pittsburgh 
Indianapolis 
Buffalo 
Cleveland 
Chicago 
TABLE 14 
UNITED STATES CITIES WITH WW AMD HIGH 
PllCBNTAGE or P'DIALE DIP1.o1Mlltt, 1880 
High 
4.si Baltimore 
8.0 New York 
10.0 Boa ton 
10.5 Phtledelphia 
u.s 
32.01 
31.0 
30.S 
29.S 
Source: United States Census Bureeu, Tenth £en•U;•• 1880, 
Vol. 1. 
32Arthur Newsholme, The &1ements .!,! Vital St&!iatics (London, 
1899), p. 
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Interestingly, there i1:1 no correlation wherein either the 
commercial or the industrial cities as a class employ a greater 
ratio of female3. 
It is easily established that the basic classification of 
urban areas depends upon the occupational COlllposition of their 
populations. This chapter mentions which were the European cities 
properly classified a3 industrial and those properly classified as 
commercial and administrative in economic function. The question 
is then posed whether there were meaningful contrasta in the 
occupational composition of American cities, similar to the 
differences which existed in Europe. The question of the American 
cities being different from European ones arises because a conflict 
of opinion exists as to whether American cities can legitimately be 
classified as industrial or commercial in economic function. Further, 
what changes were taking place in occupational composition during 
the late nineteenth century and what accounts for the changes? 
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Contrastn 1.n occupational composition were a ~eatur,~ or American 
urhan demo3raphy as well as European. The American industrial conurbations 
have b'.'.len <1hown to be the urban areas of. Pittsburgh, ?hiladelphia, 
Providcnc~. Rocheater, Cincinnati, Buffalo, and New Haven. The com:nercial 
and admini9trative agglomerations of the period 1870 to 1890 were 
Washington, New Orleans. Chicago, Indianapolis. Charleston, San Francisco 
and St. Louis. 
Change occurred in the occupational composition of several American 
central cities betwaen 1870 and 1890. Change was greatest in central 
Plttshurgh•Allegheny and in Albany in both of which places the proportion 
of manufactuTing workers declined. 'this does not, however, represent 
change in the occupational composition of the whole of these greater 
urban areas. What occurred, rather, was dispersal of industry and 
workers to nearby satellite cities. 
Conc-rning the causes of chanse in urban occupations, data is 
available only for the final decade of the period 1860 to 1890, and 
only for the major United States cities. Between 1880 and 1890 the 
occupation.al composition shifted in four of eleven central cities for 
which statistics are available. In only two of the four, however, did 
this mean change in the occupational COlllpOSition of the population of 
the whole urban area. In Philadelphia the population became less 
heavily industrial as the metropolitan region began to diversify its 
economic functions. Baltimore, on the other hand, seemed to be moving 
during the decade away from a dlversified toward a commercial occupatiomtl 
distribution. Cincinnati, like Pittsburgh, experienced change in 
occupations in the central city but not, however, in the whole urban 
area. Industrial workers were increasingly living in the suburban 
parts of the Cincinnati and Pittsburgh areas. 
CHAP'lEl THREE 
ETHNIC AND RACIAL COMPOSITION 
or UNITED STATES Cl'l'l!S 
Migration cityward in the Atlantic Community in the late 
ninetE>enth C'l'ntury '<'new no national boundaries.! As a result a large 
part of the population of certain Atlantic cities was foreigh-born. 
This was true of s01ne European cities. Italians, for e~ample, were 
numerous in French urban areas. The American cities, however, con~ 
tained larger nllltlbers of foreign born than did European urban areas. 
Fut'ther, United States cities had larger non-Caucasian dements in 
their populations. A survey of those Atlantic urban areas wherein the 
racial and ethnic composition is of most importance in the cities' 
whole demographic structure properly concentrates on United States 
cities. 
Racial composition is a simpler matter than is that of nativity. 
Only two racial groups enter into the statistics in meaningful numbers. 
Neither Orientals nor American Indians comprised as much as one-twentieth 
of one percent in any of the major cities F.rom St. Louis eastward. 2 
lMany aspects of this idea are explored in the interpretative 
article by Frank Thistlethwaite, "Migration from Europe Overseas in the 
Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries, 0 !l! Consres International .2_! Sciences 
Histori9ues, R•2eorts, ! (Goteborg, 1960), pp. 32-60, reprinted with 
omissions in Po2ulation Movements !!, Modern Eur!?pean History, Herbert 
Moller, ed. (New York, 1964), pp. 73·92. 
2The cities having the largest number of Indians in 1870 were St. 
Louis (38) and Charleston (34)& in 1880 they were New York area (78) 
and Providence-Cranston (44). The highest numbers of Orientals in 1870 
were in New Orleans (23) and New York area (19) and in 1880 New York area 
(913) and Chicago (173). 
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A racial comparison of corrmercial >Ti.th industrial citie:; at this era 
must be a comparison of the northern cities alone. Several of the 
principal cotmnercial and administrative cities of the United States 
are located in or near slave states. But to speak of the racial 
composition of New Orleans, Washington, Charleaton. and Baltimore is 
to speak of slavery~ not of commercial cities. The following table 
compares the racial composition of the northern camnercial cities with 
the northern industrial urban areas. 
TABLE lS 
U.CUL CCllPOSl'flOll • SlX Ulfl'l'ID STATIS DlDUlftl.AL AD 
FIVE C<HmltCIAL UB.BAN AREAS• 1860-1900 
Industrial 
White Negro CZ. Negro 
City Year Population Populatloa Population 
Newark• 1860 89912 16JO 1.8 
Paterson 1870 136485 2150 1.6 
1880 183520 3tl1 2.1 
1890 255201 4782 1.8 
1900 342967 7116 2.2 
Providence 1860 49129 1537 3.0 
1870 66320 2559 3.7 
1880 101711 3512 l.5 
1890 128095 3963 3.0 
1900 170508 4811 2.7 
loch eater 1860 47794 410 0.9 
1870 61957 427 0.7 
1880 88859 497 0.6 
1890 133318 559 0.4 
1900 161994 601 0.4 
Philadelphia· 1860 546924 22963 4.0 
Camden 1870 671072 22973 3 .. 3 
1880 853427 35278 3.9 
1890 1059982 44234 4.0 
1900 1229673 68189 4.9 
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TABLE 15 .. Conttnue<l 
White Negro i N~!:l'O 
City Year Population Jopulat1on l'Opulatlou 
Pittsburgh- 1860 76075 1844 2.4 
Allegheny 1870 136079 3177 2.2 
1880 2!1912 6136 2.6 
1890 133419 10357 3.0 
1900 430973 20JS5 4.S 
New Haven 1860 
1870 4909n 1149 3.4 
1880 60648 2192 3.5 
1890 81298 2503 3.2 
1900 105038 2887 2.7 
Percentage 1860 3.4 
Negro of total 1870 3.0 
industrial 1880 3.3 
populations 1890 3.2 
1900 4.a 
ce•rci•I 
Toledo 1860 13539 229 1.7 
1870 30972 612 1.9 
1880 49206 928 1.9 
1890 80349 1077 1.3 
1900 130079 1710 1.3 
Indianapelts 1860 18113 498 2.1 
1870 45309 2931 6.1 
1880 68Sl8 6504 8.7 
1890 96282 9133 8.7 
1900 153201 15911 9.4 
Chicago 1860 10830.5 955 o.9 
1870 295281 3691 1.2 
1880 496495 6480 1.3 
1890 1084998 14271 1.3 
1900 1667140 30150 1.8 
Jersey City 1860 28891 335 1.1 
1870 81840 105 0.8 
1880 119351 1340 1.1 
1890 160766 2099 1.8 
1900 202510 3704 1.8 
City 
Boston 
Boaton-
Cambridge 
Year 
1860 
1870 
1880 
1890 
1900 
1860 
1870 
1880 
1890 
1900 
Perceutaae 1860 
Negro of total 1870 
industrial 1880 
populations 1890 
1900 
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TABLE 15 - Continuad 
White Negro 
Population topulation 
175579 2261 
241013 3496 
356826 5873 
439887 8125 
548083 11591 
285798 4344 
407977 7377 
507888 10113 
635958 U479 
'Z N11gro 
Population 
1.3 
1.4 
1.6 
1.8 
2.1 
1.5 
1.8 
2.0 
2.4 
1.2 
1.6 
1.9 
2.2 
2.3 
Source: Derived from data in United Statu Cenaua Bureau, 
Tenth geiii§' 1880, Populetion, l, 417•24, and twelfth 
Ctnaue, , 'fOi*itation, vo't. 1-; Part X, cxlx•cnf.l. Cities 
are listed in descending order or dear•• to Which 1*11'\Ufacture 
or cOBtaeree dominated their occupetioNal caapoaltion in 1870 
and 1880. 
Geographical factors associated with plantation slavery might 
still be influencing the results even thou9b the eouthern cities are 
excluded. Yet, despite the high perceataae of legnee in Indianapolh, 
the coaaeretal cities have the decide.Sly lower avera1e raci.41 mixture. 
This 1• trve at each census year. 'l'be difference decreases at each 
census until 1890, before increasing again between 1890 and 1900. In 
1860 the industrial areas contained almost three times as large a 
proportion of blacks in their combined populations as did the coaaerc1a1 
areas. The difference narrowed to one of one percent (3.21 to 2.2'1) in 
1890. By 1900, however, the industrial areas again held nearly twice 
as large a proportion of black•. The increase in the industrial areas' 
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proportion of Negro<~.<> in the final .-!ecade is tha result of a one 
and ono-half percent increase in Pittsburgh-Allegheny. Philadelphia• 
Camden, the largest industrial area, is, however, lnrg~ly responsible 
for the :1tgher racial mi:-:ture of the industrial areas. By contrast, 
the largest of the commercial cities during most of the period, 
Chicagot ranked lowest among the commerci.41 areas and second lowest 
among all cities. 
No large scale influx of Uegroes into northern cities occurred 
before 1900. Between 1870 and 1900 the increase in the proportion of 
!.>lacks in northern cities was only one p•rcent. However dominating the 
influence of white immigration and new urban natural increase was, a 
large scale Negro migration would have raised the proportion of racial 
mixture more than one percent. 
Another element in the composition of a pop~1at1on centers upon 
the place of birth. The most important aspect of nativity is foreign 
bit·th which often provides the ethnic contrasts in a population. The 
followina tables exhibit the foreign•bol't'l population of the 1'\nterican 
industrial and commercial urban areas. 
TAILB 16 
POUlCN-BOllf POP1JIAT10ll SBVD URmD STA.US lNDUSftlAL 
Am> SIX CClllDCL\L UUAI .AUAS, 1860-1900 
Industrial 
Foreign Born i foreign 
City Year Poplllation Born 
Newark· 1860 
Pater&On 1870 48752 3S.2 
1880 59032 31.S 
1890 86485 33.2 
1900 119154 31.4 
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TA.BLI 16 - Continued 
roretgn Born 1. Foreign 
City Year Population Born 
Providence 1860 25.6 
1870 17177 24.9 
1880 28075 26.8 
1890 40217 30.4 
1900 55855 31.8 
Rochester 1860 39.6 
1870 21184 33.7 
1880 26622 29.8 
1890 39733 29.7 
1900 40748 25.1 
Philadelphia- 1860 
Camden 1870 186207 26.8 
1880 208430 23.5 
1890 268294* 24.3 
1990 305437 22.3 
l'itteburgh- 1860 
Allegheny 1870 43130 30.9 
1880 64042 27.2 
1890 99251 28.9 
1900 115094 25.5 
New Haven 1860 
1870 
1880 15668 24.9 
1190 22904 28.2 
1900 30654 27.4 
Buffalo 1860 
1870 
1880 51268 33.l 
1890 89200 34.9 
1900 104010 29.5 
Percentage 1860 
foreign born 1870 30.5 
industrial-city 1880 25. l 
popula.tion 1890 27.7 
1900 26.1 
Commerctf 1 
Washington 1860 21.0 
1870 13757 12.6 
1880 14242 9.7 
1890 18517 8.1 
1900 20119 7.2 
City 
Charleston 
Toledo 
Indianapolis 
Chieaeo 
Percentage 
foreign· born 
total e01111erclal• 
city population 
TABLB 16 
Year 
1860 
1870 
1880 
1890 
1~00 
1860 
1870 
1880 
1890 
1900 
1860 
1870 
1880 
1890 
1900 
1660 
1870 
1880 
1890 
1900 
1860 
1870 
1880 
1890 
1900 
1860 
1870 
1880 
1890 
190() 
*Philadelphia only 
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"' Continued 
l'oreign Born 1 Poreign 
Pot>ulatton Born 
44.0 
48475 2.5.3 
411,7 19.l 
33903 14.0 
30325 10.6 
26.0 
4892 10 .. 0 
3950 7.9 
25~2 4.6 
11099 35.1 14349 28.6 
22095 
27822 21.0 
10657 22.0 
12610 16.8 
14449 13.7 
17122 10.1 
1445.57 
50.0 
47.8 
204859 40. 7 
449628 40.9 
587112 34.6 
32.0 
27.0 
30.6 
26.1 
Source: Calculate<' from dMta in United States Census Bureau, 
Eighth Census, Statistics, 'pp. 1xU.•1xU.i; Tenth Census, 
Population. pp. 448-SS; and ~glfth Census, rppulation, Vol. t, 
Part I. cix·c~. Cities &Te listed in descending order of the 
degree to which either manufacture or commerce dominated their 
occupatloaal etructures in 1870 and 1880. 
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1ABL1~ 17 
RANK IN FO!l:?IGN-BORN PO-:?'ULAT!ON UNITED STATES 
IDUSftUJ. AND COMMDCIAL cr.rus. 1880 
Industrial 
lank in lank in 
Rank in foreign-born foreign•bor:l, 
total populations relatively to 
City population ab.solut,;i numbers total population 
Ncvark 15 16 22 
Providence 20 18 27 
Rochester 22 19 20 
?hiladelphia 2 3 34 
Pittsburgh 12 14 24 
Allegheny 23 24 32 
New Raven 26 29 31 
Cincinnati 8 8 25 
Commercial 
Waahingt:on 14 35 45 
New Orleans 10 lS 35 
Charleston :16 46 47 
Jersey City 17 17 14 
Toledo lS 34 23 
Indianapolis 24 37 41 
Chicago 4 2 4 
Sout'ce: United States C<!J)sus Bureau, Tenth C'lnsus, :?02ula~ion, 
I. 471. 
Corr1nercial•adminintrative eitiP.s taken together had larger 
:.iroport:lons of foreign-born persons in their population than did the 
industrial areas at each census until 1900 when the prot10rtions were 
equal. The larger proportions of the COl'lllercial cities were clearly, 
howevf.'!r • the result of the f.nfluence of Chicago. The rema:i.ning 
commercial cities, without Chicago, had Sllaller proportions of 
fore!gn•born than the industrial towns. The largest industrial city, 
Philadelphia, played the opf'Osite role front the largest commercial 
city. Philadelphia maintained the lowest proportion of foreign-born 
persons among the seven :lndu•trta1 areas. tt will be remetnbered that 
these two urban areas also de110nst~ated ot>90site tendencies in the 
racial composition of their pepulation.s. Phlladelphia"'ftNlintained a 
high racial mixture, Chicago a low one. 
!he hi3her proportion of forelsn•born persons in industrial 
cities (when Chicago is e'Ccluded) is to be apected because foreign• 
born persons were employsd in •tNfutud.ng to a marked degree more 
than they were in trade and transportation. In 1890 there were in the 
United States only fot'ty•one percent .as many foreign-born in trade and 
transportation occupations as there were native white persons. There 
were, however. fully ninety-five percent •• l'llBny foreign-born employed 
in manufaetur1ag. 3 What is 9Ufl'~istog, given this, is that the 
industrial cities did not predominate tw0re clearly in pr.o~ortions of 
foretgn•bOt"n. and that Ph:Uadelpht.a had comparatively so few :foreign• 
born persons. 
Jeatculated from data in 1. P. Hutchinson, l!!iEants ~ Their 
Children, 1820·1950 (New York. 1956) p. 121. 
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Despite the lo"t<1er ratio of foreign-born :f.n Philacf'lphia, the 
incu.::;trial areas '.vere ranarkably similar in terms of the percentage 
of foreign-born in their populations. In 1880 the rang0 of e:~tretnes 
among the industrial areas was only from tWenty-four percent foreign 
in Philadelphia to thirty-three in Buffalo. In 1890 the BaJne cities 
represented the c'~tr.emcs, which were respectively twenty-four percent 
unC: thirty-ft vc percent. 'lhe comncrcial areas exhibit a much wider 
range in this regard. 
The direction of the change in pr0portions of both black and 
foreign-horn population in the industrial cities makes an interesting 
comparison. Each decade \fberein the percentage of foreign-born 
increased, the proportion of Negroes decreased. When the percentage of 
foreign-born was down. the percentage of black population was up. 
Further, thia happened in each decade alternately. ln the seventies 
the percentage of foreign-born ~.s down, that 0£ blacks up. tn the 
eighti~s the proportion of foreign-born roae 1 due doubtlessly to 
increased inmigration. The percentage of blacks in the populations 
fell, probably because the composition of the populations had become 
swllen with foreign immigranu. In the nineties there wa.s another 
reversal as foreign immigration receded. Is it possible that in 
American history Negro in•m13ration to Northern cities worked in 
inverse relationship with foreign immigration? 
Another interesting aapect of these decennial changeu in 
population composition of the industrial cities is that Newark-
Paterson emerges as the most "typical" industrial urban area in thh 
respect. 'l'h•t ta, it is the only area which conformed in every decade 
to the -:rand of change o~ the inc'u:':trial cities ta!:C"n togct•1er as 
re!1rccts both foreign-born and Negro population. This 1r: fateresting 
h'.:caus ~ ~i::«:>ark-'l'lat!'irson h cUstinct from the othor 1.ndtwtrial cities 
in two ways. It is the most upurely" industrial in the most accurate 
s·zonse in that the occupational cOtrlposit:t.on of tts population was most 
h·:'.!avily made up of per::;1ons in manufacturing jobs. But .'ilso Newark-
.._.,aterson 13 the only area which is not an independent urban agglomeration 
but rather a part of another (the New York) urban area. Of cour.::>e the 
second of these factors is cau3al to the first. Newark-Paterson can 
be more exclusively industrial precisely bacauae the commercial 
activity of that urban zone takes place in New York and Jersey City. 
Naverthelcss, it will h~ of interest to continue to ask whether the 
occupationa11y moat industrial areas prove most demographically 
typical of the industrial urban areas. 
Some interesting information appears when these functional 
typ<lS of cities are compared according to the origin of the foraign-
horn element in their populations. Table 18. following, provide$ 
such a comparison. 
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TABJ..1 18 
OlUGINS or FOlllIGN .. BOBN POPUU.TtON Ulllftl> STATES 
INDUSTlliL AND C<Hl&lCIAL ClTlES, 1880 
1 2 3 
Urban United States Ireland Germany England 
4 s 6 
British America Scotland France 
1 8 9 
Bohemia Sweden Italy 
Industrial Cities 
1 2 3 
Newark Germany Ireland England 
4 5 6 
seotlarul France Switzerland 
l 2 3 
Providence Ireland In gland British .America 
4 5 6 
Scotland Germany Scandinavia 
1 2 3 
locheater Germany Il'eland British Ainerica 
4 5 6 
Ing land lletherlands Switzerland 
1 2 3 
Philadelphia Ireland Ceraany England 
4 5 6 
Scotland rrance British America 
1 2 3 
Pittsburgh Ireland Germany England 
4 5 6 
Scotland France Switzerland 
1 2 3 
1:1 Cincinnati Gel'IDAny Ireland England 
Ii 4 s 6 I 
rranee British America Switserland 
Buffalo 
New Orleana 
Chicago 
Jersey City 
Baltlmore 
St. Louie 
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TABLE 18 • Continued 
1 
Germany 
4 
England 
2 
Ire laud 
s 
Scotland 
Commercial 
1 2 
GenYuy Ireland 
4 s 
Italy England 
1 2 
Germany Ireland 
4 5 
British America England 
1 2 
Ireland Genaany 
4 
' Scotland Britbh America 
1 2 
Germany Ireland 
4 5 
Bohemia Scotland 
1 2 
Get1Mny Ireland 
4 s 
BohemLa Switzerland 
3 
British .America 
6 
France 
3 
France 
6 
Spain 
3 
Scandinavia 
6 
Bohemia 
3 
England 
6 
England 
3 
England 
6 
Poland 
3 
England 
6 
Prance 
Source& United States Cen•us Bureau. tenth Census, Pgeulation, 
PP• 472, 469, and 538. 
Cities are listed in descending order of the degTee to which 
manufacture or commerce deiaated their occupational compositions 
in 1870 and 1880. · 
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The outstanding feature of Table 18 is not so much the contrasts 
which appear between .American industrial and callllercial cities. Rather, 
it is the difference between all of these eities on one hand and the 
United States national urban average on the other. Irish predominated 
in American cities as a whole. Germans. however. predominated in both 
the functionally industrial and functionally eoamercta1/admin1strative 
urban areas. Obviously, by elimination, the diversified cities, as well 
as perhap• the smaller cities, must h•ve held large Irish populations. 
The industrial cities were ethnically diatt.nct from the commercial 
areas in containing a larger proportion of English. Scottish, and 
British·Americana and a smaller proportion of Czechs. Industrial areas 
also maintained a 811M1ller v•rtety of substantially sized ethnic groups 
than commercial areas. Only nine places of national origin appear on 
Table 18 for industrial areas. Twelve nationalities appear among the 
commerd.al areas. 
British born and Br1tish•Amer1can born persons resided in larger 
proportions in induatrial citiea than in cOlalereial areas. These two 
elements, by the same token, were more frequently employed in industrial 
occupations than were the other principal ethnic groups. 
TAILI 19 
OCCUPATIONS or THI POPU:LU'IOR or THE run 
PRINCIPAL UNITID STATES crrus BY HATIVITY, 1880 
Bm:ployed in Employed in trade 
Place of bi~th unuf&cture or transport 
United States 770663 488487 
Germany 213496 94725 
Ireland 143033 82504 
Great Britain 80074 28862 
British America 37173 12049 
Source: United States Census Bureau, Tenth Census, 
f22ulation, I, 858-59. 
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In the fifty principal American cities of 1880 the ratio of 
persons employed in manufacture to those in trade and transport was 
greater among British and British Nriericans than among any of the three 
main ethnic elements. This may have been the reault of the migration 
of British skilled workers. especially in the textile industries. 
Just as the foreign•born were not employed at the same ratio in all 
occupations, their economic lives varied in other respects. Table 20 
which follows shows the ethnic and racial distribution of paupers in the 
almshouses of three industrial and three commercial urban areas. 
TABJ,I '21· 
NATIVITY AND IACE or AJ.MSHOUSE PAU'PEllS TBlll! 
lNDUSTB.IAL AND TRUE CC»ltDCIAL UIBAN Al.US, 1890 
Industrial 
I of Native Foreign• Unknown 
Almshouse inmates white born Negro nativity 
Pittsburgh City Parm 390 111 225 14 40 
Allegheny City Home 294 92 143 11 3 
Blockley 2835 1080 1583 149 23 
(Philadelphia) 
Germantown 74 32 4 38 0 
(Philadelphia) 
Dexter (Philadelphia) 90 68 18 2 2 
Cranston (Providence) 197 56 120 17 4 
C01111ercial 
Cook (Chicago) 2070 442 1530 33 85 
Mart•n (Indianapolis) 223 109 98 14 2 
Washington (D. C.) 221 60 48 112 1 
Almshouse 
Source: United States Cenaua Bureau, Eleventh Census, 
Crime, Patf2erism !!!;!!. Benevolence. XIX, 663·88. 
Ile!!rt .2!!, 
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The striking feature of Table 20 is the remarkably large 
proportion of foreign-born persons in the almshouses of certain of the 
cities. The proportions of foreign•born in almshouses compares with 
the proportions in the whole urb.tn populations aa follows: 
TABLE 21 
FOl.IIGN-BOU IN Al,MSHOUSIS ARI> IN THE "l'OT4 
POPULATION• SIX U!tl'l'BD STATES CITIES, 1890 
' 
foreign-born I f oreign•born 
in almahouse in population 
Chicago (Cook) 74i 411. 
Providence (Cranston) 61 30 
Pittaburgh (City farm) 58 29 
Allegheny (City Horne) 57 29 
Philadelphia (Bleckley) 56 24 
lndianapolh (Marion) 44 14 
Washington 22 8 
Source; Compiled fr• Table• 16 and 20 a9ra, pp. 62-64 and 70. 
With the exception of Chicago, each of the cities on Table 21 contained 
twice as large a proportion of foreign paupers in its principle almshouse 
as of foreign-born persons in ita population. In Chicago this was nearly 
the case also; more importantly. the proportion of foreign•born persons 
1n the Cook County poorhouse was the largest of all cities, a staggering 
seventy*four percent. 
These seem to be clear indications that the foreign-born element 
of the urban populations were not well off economically. The standard 
or quality of life is dealt with more extensively in Chapter Six of 
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this study where the discussion serves as an explanation of the mortality 
rates developed in Chapter Five. 
American commercial urban areas collectively contained a larger 
proportional foreign•born element in their populations than the 
industrial cities because of the uniquely foreign population of Chicago. 
If Chicago is excluded the industrial citiea had the larger foreign 
element. British born and British•Amertcan born illlad.grants were 
especially prominent in industrial areas. Kore Nearoe• resided in 
industrial cities than in ca.nercial/admf.nistrattve areas. The 
demographic effects of these distinction can be manifold. The age 
structure of migrant populations contributes to a low crude death rate 
because there are fewer pel'•ons in the age groups of hi5h mortality-· 
particularly the cohort under five years of age. The age structure of 
migrants also contributes to a higher crude birth rate because there 
are more women of the child bearing age tn a migrant population. 
Fortunately, however, most of thaae factors can be neutralised, or 
eliminated, by the use of more refined measures of fertility and 
mortality. 
Although the Black populations were considerably smaller than the 
$'-
foreign-born populations in each city the former will h4lve a stronger 
influence on fertility and mortality. The larger proportions of blacks 
in industrial urban areas will serve to raise both fertility and 
mortality rates there. It is very significant that this is not merely 
a matter of the age structure which will disappear when age-specific 
mortality and fertility rate• are provided. Negro mortality was higher 
at all ages. 
Additional factors were undoubtedly abo present which can, 
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however. only be speculated upon. Waa, for example, there a tendency 
toward earlier marriage among foreign immigrants in Atnerican cities, 
or, on the contrary, was marriage often postponed because the sex 
ratio was unfavorable or for other reasons? This factor would have 
an influence upon fertility rates additional to that of the age 
structure mentioned aboTe.4 It will be well now to investigate the 
age and sex strueture of the cities in further preparation to under-
standing urban fertility and mortality. 
4the relationship of the sex ratio to marriage and fertility 
is discussed in Chapter oigbt of the present study. 
CBAPTElt POUR. 
The girls of Lowell outnumbered their male counterparts in the 
workforce of their New England manufacturing town. Such was often the 
case in cities which specialized in textiles and related light manu• 
f acturing. Did Pemales predominate then in manufacturing cities when 
those cities are taken together as an economic type? 'the questions 
which this chapter seeks to answer are what were the differences in the 
age and sex structure among the major Atlantic citiea and. particularly, 
whether there were differences between industrial areas, as a group, 
and commercial or admiaiatrative cities. An underatanding of age and 
sex structures, moreover, makes possible a more refined look at birth 
and death in later chapter•. 
The crude1t measurecof the sex ratio 18 that of the whole population. 
Generally, central cities maintain a higher proportion of females than the 
region or nation of which they are a part. In the United States in 1890 
only three central cities 4UIODI the largest fifteen contained a 8Mller 
proportion of women than did the state• in which they are located. 1 
European central cities maintained a •till laraer surplus of women•• 
what is known •• a t•towt' sex ratio. Among German cities in 1890 only 
Strassburg and Magdebur1, cities with large military garrtsona, contained 
a eajority of males. 2 !hmerical superiority of women was a fact of long 
lweber, Growth !£. Cities !.! the Nineteenth Centurz, p. 286. The 
cities were Pittsburgh, Buffalo and Chicago. 
2 Ibid., p. 289. 
-
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standing in French and Duteh cities by 1890. Not so in Germany. 
however, where low sex ratios were rather a new feature. ln 1865 most 
of the German cities had had a surplus of 11&1es. 3 The following are 
sex ratios for some of the Atlantic central citiea, circa 1880. 
TABLE 22 
RATIO or MAUS TO 1000 ruw.xs, SILICTID 
ATLANTIC CITIES AT cmrsus DATES 
Washington, D. c. (1880) 
New Orleans (1880) 
London (1891) 
t>Tovidence (1880) 
l.ocheater (1880) 
Munich 
Manchester-Salford (1881) 
Philadelphia (1880) 
P&rh (1876) 
Paris (1886) 
lndianapoll• (1880) 
Liverpoel (1881) 
Cincinnati (1880) 
Buffalo (1880) 
Berlin (1875) 
Pittsburgh (1880) 
Chicago (1880) 
St. touts (1880) 
San Francisco (1880) 
860 
880 
890 
900 
900 
910 
920 
920 
9.50 
950 
960 
960 
970 
980 
1010 
1010 
1040 
1050 
1320 
Source: United States Cen•us Bureau, Tenth Census, 
Vols. XVlll and XUJ Michael Mulhall, The Dictionary ~ 
Statistics (London, 1892), p. 446, Weber, Growth of 
Cities 12 the lUneteenth Centurz:, pp. 289: Enc;rcliiedia 
Brittanica-cith ed.), XVll, 2i; XV, 463; XVIll, 738; 
xrv. 11s. 
C0111111ercial centers cluster at both extremes in the above table. 
The high sex ratio in San rranctsco and Chicago is probably the result 
of the chiefly male aiaration which occurs into newly settled regions. 
Commercial Berlin and St. touts, however, also have low proportions of° 
females. lliainating Chicago and San Francisco, the average sex ratio 
of the six comaerc:lal centers in Table 22 1s identical to the average 
3 Ibid., pp. 288•289. 
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of the six industrial cities. One refinement which provides a clearer 
picture ts to include the sex structure of some of the suburbs with 
those of the central city. and to add the additional census years. 
Table 23. followin3, demonstrates the •ex ratio of the whole 
population of twelve United States cities which were identified as 
industrial or commercial-administrative along with their principal 
suburbs. 
TABL! 23 
SEX RATIO or SELIC'l'ED UNITED STADS COMMUCXAL AMI> llG>USTB.IAL CITIES 
WITH SUBUUS, 1860 ARD 1870 
1860 
-
Industrial citiea 
Philadelphia-Camden 
Pittsburgh•Alleaheny-Birmingham 
Providence-Cranston 
Buffalo 
Commercial cities 
New Orleans-Algiers 
washington•Georgetown 
Indianapolis 
St. touts 
Industrial cities 
1870 
-
Philadelphia-Camden 
Pittsburgh-Allegheny•Birminaham 
Providence-Cranston 
Buffalo 
Commercial cities 
New Orleans 
Washington-Georgetown 
Indianapolis 
St. Louis-East St. touts 
Males to 
1000 females 
910 
980 
900 
980 
1010 
880 
1000 
1110 
910 
1010 
900 
1000 
890 
870 
1040 
1020 
Source: United States Census Bureau, Ninth Census. !!!2• P2J!ulation, 
I. 641•56. These ratios have been calculated for this table 
from the numerical totals. 
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Once again. no clear-cut contrast emerges between industrial and 
cODBDercial cities. The average number of men to one thousand women 
in the industrial cities was 963 in 1860 and 955 in 1870. For the 
cOUDercial areas the average ratios were 930 in 1860 and 955 in 1870. 
The sex differential of 1860. wherein there were four percent more 
females in industrial cities, had been erased by 1870. The change was 
the result of an increase of females in the populations of New Orleans 
and St. Louis. 
Still more demographically significant than the above sex ratios 
for the whole populations are the sex ratios for each specific age 
group. The relative proportions of women in the age group 20·24. for 
example, are obviously powerful influence• on comparative birth rates. 
Professor Wrigley has provided •s•·•pecifie sex ratios for some 
European cities for 1860 and 1880. The published British Census can be 
used to create population pyramids for Britl•h cities. The United States 
censuses published for 1860, 1870, and 1880 c.nnot be used. Age• 
specific sex information is available in the published census only for 
counties in 1860. and not even for counties in 1870 or 1880. Urban age 
and sex structures must be compiled from the manuscript census schedules. 
The Birminghala-tower Saint Clair section of Pittsburgh is chosen here 
for this kind of special study for two reasons. The section is a manu• 
facturing portion of a manufacturing city. It would make little sense to 
choose a non-manufacturing section to illuatr•te life in an urban area 
dominated by manufacturing. Further, the best parish register in the 
Pittsburgh area from the historian•• point of view was found in a parish 
near the boundary between BiJ:mingham and Lower Saint Clair.4 
4nirminghaan, it will be relllembered, was a borough, Lower Saint 
Clair a township, located in the southern section of the urban area 
(see map s91ra p. 27). Both were annexed to the city of Pittsburgh in 
10 9 
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Birmingham-Lower S.tnt Clair had a more masculine population in 
1860 then did Pittsburgh. Allegheny, and Birmingham taken together. 
There were 1,140 men for each one thousand "'Olllen in Birmingham-tower 
Saint Clair. This figure is influenced, however, by the existence of 
a boys• orphanage and a monastery in the •~e.a. If the orphans and the 
manastics are ellatnated the sex ratio becaaea 1106 ... 1es to one thousand 
female•. The•e extra males muat be retained in other calculations 
since they will contribute both to mortality and to fe'l'tility statistics. 
A chtld cannot be allowed to dtappear stAtistleally through being 
orphaned. 
Before generalization can be aade coueerntna the age and sex 
structure cf this urban section, additional population pyramid• ought 
to be provided. 
The Pittsburgh urban area lie• la the county of Allegheny. County 
data is available from the Census of 1860. Allegheny County contained 
more aen than woaen in 1860. ta thl• reapeot lt waa unlike the 
Plttsburgh·Allegheny City•Sil"llttngham tarbaa zone but like the particular 
section of lirminghmn~Lower Salnt Clair. The sex difference between 
Allegheny County and the PitUbtl'f&h urban area probably reflects the 
county• s rural p0pulatton. aural populations are usually more masculine 
tMn urban ones. The age and sex dl•tribution for Allegheny county 
follows along with that for industrtal Philadelphia County, and the 
COlllllercial Orl•ans Parish and the Dtetrict of Columbia. Cosnpariaons ere 
then proYided in table• of certain •ae groups in French and .American 
industrial •nd commeretal urban areaa, followed. by the population 
81a 
pyramids for 1890 of four primarily cODIDercial and four primarily 
industrial American cities. 
1872. Only a part of tower Saint Clair i• tsaelud.ed tn the following 
data: the densely populated northern streets adjacent to Birminghall. 
The parish is It .. Michael'• loman catholic: pariah. Concerning the 
pariah registers of the Pittsburgh urban are.a ~ee the Appendix to 
this study. 
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TABl.I 24. SIX IATIOS or SILICTID DDUSDUJ. MD COlllBllCIAL UDAii AUAS. 1860-61, roa AGES 15-44 
{men per 10® w:<>aen ---~·····-·---·. U-19 20-24 2.5-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 
IIDUSBJAL AUAS 
Allqheny County (Pittsburgh) 897 
--·- 9-44 ---- --- 1093 --Birmingham• 
tower St. Clair 1049 1162 1090 881 1181 1162 
lford (Lille) 1046 1084 1100 1089 1128 1094 
Paa-de-calats (Arras) 1022 1030 1047 1027 1017 1032 
Philadelphia 972 
--- 802 ----- .... 96:9 ....... 
CX8IUCUL AIAS 
Bouches-du-lhone (Mar•elllee) 1120 1185 1287 1089 1257 1115 
District of Coltmabia 781 
-- 122 -- -- 917 ---
Orleans (Bew Orleans) 777 
-- 999 -- --1237 --
Seine (Parts} 1004 1062 1068 1130 1134 1134 
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Prom the French and American urban ratios at the early productive 
ages (Table lS) no conclusions can be drawn concerning differences between 
commercial and industrial cities.5 the contrasts which appear are national 
rather than economic. Population pyramids are more valuable in that the 
size of the age groupings is provided as well a• the distributions by 
sex. Again, however, the difference between the set of primarily American 
industrial areas and the coaaercul cities i• -.11. All that can be said 
is that the populations of the industrial areas were slightly younger 
generally ia the years included here. Thia .. u diffeTence in age 
between the two kinda of cities which appears on the pyramids is further 
diminished when the age groups above age sixty•four are included. (Persons 
above stxty•four could aot be ineluded in the pyramids because of a lack of 
refinement in the published cenaua.) !he industrial cities as a group 
contained in 1890 a higher proportion of person• over aixty•four. Only 
Providence (421) and loehe•ter (41), aoq the eiaht American cities had 
as high as four percent of the population over si~ty-four. Pittsburgh 
(2.4-i) and San rranoisco (2.51) had fewest in the older aroup.6 
The death of females over aa• ~y-four in San rrancisco shows that 
migration influenced the age •• well as the sex structure there. When in• 
migration 1& heavy enough to create sexual imbalance of the sort which 
existed in San Francisco. it la probable that, assuming the migration 
.511or does a contrast appear between German cities of the two 
types in 1870 (Petermanns Geographtschee Mitteilungea, X\tII (1871), 359. 
'ta the twentieth century the tendency has been different. 
Manufacturing cities have had a SIUlller proportion at age• over sixty• 
four than the national urban evera1e (Nelson, ttsome Characteristics 
of the Population of Cities in Similar Service Clasalficati.ona," p. 169). 
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movement is a relatively new phenomenon. it accounts as well for the 
low ratio of persons over sixty-four. ln any event San Francisco 
should not be further considered for coaparisone in this study because 
its sex and age structure reveals that it was indeed a city of the 
frontier rather then part of the Atlantic Coaauntty. 
The contrast between the extreme cases in terms of the oldest 
cohorts ·- Pittsburgh on one hand and ProVidence a'l\4 llocheater on the 
other •• can be more easily explained after fertility and SDOrta11ty 
have bee ex•ined. It h already evt.dent,. however. frCMB the population 
pyramids themselves that Pittsburgh had a larger proportlon of children 
than Providence or locheater. If this indicate• a higher fertility rate 
for Pittsburgh then that higher fertility rate, as the cause of a younger 
population, i• pat"ttcally responeible for the ce>11paratt.ve ••ller cohorts 
at the highest ages. Chapter seven of this study ehows that the fertility 
rates of Providence and behest er were, in fact• exceptionally low. 7 
7see especially Teble• 49 and SO &•f[•• Changes in fertility 
rates raanif est themselves on the age •tt'Ucture moreso than changes 
in mortality rates. ror the comparative age • specific •rtaU.ty 
rates of these cities ••e Table 33. 
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The difference in age structure between the two basic economic 
types of cities becomes clearer when additional statistics for 
European cities are considered. 
TABLE 25 
AGE DlSTB.lBtJTION, UGLlSll COlttUCIAL AHD 1NDUSTUAL 
ClTtES, 1871 
0-4 5 .. 19 20 .. 39 40•.59 
Industrial Citlea 
Oldham 13.n. 31.91 31.ft 17.4i 
Sbef field 14.7 32.4 32.1 16.0 
Birmingha 14.1 33.0 31.5 16.4 
Leeds 14.4 31.6 31.9 16.9 
Wolverhampton 14.3 33.8 29.2 17.0 
Manchester 13.5 30.9 33.2 17.3 
COll8ercia1 Cities 
Liverpool 13.41 30.81 J).71 17 .41 
Hull 13.6 30.8 32.1 17.2 
Sunderland 14.7 33 .. S 30.3 lS.8 
Portsmouth 13.1 30.7 33.5 16.9 
London 13.0 29.7 33.4 17.7 
Bristol 12.8 :n.6 31.4 17.1 
Source: J)avid Humphreys, "The 9alue of Death Rates as 
a Test of Sanitary Conditions,n ;rransactions 
!! the Manchester s5at~stical Society, 1874. 
pp. 4?0-14. Cities are listed in descending 
order of the de1ree to which the occupational 
structure of their pGpulat10n$ is dominated 
either by manufacturing or comneree. except 
for Manchester for whi~h I have not found 
occupational dat• for 1871. 
6o+ 
5.21 
4. 7 
S.1 
5.2 
5.7 
s.o 
4.61 
6.3 
5.6 
5.9 
6.2 
1.0 
The Inglish industrial are•• generally had younger populations 
th•n the commercial cities. A larger percentage was below age twenty 
in the industrial cities and a smaller percentage was age forty and 
above. 
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table 26, following, compares age distributions in coamercial 
Liverpool, London, and Paris with ages in Birmingham and Manchester 
for 1890. Again the populations of the industrial cities are younger. 
TABLE 26 
AGE DISTl\IBtlTION OF TH£ POPULATIONS or LIVD.POOt, U>tmON, AND PA.lllS, 
AND or BIRMINGHAM AND MANCHES!EB., 1890 
0-4 5 .. 19 20-39 40•S9 6o+ 
Liverpool 13.41 26.ft 33.1'1. 17.4\ 8. n. 
London 13.0 29.7 33.4 17.7 6.2 
Paris 7.1 21.6 39.8 24.2 7 .• 3 
Birmingham 13.91 32.71 31.QI 16.81. S.6%. 
Manchester 13.S 31.2 33.0 17 .. 1 5.2 
source: Mulhall, Dictionary .2£. Statistic•, p.2 
the statistical cleavage at each of the five age groupings is perfect 
in the sense that no city ts an exception to the pattern of difference 
st any age level. Both industrial cities contained a larger proportion 
of their population in both age groups below age twenty than did any 
commercial city. Each commercial city had a higher proportion of its 
population at each age grouping over age forty (and over age twenty) 
than did either industrial area. 
Six Atlantic industrial cities and six commercial cities 
(San Francisco excluded) are included in the data in this chapter 
for the year 1890. The industrial areas maintained the younger 
populations. The age groups most important in creating this interpretation 
are ages five through nineteen and forty through flfty•nine averaged 
18.6 percent of the population of the six commercial areas taken 
together but less than seventeen percent of the industrial populations. 
Insufficient data is available for ages above fifty-nine. Five through 
1
111 
I 
I 
': 
,I 
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nineteen year olds made up an average 29.7 percent of the industrial 
cities and exactly twenty·eight percent of the commercial areas. The 
same tendency toward younger industrial populations is evident among 
children under five. Children made up a larger average proportion of 
the industrial areas. 
National contrasts are, however, sharper in the age structures 
presented in this chapter than are functional contrasts. In 1890 the 
English cities all contained a higher proportion of children than did 
Pittsburgh, the American city with the highest percentage of children. 
To put it another way: despite the lower average percentage of children 
under five in commercial citie•, eoanercial London and Liverpool con-
tained more children than any United States city, industrial towns 
included. 
The contrast in aae structure of the Bngltsh cities is impressive 
as well in the age group twenty to thlrty•nine. Comp.1lring for 1890 
the four English cities against the seven American ones, •• well as 
Paris and three German cities (Frankfort. Berlin, and Leipzig), one 
finds that every Continental or American city contained in 1890 a 
larger proportion of persona tn thei~ twenties and thirties than did 
any of the four Inglish urban areaa. 8 The same tendency appears is the 
age structures of the English cities in 1871 (Table 25) are compared 
with non•British areas in either 1860 or 1890. 
8weber provides information on the German cities in Growth 
,g! Cities !!! Sh! Nineteenth Centurx, P• 303. 
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There is no plainly apparent explanation for this sharp contrast. 
The possible e:;:planations are at least five in number. 
A·::. a result of in-migration from rural areas most cities contain 
especially large populations at the most mobile ages (the early working 
ages). The simplest explanation for the failure of English cities to 
exhibit this characteristic is the lack of substantial in-migration. 
A second possibility is that in-migration was balanced by out-migration. 
In-migration. thirdly, could have occurred but have been unnoticeable 
because a "hollow0 or small gt!neration existed in England which was at 
the early working ages in 1890. The in•migrants in effect filled the 
hollow which otherwise would have appeared in the pyramids. The English 
urban fertility rate, on the other hand, might have been considerably 
higher in the eighteen eighties than other Atlantic urban rates, producing 
such a large proportion of children under ten as to render the in-migrants 
relatively unnoticeable on the Enalish pyramids. Finally, if infant 
mortality was remarkably high in American and Continental cities, while 
quite low in English cities, the same effect might have been produced. 
There should have been no "hollow" generation in ltngland in 1860. 
the British national birth rate rose steadily between 1850 and 1870.9 
Economic growth in Britain was also steady, even °uniform," from 1850 
to 1873.10 The cotton textile lttdu•try was depressed but the slack w.s 
taken up by wool, coal, building and sh1pbuilding. 11 Differential 
9 A. M. Carr•Saunders, ~. foeulat19n: Past Growth ~ Present 
t~ends (Oxford, 1936), p. 6~ J. Habakkuk, "The Economic Hiatory of 
Modern Britain. 0 Journal a! E5opomi1; Hhtorx, XI (1958), 494. 
10charles P. Kindleber•er, Beonomic Growth in France and Britain, 
a ---- ----1851·19i0 (New York, 1964), p. to. 
11tbid. 
-
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fertility seems to have corresponded with the fortunes of the eeonamic 
sectors in this case. ror, among British couples, married in the 
eishteen sixties, textile workers had a DJarital fertility rate six per• 
cent belov the national average. Among those who picked up the reproductive 
slack miners, for example, maintained a fertility rate thirteen percent 
12 
above the average. There was, we aust conclude, no past dip in 
fertility which might have produced a comparative bulge in the bottom 
as opposed to the middle of the population pyraatds of the British cities. 
Neither war losses nor famine nor epidemic occur~ed in Britain to 
account for a hollow cohort. 
Current fertility was probably not higher in British cities than 
in Continental and American urb•n areas. !Yidence in chapter seven of 
this study indtcatea that British urban fertility waa indeed lower • 
.Among the three poaatbte explanations whlch r..atn for the 
singularity of the !ngliah are structure. one must be eliminated as 
being virtually impossible. It is tlrpoasible to imagine that there was 
not aubstantial in-migration into English cities during the 1880's. 
Table 3 and 6 (pp. 15 and 23) show that population increase was considerable 
during the decade. 
there remain two valid explanations. Infant mortality was lower in 
the British cities. Chapter five of this study contains the data on 
mortality. More survivals among infants helps account for the more 
regular population pyramids of the English cities. This difference 
alone, however, might not wholly account for the difference in age 
structures. Emigration frorn English cities may have been an additional 
factor. 
12n. V. Class, "Changes in Fertility in F.ngland and llales, 1851-
1931, u cited in Habakkuk, '•Economic History of Modern Britain." 493-94. 
I 
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Charlotte Erikson has made the point rather strongly that there 
wa!3 significant emigration from Br1t1ah urban areas, usually to the 
United States. 13 If these emigrants were of the typical migratory 
ages, their removal may have helped prevent a surplus of twenty to 
forty year olds in English cities such as existed in Continental and 
American urban areas. 
Pittsburgh, the area of special interest in this study, again 
appears to have had characteristics of its own which indicate that it 
was a typical rather than representative of urban areas of any type. 
In both 1860 and 1890 the Pittsburgh or Allegheny County area contained 
the highest proportion of children under five years of age of all cities 
considered. The area further contained the highest proportion of children 
under ten in both periods, and was rivaled in the proportion aged five to 
nine only in 1890 and by only one city, New Orleans. The age group 
between twenty and thirty shows Pittsburgh again at extremes from all 
viewpoints. In both 1860 and 1890 the population of Pittsburgh contained 
(excluding San Francisco) the smallest proportion of females in the twenties. 
The proportion of males, on the other hand, was lowest among the four 
cities of 1860 but highest among the seven cities (eight if Birmingham 
is included) of 1890. The number of samples for comparison is obviously 
too small for 1860. Yet the population of Pittsburgh clearly experienced 
a significant change in age and sex structure between 1860 and 1890. The 
most noticeable aspect of the change is the additional proportion of males 
in their twenties. 
13Erikson, "Agrarian Myths of English Inmigrants, 11 In the Trek 
£! !h!, Immigrants. o. F. Ander, ed. (Rock Island, I111not;',~6;;r:­
pp. 59-80. 
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Industrial cities generally had a somewhat younger population than 
the commercial/administrative areas. Age structure will not affect 
age-specific mortality rates. Age structures will, however, affect the 
crude death rates which must often be used in historical studies. The 
effect in this case, however, will be partially self balancing. Death 
rates are highest below age five and among the oldest cohorts in a 
population. The industrial areas tended between 1860 and 1890 to 
hold more infants, but the larger proportions of older persons were in 
the commercial areas. Nevertheless, children are quantitatively a more 
significant part of a population than are older persons, a factor which 
will raise the crude birth rates of the industrial city group. 
There cannot be said to have been any known contrast in the balance 
of the sexes between the two tYPes of citiea. 
The natural movement of population itself may now be examined 
beginning with mortality. 
ATLANTIC UB.BAN MOl'l'ALlTY U.TIS 
Mortality was high in the nineteenth century city. The struggle 
for health regulations and sanitary improvement was a long, discouraging 
one. AJ late as 1899 Aclna Weber felt it necessary to make his book 
~ Growth 2£. Cities .!.!! !h!. Nineteenth Centurz an appeal for better 
url.:an health conditions. Chapter six of the present study deals with 
the causes of death in certain of the Atlantic urban areas. The 
present chapter investigates the mortality rates themselves. 
11A young man's choice of an occupation is perhaps the most important 
cecision affecting his future length of life," writes one demographer. 1 
The plan of the present study, to group urban areas according to the 
occupation.al composition of the population, seema, therefore, well 
suited for a discussion of mortality rates. In beginning to confront 
the question of a possible difference in mortality betwaen the commercial• 
administratf.ve cities on one hand and the manufacturing urban areas on 
the other. one finds clues leading in both directions in historical and 
demographic writing. The notion that industrial cities ~ere the more 
deadly places in which to be born appears sometimes. as does the tendency 
toward considering manufacturing areas more healthy than commercial cities. 
tn speaking of the high urban morbidity and mortality during the nineteenth 
century, historians frequently cite manufacturing toWfts such as Mulhouse, 
laarold F. Dorn, "Mortality,n in.!.!!! Studx 21., Population: !!! 
Inventory ~ ;Appraisal, Philip M. Hauser and Otis Dudley Duncan, eds. 
(Chicago, 1959) p. 460. 
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BSSen, or Manchester. 2 Lewis Mumford, despite his tendency to ignore 
functional differences, does much the same. On one hand, he •.rrites in 
The City ,!n H:f.storx;: 0 In a greater or lesser degree, every city in the 
Uestern World was stamped with the archetypal characteristics of Coketown."3 
Yet, at the same time, his dheussion of the nineteenth century city both 
emphasizes unhealthiness and is primarily a 4iacussion of the manufacturing 
areas. His interpretation clearly links especially high morbidity and 
mortality with the industrial areas.4 
D~mographic theory concerning mortality by occupation is somewhat 
inconclusive when looked at in the focus which the present study requires. 
E~risting studies5 are hss helpful than they aight be because they group 
the occupations in a manner different from that used when one classifies 
'· 
cities according to economic function. Researchers on mortality by 
occupation, like Ullian Guralnick, usually group the occupations 
according to social status or income levels--professional, intermediate, 
2cf. Peter N. Stearns, European Socteu J!. Upheaval: Social Hiatorz 
Since 1800 (New York, 1967), pp. lll-14, and W. O. Henderson, The 
Industrrai'ization !! Europe, 1780·1914 (London. 1969), pp. 13o:Ji. 
31!lt Citz J.! HistOil• P• 447. 
4~ •• chapter ts. e•••im. 
Ssee for example Lillian Guralnick, Mortalitz.2.z lndustry !!!! 
Cause of Death (Washington, D. c., 196') and the same author•s 
Mortalii'x!?z Occ!!fatiJn and Industrr ~Men 20•to•64 Years of 
!&;, (Washf.ngton,962 ; W.-P•. n'. toga~sOc'i"at Class Variattoii$ in 
Mortality," rub Uc Health as:;c~, txIX (December t 19S4), 1217·23, 
reprinted in Demo5raphi~ Ana 7sis: Selected Readings, Joseph J. 
Spengler and Otis Dudiey Duncan, eds. (Glencoe, Illinois, 1956), 
pp. 118•43. Dorn, "MortaU.ty." ccmtatne a V•t'Y brief but interesting 
discussion. 
lOi 
skillf:cl, unskilled labor, etc. 6 S11ch groupings cut acrocs the 
occupatlonal distinctions that create functional M.f.f~rencP.s 1.n 
cities. 
NC!verthC!less, a few clues are provided by these studues. They 
are most he1pfu1 in the uncommon instances when occupations are 
groupee in more precise ways than by the social status of the occupation. 
Th~ most important indication, for the interests of the present study• 
is that recent manufacttiring occupations have tower mortaU.ty rates 
than occupations mainly involved in coanerce and adl\tntstratf.on. 
Marmf.acturtng 
TABLE 27 
RICIOft' MOITALm BY OCCUPATION• 
tnttTO STATES 
Oecupattcm 
Transportation, communication 
Wholesale and retail trades 
finance. insuranee, r~l estate 
Business and repair services 
Standardtz.ed 
Mortality 
Ratio 
92 
124 
99 
94 
110 
Source: Guralnick. Mort•litz£% !ndustr: .!.!!2. 
Cause of Death, reproduced in Donald J. Bogue. 
frf.ni!iPJes 2£. R.!!!>E•£hX (lfev York, 1969) ~ P• 605. 
Manuf aeturing workers have a lower death rate than that of any 
commercial occupation. 
6 According to those interested in population differentials by 
social cla~s, just as to sociologists in general, 0 the basic unit of 
the social class grouping is the occupational. group" {Logan, "Social 
Class Variations ia Mortality, n p. 138, speakint especially of the 
British Registrar General's reports based on the censuses of Eng1an4 
and Wales.) 
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Historically, for England and Wales during the eighteen-si~tiea. 
some indications of the same tendencies can be seen in the work of 
William Farr, through he drew no general conclu1ion on the matter. He 
pointed out the especially high mortality rates of such commercial 
occupations as C01111tercial clerks, solicitors, cabmen and railway workers. 
7 
wool and metal workers, by contrast. had somewhat more fa'YOrable death rates. 
These indications are similar to the conclusion of E. A. Wrigley in 
his work which has frequently been cited in these pages.a W~igley 
comp.9red three commercial citie•••Berlin, Maraeillea, and Paris-~with 
six industrial urban areas. He discovered that ••expectation of life in 
.all three cities was very much lower than ln the industrial areas. 09 
Wrigley's data are included in the preaent •tw!y. By adiing more 
data and more exaaptes it can be discoveract whether the detn0graphlc 
trends of Wrigley's three•n•tion zone are COllllOft to the Atlantic Coaaunity 
as a whole. 
In almost every instance the trend• are the ••e. Between 1860 and 
1890 mortality was leas in industrial than tn commercial urban areas. 
The best measurements of length of life and rate• of death are 
age-specific data which are designed to take into consideration the 
7w1111am Farr, Vital Statlat1ca. Noel A. Ht.aphreys, ed. (London, 1885), 
PP• 401•03. 
Some data leading to the Sllae conclusion can be seen in Newsholme, 
Vital Statistics, p. 339. A ccmp&t:1aon can be •de there between aUk 
workers of Lyon and Cerman "railway serwnts" and traveHng railway 
servants." 
8wrtgley, Industrial Growth and Population Chanae. 
Adna Weber, in the other chief secondary work for the present 
study. reaches no definite concluaion coac:erning comparative mortality 
rates respectively for commercial and industrial towns (Crowth $?.!. Cities 
!!:!!.h.! Nineteenth Century.) 
9wrig1ey, Industrial Growth !!!!1 Population Chan1e, p. 123. 
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varying age structures of populations. Often, howev~r, statistics are 
available only for the whole population. It is well to begin with a 
look at these simplest of measures of mortality, the crude death rates. 
Table 27 • following, indicates the number of deaths per thousand of the 
whole population annually in each city. In every year or group of years 
from 1870 to 1890, with only two oxeeptions, the ~ean crude death rate 
of the industrial cities on Table 28 is lower than the rate for the 
commercial cities. 1887 is the exception; 1890 ts the other probable 
exception. In 1890 the mean crude death rate by cit1e• was 23.9 in 
the industrial and 23.4 in the cODDlercial areas when the lower estimate 
for New Orleans is assumed. Ueing the hiaher estimate for New Orleans, 
the industrial cities reveal the utual lower mortality. Aae ... specific 
mortality rates, more reliable for interpretation, produce the same 
indications: industrial citie• had lower mortality. 
Table 29 on the followina pages, demoustTatea the mortality rate 
in 1860·62 of each five year aae group for eight industrial areas, 
three commercial areas and the city of Rew York. One of the industrial 
areas is a part only of a city. Thia ia the lil'llingham-tower Saint 
Clair section af 1ittsburgh, the age structure of which has been presented.lo 
The data for Birmtngha••Lower S81et Clair te baaed on the death records of 
the principle church tn the area, St. Michael'• 'loman Catholic pariah. 
The methodology used in derivtq these aertality rates is described in 
Appendix A. 
The portion of the pepul&tlon of New York which was enaaged in 
manufacturing occupations was considerable. Neverthelee1, it was well 
10supra, pp. 77-78. 
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Cl.UDE DIA.TB IATIS, SIVIK INDUSTIUX. 
AND SEV?l:U COMM!RCIAl URBAN ARU.S. 1870-1890 
Industrial Areas 
187(' 1871 1872 1873 1874 1875 l876 
Birmingham, Fng. 23.0 :Y •• 9 23. 1_ 24.8 26.6 26.3 22.4 
Cincinnati 22.8 
1.awrencc, Mass. 17.2 26.0 
Manchester 31.2 
Philac~clphia 23.0 23.S 28.0 22.8 20.6 23.6 2L;.4 
Pittsburgh 26.5 24.7 21.1 20.4 
providence 
Commercial Areas 
1870 1871 1872 1873 1874 1875 1876 
Baltimore 25 .1 24.5 24.2 
Berlin 38.9 
Chica;;o 24.5 22.0 30.0 27.0 22.0 20.0 20.5 
Dublin 26.2 
Liverpool 35.l 
New Orhans 31.0 32.0 34.0 40.0 36.0 32.0 33.0 
Washington, D.C. 26.9 26.4 
Industrial Area• 
1877 1878 1879 1880 1881 1882 1883 
Birminghatt, Eng. 23.9 25.2 21.8 20.S 19.7 20.6 21.0 
Cinciinuti 15.8 15.8 ----····~--17.3---~----··"-· Lawrence:, Mass. 21 .. 7 
Manchester (27.9)-· 23.5--·--·-··-···--27.2-------------Philadelphia 20.2 19.S 18.7 20.9 22.6 22.7 22.4 
Pittsburgh 23.S 21.,1 19.5 21.a 27.2 24.l 19.0 
Providence 18.8 19.8 19.9 ~0.4 20.1 
C0111111ercial Af:eas 
1877 1878 1879 1880 1881 1882 1883 
Baltimore 25.5 21.2 23.4 24.2 25.8 25.5 26 .. 1 
Berlin (29.9)-
-27.6--·---·-----·--·24.6-···--···-·· Chicago 18.0 16.0 17.S 21.0 25.0 22.0 17.0 
Dublin (29.6)- •27.1·----·---~------28.8------·-·-·-
Liverpool (29.4)· -26.7··---·····-···-·27.9----·-·····-
New 01· leanci 34.0 51.0 24.0 ~.7(26) 25.8(28) 22.1(27) 27.8(33) 
Washingtont D.C. 25.9 25.3 25.0 23.7 22.7 24.4 22.3 
L:' 
TABLE 29 (Cont.) 
Industrial Areas 
1884 188, 1886 1887 1888 1889 1890 
lil'lllingham. Eng. 21.1 19.8* 20 • .5* 20.4* 18.6• 19.7* 22.0* 
(20.1)~ (31.4) (22.1)* 
Cincinnati 18.2 21.7 
19.9 J,,awrenct:. Mai:;s. 26.S 
Manchester 26.1* 34.1• 
(30.6) 
Philadelphia 21.7 22.7 20.8 22.1 20.3 20.0 21.3 
ptttsburgh 20.3 19.0 20.6 22.4 19.1 18.6 20.8 
rrovidence 19.4 UJ.4 19.6 21.2 20.1 19.4 21.1 
COJ'lllf1ercia1 Areas 
1884 1885 1886 1887 1888 1889 1890 
Baltimore 22.4 21 • .5 21.4 20.9 21.1 20.6 22.9 
Berlin 21 .. 6 
Chicago 17.0 16.0 16.0 17.0 16.0 16 • .5 20.0 
Dublin 26.4 
Liverpool 25.0* 15.8• 
(23.S) 
New Orleans 26.4 2S.8 24.1 23.0 23.2 22.4 23.6 
(31) (29) (27) (26) (27) (26) (30) 
Washington, D.C. 24.4 24. 7 22 • .S 21.9 23.0 23.0 23.7 
*Corrected Retee 
Sources; United States Bureau of the Census. i}e!,95;h &eB!us, 1890, Vital 
Statistics, pt. 2, 2; City of Ptttaburgh 1 Agnual gepprt .2£. ~P~ 
Bollrd !f. Health, &873, p. 60, 1877, P• 56, 1838, P• 29• and.!!!!!.• 
p. 44J Donald J. Cole, le1Eant ~t Mwi-~e~, Massachusetts 
(Chapel Hill, North Carolina, 1963};-p. 212l L.P. McCarty, ed.• 
Annual Statistician, 1884 (San Francisco, 1884), p. 577; Michael 
G. Mulhall, Riction•rx !! Stat at ca, P• 174; Great Britain, General 
Rt~&lster Office, ror,ti•first Annua Bettrt of !lll; a.eahtrar .. Genera1 
!! §irthE, peatb8, .!!!. Karr&ea•• (tondon, l'iiO). pp. xcii and xcv; 
Frederic L. Hof faian, •American Mortality Progress During the last 
ilalf Century," in Ma•Yck Ravenel, ed., I! !!li, Centw::z of Public HeaA~h (New York. 1921), pp. 103, 111, and 114. •"eornct1ed 11 death 
rates from ~nual SU1J11M1r;x !! !iiHa• Qeaths, and Causes ££, Death .!.!!. 
Jendon, ~ S!t~e;c Great :t,~•· (LOndon, 1591), p. 18, and Annual 
Suanary ••• , J 92 (London. 1893)."P. 20; John T. Bunce, lli.storz !f the 
CoFporatio~ 2f. Birm~'fliham (lirllinaham, 1878-1902), IX, 110·12 and III, 
126. When more than one eatimate appeara for a city in a single year 
that which is probably most reliable appe•rs first followed by the 
others in parenthesis. 
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TABLI 29 
Ml SPBCIPIC ll>RTALm IATES 11 1860•63, IIGHI' 
INDUSTRIAL ANl> TBRE! COMHElCIAL UIBAN A'R!AS 
Jndustrial Areas 
PU•".!e• Arns berg Nord 
Calais (Dortmund) ttusseldorf (Lille) (Arras) 
1861 1861 1861 1861 
m f m t' m f 1ll f 
O•l 158 130 153 129 156 135 178 152 
1·4 39 36 38 41 37 37 41 45 
5-9 8 8 9 10 7 9 7 7 
10-14 5 6 s 7 5 6 4 6 
15·19 6 8 6 6 7 6 6 8 
20-24 8 8 10 9 11 9 9 10 
25-29 1 7 8 9 
30·34 7 7 11 13 12 14 8 10 35 .. 39 9 9 9 11 
40 .. 44 9 12 17 15 16 14 10 11 45·49 12 11 13 11 
50•54 16 16 31 27 26 23 17 14 55 .. 59 19 19 23 18 
60·64 33 31 60 65 47 51 38 29 65-69 48 41 47 44 
70-74 79 64 137 137 120 114 78 70 75 .. 79 127 98 125 106 
Birmingham 
Lower Saint 
Philadelphia Clair Providence Glasgow 
(Pittsburgh). 
1859 .. 61 1860-63 1856-61 1860•62 
11 f 
0-1 189 205 71 
1-4 48 76 11 
5 .. 9 13 22 10 14 14 
10-14 4 8 4 7 7 
15-19 6 3 7 10 10 20-24 9 14 9 25-29 9 
30-34 11 30 13 15 14 35-39 6 
40-44 15 11 16 45·49 22 
50-54 22 15 23 33 27 55-59 26 
60-64 37 22 39 65-69 84 
70-74 15 92 76 
75-79 82 87 
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TABLE 1'J (Cont.) 
Coawnercial Areas 
Berlin :eouches•du- Seine 
ah one 
(Marse! 11e'3) 
(Parh) 
1861 1861 1861 
m f m f m f 
0-1 260 227 186 173 175 156 
1•4 46 48 96 90 72 70 
S-9 6 8 11 11 11 11 
10·14 4 4 9 10 
' 
6 
15-19 6 6 8 9 10 10 
20-24 10 9 12 10 11 1.5 2S-29 g 13 9 13 
30-34 12 11 9 10 10 13 35-39 9 10 12 12 
40-44 19 ts 13 11 14 13 !.}5-49 14 13 18 15 
50-54 31 22 14 11 23 19 55-59 15 16 36 26 
60-64 60 42 29 27 46 35 65-69 38 u 71 SS 
70 .. 74 .. , 129 94 so 43 96 as 75-79' 110 93 146 129 
N• York 
1859·61 
m f 
O•l 281 234 
1-4 69 59 
5.9 10 10 
10-14 4 4 
15•19 6 6 
20·29 12 10 
30-39 16 1S 
40·49 24 18 
50•59 34 24 
60·69 59 42 
10•19 104 91 
112 
under the proportion in eides like Providence, Philac.ielphia. and 
?ittsburgh. In Table 30. following Table 29. the averages of the 
mortality rates of the three commercial cities arc presented as well 
as an average age-specific mortality rate for the three commercial 
citiea plus New York. The same table includea rates at the various 
age group~ for the eight industrial areas and for the same cities 
without Birmingham-tower 3aint Clair. 
Below the age of thirty death ratea were lower in manufacturing 
areas in fiv~ of six age groups. Above thirty the pattern is less clear. 
Mortality r.ras generally higher in New York than in the cOftlllercial cities 
with which New York is grouped in the last colUllBl of the table. 
Birmingham-tower Saint Clair likewise sustained high mortality and its 
inclusion inflates the averaae of the eight industrial towns. With or 
without the inclusion of New York and Birmingham•Lower Saint Clair, the 
commercial areas had the more favorable death rate beyond age thirty. 
The advantage is commercial cities beyond thirty, is, however, considerably 
less than the aargin of superiority vhtch the manufacturing areas enjoyed 
below that age. Purtheraore, the percentage of the population below 
thirty is larger than that froa thirty upward. Only some thirty-five to 
forty percent of the population of these citleli was thirty or over. 11 
Mortality waa clearly le••• therefore, in industrial urban areas in 
1860 ... 63 than in cOMtercial urban areas. 
Age•specific mortality rate• were also higher during the decade of 
the sixties in English coraercial cities than in English manufacturing 
12 towns. 
llsn2ra, chapter four. 
12rarr, Vital Statistics, p. lSl. 
• 11:: 
TABLE 30 
AVERAGE ltlm'ALlTY RAT:~s or 1JRMN A.B.EAS GltOflnJ) BY 
ICOlOllC l'Ultl'lON. SBLICTID COllOUS, 1860·62 
Eight Industrial Are•a Three COllHrcial 
Industrial without !Hrmfogham- ConmerciaI Ai:eas and 
Areas Lower St. Clair Areas New York 
0-1 162.1 U4.9 195.8 211.3 
1-4 44.1 38.S 70.0 68.6 
5 ... 9 U.4 9.9 9.3 9.5 
10-14 .5.6 5.3 6.1 5.9 
15·19 6.2 6.6 a.1 7.6 
2~·29 9.3 9.a 10.9 10.9 
30-39 12.1 u.1 10 .. 9 12.1 
40-49 15. l 14.9 14.3 16.0 
50-59 24 • .5 22.2 21.7 23.6 
60-69 45.5 44.9 44.4 4S.9 
By 1880·81 lower 'llD'ttal:lty in manufactm:iag area• had become 
even more MTked. table 31 shows the aae-specific mortality rates 
for seven industrial and six ccmmaerctal arua. 'three of the alx 
Atlantic nations ar• represented. 
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TUY 31 
Mii SPIClJIC MOnU.rn IATISt 1880•81, SIYD 
lllDUSTIUL AID SU COlllDCW. VDA11 AUA.S. 
Jnduatrtal Ar .. ,,. 
P•••de•Calaia Ct.Aelnatl Arnsbug 
(Arra•) (Dortmund) 
m f • f • f 
0-1 173 145 225 112 155 132 
1•4 3S 31 
-
... 43 43 ,_, 7 7 9 8 
' 
10 
10-14 
' 
s 3 3 
' 
s 
15·19 
' 
1 5 5 1 
' 20•24 6 9 a 7 10 7 
25·29 n 12 10 9 Hl 10 30•34 12 12 ~12 13 ,,_,, 13 13 16 11 15 15 40•44 16 1l 18 13 
45·49 20 14 22 13 21 14 50·54 28 17 21 19 
55 .. 59 30 21 34 24 39 29 60•64 43 26 47 40 
65-69 60 36 72 51 76 67 70-74 84 S4 10S 104 
75-79 161 93 
-
• 148 140 
Duaseldor:f ••rd Glaspw Phi1adelpM.a (LU le) 1881·90 
1ll f • f • f. • f 
0·1 179 150 203 177 86 76 205 173 1-4 40 40 33 31 ... ... , .. , 10 10 6 6 11 10 6 6 
10.14 4 5 4 4 6 5 3 3 
1.5·19 6 6 4 1 1 1 
' 
5 
20·24 9 1 
' 
9 a 
' 
9 8 
2S-29 10 9 10 11 9 11 11 10 30 ... 34 12 11 10 11 ,, ... ,, 13 12 10 11 15 14 14 12 40-44 17 13 12 10 
45-49 21 14 14 11 27 22 21 15 50•J4 26 17 18 20 
"'"''' 
35 24 26 11 46 38 34 24 60·64 45 34 3J 26 
65•69 68 59 .52 37 69 51 70•74 99 87 7l 65 
75 .. 79 146 U2 83 83 ... • 
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T.ULB 31 (Cont.) 
gommercial Areas 
Berlin Charleston Chicago 
m f • f m f 
0 ... 1 313 272 176 202 229 168 
1·4 .53 52 .. .. 
S-9 13 12 10 12 12 
10-14 4 4 
' 
4 4 4 
1S·19 6 5 3 8 .5 5 
20·24 1 7 11 7 6 6 
2S-29 9 8 18 30·34 12 10 14 9 8 
35 ... 39 14 11 23 40•44 18 11 13 u 10 
45 .. 49 21 13 26 
.SO·S4 28 16 18 16 13 
55 .. 59 51 30 43 60-64 Sl 30 29 27 24 
65·69 66 46 96 70·74 83 6S 68 54 56 
75 ... 79 140 118 .. ... ... .. 
Bouches•du• New Orleans Seine 
I.bone (Pad.a) 
(Marseilles) 
m f • f m f 
0-1 211 186 240 192 192 173 
1-4 63 &4 
-
.. 5.5 57 
5 .. 9 10 8 7 5 10 10 
10•14 s 6 5 3 4 6 
15•19 9 7 .5 4 10 8 
20·24 11 8 10 8 13 9 
25•29 12 10 17 11 13 13 30•34 10 11 16 13 
35-39 12 11 27 16 17 13 40·44 15 13 20 14 
45 ... 49 19 15 36 19 24 16 50·54 22 18 31 20 
55-59 lt 27 48 31 36 25 60•64 37 33 so 36 
65·69 56 57 103 53 69 52 70-74 96 
'' 
101 77 
75-79 15.5 137 141 118 
source: United. States Cen•u• Bureau. I;n~~,enaua, HerC,11tz: •nd 
Yit•l S~att•~lce, PaTt 11, pp. 73·: Wrigley. Industrial 
i£e!h an!I !!R•l•ti• Cha91e pp. 102-os. 
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Mean mortality for the two kinds of cities for various cohorts are . 
shown in the following table. 
TABLE 32 
AVIM.01 MOUAtITY IATIS OF UUAN A1tlAS GIOUPID BY 
ECONOMIC FUNCTION• SILECTED COBOi.TS, 1880·81 
Industrial Connercial 
0·1 174.5• 214. 2:x 
S-9 8.2 11.0 
10•14 4.3 4.5 
15·19 S .. 9 6.3 
20•24 s.1 8.6 
25·34 10.6 12.1 
'.l5·44 13.45 J.S.3 
45 .. 54 19.4 20.7 
5S·64 38.8 3S.O 
6S•74 68.8 71.3 
*includes Pittsburgh average infant mortality, 1880 
and 1881, and Providence 1880. not given in Table 30. 
xtncludes lndtanapolia 
At every age, except SS•64• the ddth rate was lower in the industrial 
urban areas. 
The rates of death did not improve in the Atlantic cities between 
1860 and 1880. The widening of the difference between the two economic 
type of cities is the result of a worsening death rate in the com.nercial 
cities rather than a more rapidly improving one in industrial areas. lt 
is difficult to make direct comparisons because of change in age 
groupings by the administrators of the censuses. It can be said. 
nevertheless, that mortality worsened for infants and for the oldest 
third of the population between 1860 and 1880. Between ages five and 
twenty•five mortality rates improved. These generalizations pertain to 
both kinds of cities. In the industrial towns, however, the improvement 
in mortality for some age groups generally balanced the worsening at 
,I! 
'I 
I 
,'I 
111 
1,1 
:11, 
j 
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other ages. Death rates in the C0111llercia1-admin1strative cities were 
tess well balanced between increases here and decreases there. Mortality 
had become somewhat higher in the commercial cities by 1880. 
The American cities, taken alone, continued to exhibit the same 
feature••favorability of industrial areas·~in 1890. Table 33 exhibits 
the mortality rates for six industrial and five commercial areas in 1890. 
TABLE 33 
MOl.TAtm RA.TIS A"t VAIIOUS AGE GllOUPI, BY SBX, SIX 
UBITID STAUS UDUSD.UL CtTUS AND rm CCHIDCIAL 
crrus, 1s90 
Allegheny 
m f 
Buffalo 
Ill f 
Philadelphia 
m f 
AU Ages 
Under 1 
Year 
Under 5 
Years 
Undel' 15 
Years 
1.5 to 45 
Years 
45 to 6S 
Years 
6.5 years 
and over 
19 
186 
61 
27 
9 
24 
96 
17 
157 
60 
26 
8 
18 
88 
20 17 
238 196 
68 59 
29 24 
9 8 
27 19 
90 17 
2.3 20 
250 210 
81 71 
33 29 
11 9 
27 21 
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TABLE 33 (Cont.) 
Pittsburgh Providence R.ochester 
m f m f m f 
All ages 22 19 22 20 19 16 
Under 1 203 173 234 204 208 171 Year 
Under S 78 69 82 69 60 51 
Years 
Under 15 33 30 31 28 24 20 Years 
lS to 45 11 8 12 9 9 7 
Years 
45 to 65 26 17 25 23 23 19 
Years 
65 years 94 83 101 95 91 81 
and over 
S!!!ercia} Cities 
11 
Baltimore Chicago Indianapolis 1'11 1, f m f f 'I m m 
ii 
All ages 24 22 20 18 18 16 I 
11, Under 1 325 27.5 234 191 212 166 
I Year i1' 
Under S 99 87 75 65 69 54 
Years 
Under 15 38 33 33 29 27 21 
Years 
15 to 45 11 10 8 10 11 
Years 
45 to 65 27 22 25 19 19 13 
Years 
65 Years 87 89 82 73 84 82 
and over 
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TABLE 33 (Cont.) 
Nev Ol'leana W.shtngton 
m f m f 
All ages 30 23 26 21 
Under 1 311 238 337 282 
Year 
Under 5 84 67 104 92 
Years 
Under ts 32 26 37 34 
Years 
1S to 45 18 12 13 11 
Years 
45 to 65 47 27 31 21 
Years 
65 Years 120 109 99 80 
and over 
Source: United States Censwa 8ureau, Te95h Census, 
1890. Vol. IV. !ital !!S, Social ptatbtics. 
Mortality was markedly lower in industrial urban areas. All ages are 
included in the above table. Seven age group• are given for both 
sexes. Among these fourteen segments of the pc>pulation, only one 
instance occurs wherein the averaae mortality ra.te is more favorable 
tn the connerci•l cities. The following table shows the average 
rates of the same cities grouped according to eeoncmic function. 
In the one instance wherein the average mortality rate was more 
favorable in the margin of difference is infinitesma.1. One male more 
in ten thousand over age sixty-four died in industrial cities than in 
c0111Dercial ones (943 compared with 942). In all other cases for both 
sexes mortality was more favorable in the manufacturing places. 
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'l'ABtl 34 
AV!UGI MOlltW!Y BY AGI AND sn. SIX UllTID STATES 
DU>usnm AWD nn COMmKUL cm1s, 1e90 
Industrial Commercial 
m f • f 
All ages 20.7 18.6 23.8 20.0 
Under 1 220.0 185.3 283.8 231.4 
Year 
Under .5 71.8 63.2 86.3 72.1 
Years 
Under 1S 29.4 26.1 33.S 28.5 
Years 
t5 to 45 10 .. 2 8.4 12.2 10.4 
Years 
45 to 6.5 25.4 19.4 29.7 20.7 
Years 
65 Years 94.3 84 .. 8 94.2 86.S 
and over 
the difference is most noticeable tn lnfa.nt 110trta1ity. In e0111Derciat 
areas 28.ltl of male infants and 23. tt of f_.1e died per year. The 
more favorable rates in it'tduatrial town• were 221 and 18.ft respectively. 
Infant mortality roee steeply between 1860 and 1890. The 1110rtality 
rate und•r one year of age rose in the induatrial areas from about 160 per 
thousand in 1860, to nearly 180 in 1880. By 1890 the American lndu&trial 
cities had an average infant mortality rate of just over 200. The 
commercial cities at the s.aae three dates auf fered an infant death rate 
rising from 195 to 213 to 257 per thousand. 
I 
i' 
I'· 
I 
I 
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1,1 Germany in 1890 infant mortality was also higher in cotnmercial 
cities. 
TABLE 35 
INFAIT MORTAUT¥. FIVE GERMAN INDUSTRIAL AND FIVE 
CCHflllClAL UUAN AlllA.S • 1890 
Industrial 
Breslau 
Chemnitz 
Dortmund 
Du.sseldorf 
Hannover 
average 
259 
340 
189 
213 
186 
237 
seeerci.al 
Altona 
Bremen 
Daada 
Konigsberg 
Stettin 
199 
194 
29.5 
303 
306 
259 
Source: United States Census Bureau, !leventh C,ensu,s, 
189Q• Vital and Soc&•l Statiatt.ca. Pt. U, ll. 
A series of data comparing infant mortality in Clasgow, 
Manchester and Liverpool is available in the excellent work by Chalmers 
which has already been cited in these pages, !Jealth .£.!.. qtasgow. During 
the thi.ety~one years covered by the present study-·1860 through 1890·• 
coamcrcial Liverpool suffered heavier infant mortality than industrial 
Glasgow every year without exception. Liverpool further suffered heavier 
infant mortality than industrial Manchester durins all but six of the 
thirty•one years.1 2 
Further data for the whole decade of the eightieA, 1)resented in 
Table 36, leads to the sase conclusions of higher commercial mortality. 
It ought to be mentioned t.._t when the mean is taken of the British 
cities alone on Table 36 the industrial areas have the higher infant 
mortality. 
12chalmers, ~,!Alth !!. 9l••ev. chart facing p. 190. 
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The British cities would se(!m• then. to h~ "'Ycept:ions to the r;eneraliaa• 
tion which has been emerging. 13 
Considerable national rlifferenees are evident tn this data on 
infant mortality. British citiccs had lower infant mortality rates than 
TABt.E 36 
AVERAGE !NPANT MORTALITY, EUl.OPF.AN CITIES 
1880-1890 
Industrial Cc:alercial 
Birmingham 166 Amsterdam 206 
Blackburn 191 Berlln 271 
Bolton 17S lrietol 141 
Bradford U6 t>ublln 176 
Glasgow 1S2 Edinburgh 131 
Huddersfield 169 Hamburg 241 
Leed a 173 Hull 162 
Manchester 178 U.v-erpoot 183 
Nottingham 176 Peria 157 
?reBton 220 Plymouth 161 
Salford 183 Portsmouth 140 
Shetffi@ld 168 2:08 Rotterdam 
Wolverhampton 164 average 181 
average 
Source: 
17S 
Annual S~rz of Births. peaths, and Causes of 
Death !!! Je!4!•7"' !il Other great t'Ol:ls. 1892,p. 21; 
George C. Whipple, !ital Statistics; !!J! Introduction 
£.2.!!l! Science!! iemoaraphy (New York, 1919), p. 350. 
Statistics for Eng ish and Welsh cities are 1880-89, 
for others 1881·90. 
Continental or American cities. The large cities of France 
probably had 1D0re favorable infant mortality rat~s than thoae of 
14 Germany and the Netherland•. The American urban areas suffered 
13As they also were, during the seventies, to the genera1a11za-
tion that general mortality was lower in industrial areas 
(Arthur Ransome, "On the Vital Statistics of Towns ... Transaction• 
!.£.. .£!!.!. Manchester Statistical Societz, 1887-88, p. 89. 
Further •tatistics for British cities, for 1870-75, 
are in Parr, Vital Statistics, p. 190. Calculations baaed on 
these produce the saae findings. 
14.rweive Dutch cities in 1891·92 had an infant mortality rate 
of 195 (Weber, growth !!l. Cities.!! J;!l! Nineteenth Centurr• 
P• 362). 
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the hig;1.J.est infant mortality rates in the Atlantic Community in 
1890 and i.>1ell over the English av~rage rates for 1880-1889. This is 
an indication that national demographic differences may have been 
consider ab le. 
'Pittsburgh had become by 1890 one of the outstanding American cities 
in terms of a favorable infant mortality rate. Pittsburgh and Allegheny 
had the lowest infant mortality rates amons the twenty .. eight large$t 
American cities. with the exceptions only of Minneapolis-St. Paul and 
h 15 The latter are Weste'tn cities outside of what ts considered Oma a. 
the Atlantic Connunlty In tbt• study. While infant aortaltty was risiag 
across the Atlantie urban areas it W48 remaining fairly constant in 
Pittsburg;h. The following table shows t1.1fant •rtality bi Pittaburgh 
for those year• during the perte4 for 'Whteh statt•tiet• are av.ttabte. 
(The caus~11 ot the fluctuations ln mort•ttty tteen tn this tahte are 
d~alt with in the chapter whtoh foll.,,..) 
TULi 37 
INPANT MOlTALtTY 111 PlftSIUMlt 
1873•1890 
1873 
1874 
1875 
1876 
1877 
1878 
1879 
1880 
1881 
195.1 
183.7 
171.0 
231.0 
188.1 
173.2 
176.6 
114.1 
274.1 
1882 
1883 
1884 
1885 
1886 
1887 
1888 
1889 
1890 
220.0 
145.6 
193.4 
188.4 
Source; P1ttsb;Jth Health, no volume 
number, (May• 1 ) ~ no page number. 
During the ten years from 1873 to 1882 Pittsburgh had a high infant 
15
united States Census Bureau, Eleventh Ceneus, J!!!• Vital 
!!!!, .... ao ... • ... u......,1 stati•tic•. 
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mortality .cate in comparf.so11 "1it:-. the industrial citic-> a3 seen in 
Ts~les 30, 31, 32, and 33 (pages 113-16). After 1882, iE the data 
for 1883, 1884, and 1890 are indicative, Pittsburgh enjoyed lower infant 
mortality than, sayJ the average American and English city. At this time 
the general trend in Atlantic urban infant mortality was up"Ward. In 
Pi.ttsb1.1rgh the infant mortality rate did ztOt rise noticeably. 
In terms of general mortality in 1890 Pittsburgh and Alleghany 
'.-:ad better mortality rates than was the average for the twenty·eight 
large American cities. The average death rate at all ages for the 
t•11enty ... eight cities was 21.6. That of Pittsburgh was 20. l, of Allegheny 
1a.2.t6 A eompari$on of Pittsburgh 8lld Allegheny with the other nine 
cities in Table 32 shows that Pittsburgh had tower general mortality 
than five of the others, and higher mortality than four. Allegheny was 
bettered in favorab1.e mot'tality onty by Indianapolis snd Rochester. 
The favor ah le mo-rtaltty rate dbpl•yed by 'Pitts*>urgh in 1890 uas 
both a d4l!mograi;>hic ch.tracteristic of the area throughout the era and 
the result of a special improvement dut'tng the period in comparison with 
other cities. The erud~ death rate chart in this chapter (pages 104·05) 
reveals a fluctuating but generally fa'VOrable death rate for Pittsburgh 
between 1873 and 1890. At certain years Pittsburgh had what appears 
(cons1duing the smalln~ss of the sample of cities) to be outstandingly low 
mortality. In 1875 Pittsburgh's mortality was second lowest of the seven 
cities given for that year.17 Mortality in the city was noticeablj tow in 
'.IJ 
17The 0 Annua1 leport of the llegistrar of Vital Statistics." Annua,J 
!eert .2f. .!!:!.!. Board .!!£. lle«lth, 1871 for Pittsburgh c:Cllllaent• Oft the 
"satisfactory exhibit when compared with the mortality of many other 
larae cit:lea" for that year (Pl• 78). 
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1879, 1888, and 1889. Mo•t impre••l'ff ts the data for 1890. .Ulonl 
~ourteen cltiea in four nations, Pittsburgh had the lowest crude death 
rate in 1890. ln no year did Pittebul'gh ha .. the highest death rate. 
Mortality was, however, comparatt.•ely high tn 1881 and in 1887. The 
data for the lirmlngham-J.ower S.int C1atr aectf.oa of Pittsburgh in 
1860•63 showed that to be an area of rather hlah mortality. Thi• 
pal'd.cular area was not, however, typi•l of •be Pittabuqh reaion. 18 
The following chapter exaines the c•u•e• of ct .. th and atand4lrd 
of living in Ataerican urban areaa. Tbe pre•ent chapter has ehown th4t 
iadustrta 1 urban at'eaa bt the Atlantic Camm aatty auatahled towel'• more 
favorable, mortality rate• than commercla1/adlltni•tratlve urban area•. 
It has further revealed Pittsbtll'gh •• an aru of ceaparativety low 
mortality and one in which .rtaUty l'atff wve iliaprevf.ng •uch a• wes 
not the case in Atlantic cities generally. 
18J.C. Dunn. James McCtnn. &ad ..._ .. 1 Gr•y, "Report of the 
Special Co1lllllittee Appointed by the lo&rd of Health to Examine the 
South Side Water Supply. ad to taqfJlM into the Caue of the 
Epidemic of Typhoid lever in that section ••• ,"Public Health R.ewrt 
for the Jear A!tz. (Pittsburp. 11U) • PP• 'at''· 
CHAPTER SIX 
HIA.LTH AID THE CAUSES OP DIA.TB: 
EXPLAlNING THE *>RTALITY DlPrllUSN'l'IAI.. 
Those "dark Satanic mills" against which WilU.am :Blake complained 
were dangerous places in which to find oneself employed. This has been 
widely recognized. The socialist writer Ignazio Silone has claimed that 
anyone visiting a shrine or place of pilgriaage in a catholic country 
fifty years ago would have found there a swarm of unfo1!'tunate wretches, 
all of them blind or maimed or crippl.t, dragging th•selves around 
in the dust, imploring alms; and had the visitor bothered to inquire 
into the origin of their injuries. he would have discovered that the 
majority of these beggers were factory hands or farm laborers who had 
been invelved in accidents while on the job.1 
Were France and Belgium the countries visited, many of the cripples 
at the shrine would presumably have been former inhabitants of Lille, 
Arras, Liege. and the other industrial cities; many of them would have 
been maimed during the decades under study here. 
Some atatistical evidence ia available to support the popular 
assumption that the expectation of life was shortened for those employed 
in nineteenth century factoriea. 2 The effects of breathing air laden with 
the dust of metals or of stone were remarkably deadly. Accidents in 
industry were sometiaes aignificant eauaes of death in industrial cities. 
lstlone, Eaeraencz lxit (New York, 1968), 200·01. 
2see, for example. the following and especially the data cited 
therein: Guralnick, Mortality .!?.% Industry and Cause .!! Death, passim; 
Logan, "Soc:l.al ClaH Variations in Mortality," p. 142; Newsholme 11 Vital 
Statistics, Chap. xvi; Weber, Growth!! Cities .!!!h! Nineteen~h genturz. 
p. 360; Bogue, Princ,iple• !! D*m01raphz, pp. 604-05 •nd Bibl1ography to 
chap. ni;Lyle Hazlett and William Hummel, Industrial Medicine ,!! Western 
Pennsxlvania, 1850·1950 (Pittsburgh, 1957), p. 47; and Donald Hunter, !!'!! 
Diseases !! OcCUJ?!tions (Boston, 1962), p. 110. Thomas A. Welton, "On 
Certain Changee in the English Rates of Mortality," Journal !!i,. !!!!.. pout 
Statistical ~9cietl• XLltI (1880), 65·83; J. T. Arlidge, ''Manufacturing 
Processes in Relation to Health," Transactions !?! .£2.! Manchester Statistical 
Societz, 1889·90, pp. 105-118. 
I! 
II 
i'' 
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Professor Wrigley concluded that in urban northwestern Europe heavy 
industrial employment might "quite strongly" affect male mortality rates, 
chiefly as a result of occupational hazarda.l Among the industrial cities, 
Pittsburgh seems to have sustained a particularly high accident rate.4 
Yet, despite the extra deaths perhaps caU8ed by factory work, it 
has already been shown in these pages that mortality was not higher in 
the manufacturing urban areas. To the contrary, the industrial cities 
had generally lower mortality rates. lt is the purpose of this chapter 
to account for the differential in mortality between those urban areas 
identified as economically "industrialtt and as economically ncoaaercial." 
The factor of industrial accidents sharpens the contrast in mortality rates. 
Since. despite factory-originated morbidity and mortality. the industrial 
urban areas did not suffer the higher death rate•• clearly the inhabitants 
of the commercial/administrative urban area• were sustaining still higher 
comparative tllOl'tality from the remaining causes of death. 5 
Considerable evidenee to the contrary is the rate of accidental 
deaths of all types in Ge'flMtn cities 1878•82 and in American cities during 
the census year 1890. The ce11Dercial cities had a higher ratio of accidental 
deaths in these instances than the industrial towns (United States Census 
Bureau. Tenth Census, 1880• Vol. XII. Mottalit:r .!!!.! Vital Statistics, Part 
II, p. xx•ii and §leventh yensua, !990, Jita~ .!!!!!. Social Statistics, Part 
11, PP• 66·75). Coaaercia transport work is dangerous. Nineteenth century 
railway workers suffered high accident rates. 
3Wrtgley, Industrial Growth ,!!!! Poeulftion Chanae. p. 116. 
4united State• Census Bureau, Eleventh Census, 1890, Vital and Social 
Statistics, Part II, pp. 66-75; Haalett and Hummel, Industrial MediC'ine in 
Western Pennszlvaata, 1850•195p; Albert O. Welter, Conservative Surgery Iii 
.!!! General .!!!!, Successful Adaptation ,!!! Cases .!?!. Severe Traumatic Injuries ••• 
(Pittsburgh, 1861), P• •& fiSttburgh J?.1spatch, August 9, 1922; Pittsburgh 
l!!l' August 10, 1922; The Footprints !?!Mercy, (Pittsburgh, 1947), p. 38. 
Accidental deaths in Pittsburgh are docU111ented for most years between 1871 
and 1890 in the Annual '•20F~ of the Board of Health of Pittsburgh. 
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The most important question regarding this mortality differential 
is why it existed. Generally the answer will be found in a comparison of 
the health levels and the condition of Uf e in the cities. In his lengthy 
textbook in demography published in 1969, Donald Bogue considers it 
"logical to extend the study of mortality fl'Om death records to records 
that portray the health of the population," and points to the "close 
relevance" of health levels to statistic• of mortality. S Adna weber 
wrote simply: 0 the excesdve urban mortality ia due to lack of pure air, 
water and sunlight, together with uncleanly habits of life induced thereby."6 
Lewis Mumford points to "working claaatt houeing wherein there was an absence 
of sunlight and nuntainted" air, ''a vile diet," a lack of pure water, too 
much "dirt and excr•ent, 0 and room cwercrowdlng.7 1. A. Wrigley addas 
The c~nges in mortality rates • • • reflected the steady spread of 
many improvement• ln private and public hygiene and in the range and 
quality of foods which could be afforded. Cheaper soap could be 
bought with which both the person and the new and cheaper cotton 
clothing could be wa1hed. Pure'I:' water waa piped to the big cities, 
often from distant re•er'VOirs, and, after the connection between sewage 
disposal, untreated water and the great cholera outbreaks of the mid-
century had been established, the pro•ision of sewerage systems was 
pursued as a matter of urge'ACy and the ch•ical purification of water 
supplies began. Cheap supplies of coal made for better heating in 
winter even though air pollution increased. House construction improved 
especially after government• began to lay down minimum standards. 
Government action in other spheres was alao cumulatively important; 
for example in founding systems of local medical officers of health 
and in legislation agalu•t the ••le of adulterated food. Most important 
of all rising real incomes allowed people to buy more and better food 
and to resort less frequently to dangerous half-rotten grain Ind other 
substitutes for sound food. Standards of nutrition improved. 
SBogue. fr1nciples .!?! Demograph:£• P• 606 
6weber, Growth f! Cities .!!!. !!:!.!. Nineteenth Century, p. 348. 
7Mumford, I!!! City!! Hi•torx. pp. 465-69. 
8wrtgley, Porulation ,!!.! History, pp. 170·72. 
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compar,gtive eovali:ati.on of :;cch 1i:<1ttet"; i:;; not easy to 8}-'proach, L·oth 
because of the complexity of the questions and because quantitative cata 
necessary to the problem of explaining mortality differentials ca11 be 
refined at the out3et, however 1 by comparing the causes of death which 
prevailed in the t~·'O kinds of cities. 
It must be r~membered that despite the general trend some of the 
commercial cities were areas of favorable mortality and that some of the 
industrial art::as, for e7ampla Manchester, Preston, and Glasso'"• had a 
high mortality which w-as rather untypical of manufacturing cities. 9 
Indianapolis, Southampton, and Bremen >r~re especially favored cities 
whose economic base waa commerce. By the same token, certain di11eases 
at certain times struck the industrial areas harder than the commercial 
cities. Scarlet fever was more prevalent in British industrial cities 
10 than in the seaports. The same is probably true of typhoid fever. 
Scarlet fever, and the similar throat diseases, diptheria and croup, were 
also more common in German industrial cities than in the German cORDercial 
or administrative urban areas. The following table shows the principal 
causes of death in five German industrial urban areas and in nine coamaercial 
cities over a five year period • 
. ~38 
PlINCIPAt CAUSES or J>IATll, ClltMAN CITIES' 1878-1882 
(deaths per 10,000 of population) 
Industrial Cities 
Breslau 
Respiratory diseases 
Tuberculosis 
Pneumonia 
other 
Throat diseases 
Diptherla and croup 
scarlet fe'Yer 
26.4 
21.3 
8.9 
56.6 
6.1 
3.1 
9.2 
Gastrointestinal diseases 
Enteritis 
Cholera morbus 
Dysentery 
Typhoid fever 
9supra, Chapter five, tables 29• 31, and 36. 
29.7 
9.7 
o.s 
39.9 
3.S 
Adna Weber coa11ented on this concerning Manchesteri ''Manchester'• 
I 
I 
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e::ce •:lively high rate of adult mortality ia not representative :11.t:·n 
or the manufacturing dt1E<i of Northern F.;:-igl.!ntd" (Gro~"th £f. Ci tit.?~ 
in tre Ninetei?nth C·mt:ury, p. 359). 
--
lOcharles Creighton, ,! History !!, Jptdemics .!! Britain, (2nd 
ed.; New York, 1965), 11, 218 and 727-28. 
Cheomitz 
R~~pirato~y ~i~eas~a 
T~·berculo.:.i.s 29.7 
10.0 
0.6 
40.3 
Gastrointestinal disease~ 
Enteritis 6.7 
c•1ohra morbus 2.6 
Dy~entery 0.1 
Cologne 
Respiratory diseases 
Tuberculosis 
Pneumonia 
other 
9.4 
41.4 
24.6 
S.6 
71.6 
Castrointestinal diseases 
Cholera morbus 
Enteritis 
1.0 
2.4 
0.1 
9.5 
Dysentery 
" Dusseldorf 
lesp{ratory diseases 
Tuberculosis 
Pneumonia 
other 
Throat diseases 
Diptheria and croup 
Scarlet fever 
Jlberf eld•Barmen 
Respiratory diseases 
Tuberculosis (llb.) 
" (Bar.) 
Pneumonia (llb.) 
11 (Bar.) 
other (Blb.) 
Throat diseases 
(Ber.) 
llberfeld 
Barmen 
Scarlet fever (Blb.) 
" " (Bar.) 
Diptheria and croup (E) 
" " (B) 
llberf eld 
Barmen 
34.9 
20.7 
0.7 
56.3 
8.6 
B.O 
16.6 
16.6 14.s 
21.4 
24.8 
3.3 
2.2 
71.3 
71.5 
8.8 
10.2 
6.6 
7.6 
15.4 
17.8 
Throat di.sea~c;; 
Diptheri& and croup 
.]earl et fever 
Whooping cough 
Throat dhease• 
Scarlet fever 
Diptheria aud croup 
Whooping cough 
Gastrointestinal diseases 
Cholera morbus 
Enteritis 
Dysentery 
Whooping cough 
Gastrointestinal diseases 
Enteritis (llb.) 
11 (Bar.) 
Bholera Morbus (llb.) 
" " (Bar.) 
Dysentery (llb.) 
" (Bar.) 
Elberfeld 
Barmen 
Whooping cough 
llberf eld 
Barmen 
12.5 
2.7 
15.2 
3.0 
10.1 
4.7 
14.8 
5.3 
13.1 
8.0 
0.2 
-21.3 
l.5 
9.3 
13.7 
6.S 
6.S 
o.o 
0.1 
15.8 
20.3 
4.9 
S.3 
l~\l 
C011111ercial Cities 
l~ r,; ·,• .. ell 
Respiratory d1Jcaae Gautrointcitinal ·:~1. '~('8;i{' 
T11berculo.J:'..11 3'?.7 Ci:10!.era MorlituJ 9.6 
Pn f'ttri'onin 27. 7 Rlltt!ritf..11 3.2 
other 4.3 Dysentery o.o 
71.7 12.8 
Throat diseases Measles .3.8 
D:tpth~ria an" croup 3.8 
Scarlet fever 1.5 
5.3 
Danzi~ 
Respiratory ~iseases Csstrointestinal diseases 
Tuherculosis 25.5 Cholera morbus 16.5 
Pneumonia 21.6 Enteritis 12.2 
other 0,6 Dy:Sentery 0.3 
57.7 29.0 
Throat diseases Measles 3.7 
Diptheria 20.5 
Scarlet fever 6.7 
27.2 
Frankfurt am Main 
lespiratory diseases Gastrointestinal diseases 
Tuberculosis 39.S Enterith 14.3 
Pneumonia 21.9 Cholera morbua 4.0 
other 
,H Dysentery 1.0 
-6 .4 19.3 
Throat diseases 'Whooping cough 4.9 
Diptheria and croup 4.0 
Scarlet fever 2,s 6.I 
Hambura 
Respiratory disease• Gastrointestinal die eases 
Tub ere ulo a1 s :13.8 Enteritis 15.2 
Pneumonia 22.0 Cholera morbus 6.9 
other 4.J Dysentery 0.2 
-59.9 22.3 
Throat diseaees Whooping cough 4.6 
Diptheria and croup 7.0 
Scarlet fever s,t 
12.9 
" loni1sber1 
Respiratory diseases Gastrointestinal diseases 
Pneumonia 31.7 Cholera morbue 29.9 
Tuberculosis 27.1 lateriti• 17.8 
other 16.8 Dysentery 0.6 
7.5.6 48.3 
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Konigsberg (con.) 
Throat diseases Typhoid fever 6.7 
J)iptheria and croup 18.2 
Scarlet fever 1.3 
19.S 
Leipzig 
tespiratory diseases Gastrointestinal diseases 
Tuberculosis 36.5 !nterbis 15.5 
Pneumonia 17.2 Cholera morbus 8.2 
other 9.0 Dysentery o.4 
62.7 24.1 
Throat diseasu Whooping cough 3.4 
Diptheria and croup 7.4 
Scarlet fever 2.9 
-10.3 
Maadeburg 
Respiratory diteasea Gastrointestinal diseases 
Tuberculosis 35.6 Enteritis 11.3 
PnelmlOnia 20.6 Cholera morbua 8.4 
other 2.3 Dysentery 110 
sa.s 20. 7 
Throat dilease1& Measle• 3.9 
Diptheria and croup 9.8 
Scarlet fever 3.3 
-u.1 
Munich 
aespiratory diseases Gastrointestinal dhea•e• 
Tuberculosis 39.1 Enteritis 54.8 
Pneumonia 29.1 Cholera morbus 5.1 
other o .. o Dysentery 0.1 
68.2 io.o 
Throat diseases Typhoid fever 5.0 
Diptheria and croup 14.0 
Scarlet fever 3.9 
17.9 
Stuttr.art 
aespiratory di•••~es Gastrointestinal diseases 
TubE:n:ulo..ti.s 27.6 Enteritis 7.5 
Pneumonia 21.6 Cholera morbua 18.8 
other 1.8 JJysentciry o.o 
s1.o i6.3 
throat diaeaua Whooping cough 3.7 
Diptheria .and croup 10.4 
Scal'let fever 2.2 
12.6 
Scurce: Lic~iteil ;;;tat.;.;;. C~.o..i.u;)i tureau. 'l'.;;;ntb. ~"'.:~du ... , HW;J, iloa:taUtz S 
Vital Stati~t.ics • E'att II, p. >.xviii. ~lo;;;t c~.c.lera mod:.b;;> c.••e• were 
probably infant dia~rhoea. Among t'.-.e chief cau.:cs of cc:i.'l t:: ''~.poplexy" 
has been omitted from this table. 
Respiratory diseases were the leading cause of death everywhere. 
The gastrointestinal diseases appeared more strongly, however, in 
c01111Dercial cities, and throat diseases in industrial areas. Caatrointestinal 
diseases placed second in importance in all nine Gennan commercial cities. 
In Munich, as the result of an epidemic of enteritis. gastrointestinal 
rlis~ases rivaled respiratory illnesaee as a cau•e of death. In the 
industrial cities gastrointestinal disease ranked second in just three 
or five citiea. The average number of deaths in 10,000 population from 
gastrointestinal disease among the industrial cities was 19.6; among the 
nine commercial cities it was 29.2. 
Throat diseases were more prevalent in industrial cities than in 
commercial ones. Whooping cough al•• appeared 11\0re frequently in 
industrial centers. Whooping cough has been li•ted separately from the 
other throat diseases for nosolo1ical rea•ons. u. however. whooping 
cough is also considered a throat disease, the contrast between the two 
types of cities is even clearer. Measle• appears fourth in importance tn 
one third of the commercial citie3, but does not appear among the first 
four in any of the industrial tOWl'l8. 
Por the major causes of death the same trends are revealed in the 
data on the following page fer United States cities during the cenaus 
year 1879-1880. 
The related throat diseaaes·-diptheria, scarlet fever. and croup•• 
were clearly more prominent in the industrial cities, despite the prevalence 
of these diseases in commercial Chicago. 11 Among the less important 
llA wealth of information on the bt&tt: of Illinois is available in 
Rawlings, !!!.!. .!.!!! fall .!!! piaease !!. Illinois. Unfortunately, the data 
limited ~ Chica10 alone is in;.;ufficiHtlt to a3certain whether throat dise.ases 
or gastrointestinal ones pretlominated ~etween l8b0 and 1890. 
1080 ..ia;;; a particularly ~uvorable yeat· b>. , ... ti;l:l.ouxgh concerning the 
incidence oi digal9ti.ve di;Jaa:.oea; (Jo.1h1ph l'. Hdlei., ''DJ.<U:rhta and lnterltia 
Under T;.10 and Typhoid Mortality per 100,000 l'op•.~laticu ::;:ora 1873," unpublished 
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TA.Bl.ii 39 
PUNCIPLI CAUSIS or DEATH, UIJ.TIJ) ru.ns ClTIBS. 
CllSVS llAl 1879•80 
Industr1aJ 
Newark (1) respiratory diseases 
(3) gaatrointeat1na1 diseases 
Providence (1) throat dis~•s~a 
(3) typhoid 
lochester (1) respiratory diseases 
(3) gastrointestinal diseases 
Philadelphia (1) respiratory diseases 
(3) gastrointeatinal diaeasea 
Camden (1) respiratory diseases 
(3) typhoid 
Pitt:sburg (1) throat diseases 
(3) whooping cough 
Allegheny (1) throat diseasea 
(3) gastrointestinal diseases 
New Haven (1) respiratory ,a.:.:eaaea 
(S) whooping cough 
Cincinnati (1) respiratory di•~A•es 
(3) gastrointestinal diaeaaes 
Buffalo (1) respiratory disease• 
(3) measles 
ceercial 
Washington, D.O.(l) reapiratory diseases 
(3) wh00pin1 cough 
New Orlean3 (1) respiratory diseases 
(3) throat dis~aaos 
Boston (1) respiratory diseases 
(3) gastrointestinal diseases 
Indianapolis (1) respiratory disease• 
(3) typhoid 
Chicago (1) throat dt~~~~~R 
(3) gastrointestinal diseases 
St. touts (1) respiratory diaeaaea 
(3) throat diaeasea 
(2) throat diseases 
(4) typhoid 
(2) respiratory diseases 
(4) gastrointeatinal diseases 
(2) throat diseases 
(4) measles 
(2) throat diseases 
(4) typhoid 
(2) throat diaeasea 
(4) gastrointestinal diseases 
(2) reapiratory diseases 
(4) typhoid 
(2) respiratory diseases 
(4) typhoid 
(2) throat disease• 
(4) measles 
(2) throat 4iaeases 
(4) typhoid 
(2) throat diseases 
(4) typhoid 
(2) gastrointestinal diseases 
(4) typhoid 
(2) gaatrointeninal diseases 
(4) measle• 
(2) throat diseases 
(4) whooping cough 
(2) throat di•ea•e• 
(4) gastrointeat11M11 diseases 
(2) respiratory dlaeaees 
(4) tYJ)nOid 
(2) 1astrotnte•tiDal diseases 
(4) t }'Y>floid 
Source: United State• Census Bureau, Tenth Ce1'Ulue, 1880. Mort~l1Sl 
•nd Vital Statistics, Part II. p. xxvit. Citie• are listed 
'i"ii""deseending orrl~r of tne degree to which .. uufacturina or 
eonaerce dominate8 the oeelqMltional COlllPO&ition of the 
populatiot.l. 
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causes of death whooping cough and measle<J do not reveal the same trends 
in the American cities as in the G~rman cities. Typhoid fever again shows 
up no more frequently in one or tht: other type of urban center. 
Gastrointestinal diseases were more prominent in the commercial cities 
of the United States just as in Geraaany. These diseases appear among the 
four foremost causes of death in all si}; conaercial cities on Table 41. 12 
By contrast, in threl" of the eight indufltrial central citie.s••Pittsburgh, 
N~w Haven, and Buffalo•-gastrointestinal ~iseas•s were not one of the four 
principal causes of death. Gastrointestinal diseases, further, ranked 
second in importance in half the six commercial cities, but in none of 
the industrial ar~as. 
Industrial Glasgow tilt@ the industrial areas of G<"rmany and the 
United States, .suffered more from throat diseases than from diarrhoeal 
troubles. 
TABJ.! 40 
D!ATltS IN au.scow PROM DIAlUUIOBAL DISEASES AND THROAT DISEASES 
1860·1889 
(deaths per 10,000 population) 
diptheria throat 
scarlet and diseases diarrhoeal 
fever croup compined diseases 
1860-64 11.4 7.7 19.1 6.6 
!8§.S;:.6! ___ .. ... li•l ........... .... 1•2. .... _ ........... !9.:.S .. _ ..... __ ... .. 9.:.2_ ....... 
1870-74 13.8 6.4 20.2 8.5 
1875-79 6.S S.S 12.0 7.8 
............................. - - - ...... - ... --- - ---- ...... - ..... - -- .... - ... -- ... - ..... --.. - -1881-84 7.3 5.7 13.0 7.3 
1885-89 4.4 4.8 9.2 5.3 
Source& Chahlt::rs, aealt:h of Gla;;gov, PP• 284, 311, and 322. 
chart printed by Pittsburgh Dapartment of Public a~alth). If the sll!llller 
wa.,; cooler t'·ari usual, f,otorever. tliis may bav+:; baeo thtt ca.Je in the other 
cities as well. 
12ror most cities these are the four principal caucea of all deaths. 
The e~(ceptiou ii> my omission of apople;q wLich ~:ailkccl .among the first four 
ir• a ;." .. ~,. citl.~8 (' '''" uot"' to I2.0le l10). 
l~aon tne continued prevalence of t&:1roat over ca•trointestinal disease 
Pittsburgh .:i1t.e i ui.:ilic lkaltl1 R..:port .2!, !!l!. G,<..t.Y £.£ f:iLt. .. ~u.riah m, !!!!. 
s • 7, • 23, 26, 39, and 43. 
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Returning to the COl89lercia1 cities. data for 1883 :or commercial 
Edinburgh, Paris, Marseilles snd Berlin reveals an ~ven sharper prevalence 
of gastrointestinal diseases than that of the American cities in 1879-80. 13 
tn urban England gast-rointestinal causes of death were atso more 
-Frequent in. connercial than in industrial areas <luring the decade of the 
s1~v~nties, !-.t1t not however during the eighties as the table on the page 
following shows. The columns on this table are not all comparable, but 
within the data for each decade the contrast is evident. 
With the e~~ception of 1fogland (but not Scotland) in the 1880' s • the 
evidence shows that gastrointestinal diseaaes•-primar:Uy diarrhoeal disease••• 
were more prevalent in Atlantic comm{~rcial urban areas. Throat diseases, of 
which the deadliest was diptheria, were spread more rapidly in industrial 
cities.14 It ie possible that the higher general mortality rate of 
cOJ11Dercial areas is largely to be attributed to the high incidence of 
digestive diseases. 
The diseases which were the chief causes of death during tht> late 
nineteenth centl'lry were not ones which were bred by basically differing 
conditions. Both the throat diseases and the intestinal diseases were 
largely the result of an unsanitary environment. contaminated water supplies, 
and a poor level of health both of the individual in the city and of the 
city itself. Certain exceptions to this generalization are, however, 
13Mulhall, Dictionarz .2£ Statistics, p. 193. 
14tn additi.on to thf'" evitfence alrii>arly cited, see the statistic• on 
dlptheria in Europe in!.!:?.!!·• P• 197; rarr, Vital Statistics, p. 195 for 
England 1873-75; an~ Bunc"!, Hf story E.f. ~i!'t!'tnsham, II. 122-23 for the cause• 
of death in Birmingham 1871·84. 
Fetalitv frem scarlet fe"ft!r nif.fered ~rom city to city. Between 1882 
an6 1890 the industrial cities Nottingham and Philadelphia suffered a greater 
average rate of fatatitie!I t"-an tht! commr,reial cities H8ftlburg, Bdinburah, 
and Bristol (Cb1'rle~ V. Chapin, ':Changes in T~'r" of" Contagious Disease, with 
St:iecia l Hrferenc!" to ~al lpov 8"lcl Scsrt~t 'F·"'V"'T, 0 Journa t .2! Preventive 
TABLE 41 
l>IA'lll IATI ,.. DUUHOU., EIGLISH crrus 
1871-1889 
I11d1rntria 1 Ci tit~s Cott1t1ercial Cl.ties 
rate per rate per rate pc;r 
1000 1000 1000 
under 5 population under 5 
1871-80 1880-89 1871-80 
Birmingham 11.8 1.2 Bristol 
Blackburn C). 0 1. 2 Hull 11.0 
Sculcoates 11.6 
Bolton 9.1 1.3 
Liverpool 14.1 
Bradford 
·' 
Birkenhead 
Coventry 10.1 
Hudder1 field .4 Pl,..uth 
Leeds 12.0 1.2 Port..,uth 
Manchester 11.2 1.1 Yarmouth 14.4 
Salford 12.4 1.s 
Nottingham 9.9 1.1 
Preston 15.6 2.3 
Sheffield 10.9 1.2 
average of 
cities 11.2 1.2 12.8 
rate per 
1000 
population 
1880-89 
.s 
1.2 
1.1 
.7 
.7 
.9 
.9 
Source a Creighton, !dipemics !!l Britain, P• 762; Annual SUlllll8£Z.2! 
Births, P'·aths, .!!!!! causes !J. Death .!!!. London ~ Other 
Great Towns, 1892, p. 21. 
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t.•orth noticing. 
Diptheria and scarlet fever are more frequently 11pread through their 
presence in milk than perhap3 any other disease except typhoid fever. In 
the United '.Jtates, Massachusetts and the District of Columbia ~:ere the 
first areas to achieve effective laws and systems of :f..ngpection w·hich 
assured safe milk supplies for major cities.15 This helps account for the 
low<?r ratio of throat disease in the Atil~rican commercial citietJ; M4ssachu· 
setts, it sho•1ld be recalled, h important to the present study mainly for 
the commercial population of Boston, rather than for the populations of 
Fall River, Lowell, and the other industrial towns. By thf! same token. 
Chicago's high ratio of throat disease may have been the result of her 
apparent tardines.t in milk control .. 16 Inclustrial Newark was the firist 
city to enact specific legislation for dairy inspection, but Pittsburgh 
experienced great difficulty in effectively preventing the adulteration 
of milk by dairymen.17 Industrial Manchester and Leeds. on the other hand, 
were the leading cities in England in tenns of a ~afe milk suppty.18 This 
in turn perhaps accounts for the failure of English cities to confot'lll to 
the general correlation of throat disease with industrial urban areas. 
Me~icine, I (1926), 162•63). Average case mortality in Glasgow between 
1891 and 1895 was higher than that in either Edinburgh or Hamburg in any 
year from 1887 to 1890 (Chalmer9 1 Health~ Glasgow, p. 165). Industrial 
Manchester also compares unfavorably with commercial Hamburg in John a. 
Galloway's study of "The Municipalities of Manchester and Hamburg, 0 
Transactions .2!,.!:h!_Manchester Statistical Societv, 1897-98, p. 45. 
15charles E. North, ''Milk and Its :Relation to Publi~ Uealth, 0 in 
aavenel. ed., Ralf-Century!! ?ublic Health, pp. 285-86. 
l61awl1ngs, !!:!!. and Pa 11 .2! Disease .!!. Illinois, I, 202 and 204; 
North, "Milk and Its R~tation to Public HPalth, 11 'l'P• 285-86. 
17aichard o. Cummings, The American and Hts Food (2nd ed,; Chicago, 
.......... ....... ....................... 
1941). n. ()?, dti.n'! M.J. Ro1:ienesu> ed., Mill' anc It!> Relation to •ubU.c 
' ' it:. _....................... ..._::..I 
Health (Washington, D. c., 1909); w. Snively, "Health Physician' a lleport, 0 
Pittsburgh, Annual Rt"'!Port of the Bureau of Health for 1873, p. 81; Pittsburgh, 
Annual R.eport of: tr.'P BU'rda7i"'"oIT~alth forl899, Vi':-f17;:'78; Arthur H • 
.,_,~-- ~-·} ........ ._.. ~ --. ................... 
~r:b.le·1.!n.g0r~ Peth ... l:..2,g Pre~:·nt (Bo.itori, l"U:), r'• ?':".3. 
lBAsa L1;igg:1 .aa<l Conracl Gill, Histo1:l:: o:: Li:rminf,,L.am (Loudon, 1952), 
(, -II, 7o. 
UJ 
.Another principal exc·:>ption to the Clenerali:&ation that overall 
health cowUtions arE.'! tho major determinant of mortality differentials 
?etween the industri.al and the commercial cities is the effect of 
temperature> level upon intestinal diseases. There is ;.;orne correlation 
of beat with the incidence of diarrheal disoa$e.S. Thi.3 situation is 
n•flectP-d in Table 39 whereon the relatively more aout!rnrly location 
of. the American cowmercial cities doubtless served to raise the avera~e 
of mortality :rom gastrointestinal disea'.lcs 1u commercial areas. 
Finally• &astroh1teatinal diseases are more often wat:erborne than 
throat cliseascs.19 This ought to he kept in mind when urban water supplies 
are mentioned in the following psgeq. 
The problem of accounting for Atlantic urban mortality rates which 
were relatively higher in COlll!lerc:f.al than in industrial cities is• despite 
the exceptions outlined abo•e, primarily one of a ccxnparison of health 
conditions. Health in • broad sense ineludes such factor• rele~nt to the 
level of life as income and consumption levels and overcrowdedneas in 
dwellings, Includ'!d alao, of course, i• health in the usual, more limited, 
sense of the public health movement toward health regulations and facilities. 
These latter aspects, r•lating to public health mi:;;asure'l, are a sf.gn:lt'icant 
part of the background ~xplanation of urban m.ortnlity rates, all the more 
so because they are the part of the explanation which can be treated with 
some degree of authority. For this reason public health pro~ress will be 
traced here before the morft difficult matters of the level of life are 
mentioned. 
In general the industrial urban areas of the Atlantic ec-unity 
so seem to have acted more quickly in adopting measure to impro.e public 
!iealth. Mimid.pat boards o~ l1aalth m!!re organized earlier on the average 
in the inr!u11trial areas. Manc':Niter-Salf'orJ, Gls..>goH, :Sirmingham, Leeds, 
?rovidence, and Rochester were among the leaders in the creation of 
•o:ffectiw: boards, providing of health ofH.ce:rH, and 1n r· '1uiring th•i 
reporting of di•>ease cases. Philadelphia had a tnun:kipal hoard o!'! health 
as early EH 1818, Rochester by 1828. Providence had t!-.. ~ most outntanding 
hr~alth .1.~:partment in the United States f.n the nineteenth century. The 
good f'ortt111e of p,·ovidence in t'1i:'I respect was largely the result of the 
Nork of Charles V. Chapin who wa:> widely recognized to he the most. expert 
American public health otficial of the era. 20 Glasgow and Manchester .. 
Salford, along witl1 commercial Liverpool. were the British cities which 
had done the tn0st for municipal heelth before 1870. In the cases of 
Glasgow and Liverpool. however, action was fo't*Ced upon them by the severity 
of their problems. 21 A Medical Officer of Health was appointed in Liverpool 
in 1847, in Leeds in 1866, and in Mancheeter in 1868. The Sanitary 
Ai•sociatton of Manchester and Salford organbed in 1860 a systr.".m of 
registration o:E dckn~ss "which appears to have very complete and e:·.act. " 22 
By the eighties the health officials of Hanchester-Satfo~d were obtaini111 
information of disease in other cities and making such information awitable 
20witson G. Smillie, fup&ic Healths .!!,! Promise for.!!'!.! futu~e 
(New York, 1955), p. 286. On developments in public health in Provideaee 
sep Charles V. Chapin, "!listory of State and Municipal Control of Diaeaae," 
in Raver.et, ed., nalf:-C~ntyrz .!! !ubltc R.'.'!alth. 
2J.o.offrey Best, "The Scottish Victorian City," yictorig Stud:t.,~, 
XI (1968), '41 .. 42; n. Caradog Jones, !.!J.! Social Snrvez 2.f X,erseX!iii.~ 
(London, 1934). 1 253•54; J.r. Brotherston, ,Ol:>servat1.~>n.i !! !!!! l!rlz 
Public ff;~alth Movemen$= .!.!!. Scotland (London, 1952), p.87; Briggs and Gill, 
Birm~~ahaan, 11> 71-72; W.M. Frazer,! Historv £!~n&11sh P~bJ~c !@!lt~. 
18~5-l!-l3fl, p. 13'; Chalmers, Health £! Gta<J&Ow, l'f>• 1.-11. 
22rrazer. ~is;tpri !! !n&li.:tl!. Public Health, 'PP• 41.-42; Newholae, 
Vital Statlnt1c~, p. 39. 
.. .., . 
;_o ot'..t~r '.>ualt;, r.lepartments. Bi1-rai~l&lll la~ed behind the othar Driti•h 
Birmingham had l.>eg:.m taking orgaTtizational measures which soon put her 
in tl"ir· .forefront Ln pub lie hygiene. 23 
Commercial Berlin te~ the way in Germany in requiring the reporting 
of diseas~ casas. American commercial cities, however, tagged behind. 
Charles v. Chapin identified Boston and St. Louts .u cities ~rnich ware 
remiss in. requiring the re-porting of disease eases. 24 B~rU.n and Munich 
were also 1.n advance in e@rtain aspects of food inspection. Meat had been 
inspected for spoilaae in those cities since the eighteenth century. 25 
Inspecting of foodstuffs against aclultaratten aad p0tso11tng wa• fir•t 
done effectively ln Great Britain ln the la4u•trf.a1 cttie• HIU\ohe•ter, 
Leed1, B1t11f.agbD, and Sheffield.26 ln the United States a4ulteration 
had reached almost tneredlhle ,woperttns. One e:sp•t has written 
D\'lrittg the ten year ,.rtod followiag 1171 the adultffation of food 
wa~ tvideHpread. Nearly every article of food that entered connerce 
was adu1teTeted at one tf.lle or another in seae form.27 
23r.;1?~1~!,olme, v.:tat Statistics, pp. 54 .. 55; Briggs end G.tll, ,!irmin:et;• 
PP• 71•76. The latter adait that Blraf.qh• vaa ''behindhand" in the ear y 
seventies. 
24nc1.rsL01me, ibid.• l'• 42; Chapin, "Histo1·y of State and Municipal 
Control of Disease," pp. 144-45. 
Charles P.o.st~nberg, in ~ Cholera Y•:,ars (CLicazo > l962), p. 211, 
singles out Chicago for the criticism that the city was without a board 
o! health tmtil 1867. Ch:i.cago had actually f!bol:lsr·ed an earlier board 
in 1860 (llavlings. J!!! !,e! l!ll .1?t &liseas,e !!. Illinois, t, 104). 
25North, nKilk and Its relation to ?ublic Health," p. 251. 
26Briage and Gill. Birain,ahtm, 11, 76: Pollard, Labour !n SbeffieJd, 
p. 9f;. 
27car1 L. Ahberg, "Progress in ll'll"derl!ll l'ood Contro1 1 " in Raw.net. 
ed., Half•Ceatury of Public Health, p. 210. 
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Illinois was the first state to pass laws concerning the adulteration 
of food. 28 Unfortunately these laws were not enforced. Little serious 
effort was made to effectively prevent this evil during the period here 
under·study. 
Industrial cities in the United States were dealing with the problem 
of their garbage more adequately than were the cOlllDfn'eial cities. Allegheny, 
the twin city of Pittsburgh, was the first American city to erect a 
municipal incinerator. Buffalo and Philadelphia. along with connercial 
St. Louis, had the most efficient plants for the reduction of garbage to 
fertiU.zer. 29 
The most important single determinant of mortality rates from disease 
during the nineteenth century. according to outstanding health official 
Charles Y. Chapin, was the improper disp0sal of hUllMln excrement. 30 
Frequently, disease-bearing human wastes entered a city's water supply 
and were consumed by the population. Adequate sewage systems were needed 
which would prevent contamination of water supplies. After the aiddle of 
the seventies Americans studied the sewer and water systems designed by 
audolph Virchow in Berlin and Max von Pettenkofer in Munich. Despite the 
feate of these aen and their work, Berlin and Munich were not notably early 
by the standards of continental Europe in providing adequate sewers. Berlin 
was, in faet, considered behind the major European cities in just thi• 
28lbid,, p. 214; lawlinga, !!.!!. .!!.!! !!J! !! R.i•ease !! Illinois, l. 
244-48. 
291.udolph Hering, "Sewage and Solid l.efuse aemoval," in llavenel, ed., 
Half-Century of Public Health, p. 1901 McKelvey, Urbanization !I. .America. 
p. 106. lru:luatrial l.ochester was a leader in efficient garbage collection 
(see Blake Mcl<elvey, "The History of Public Health in llochestar, New York," 
Rechester History, Xflll (1956), 12). 
30chapin, ''History of State and Municipal Control of Disease," p. 140. 
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respect. Hamburg and Frankfort am Main were the cities which led in the 
building of adequate sewer systems in Cermany.31 By 1890 the American 
cormnercial cities had achieved a better ratio of persons per mile of sewer 
than the industrial cities.32 
Sheffield and Birmingham. established safe water supplies in the 
seventies and eighties. Industrial Manchester, ahead in several other 
respects, lacked adequate safe water longer than most cities.33 The 
filtration system eventually built in Manchester was, however, perhaps the 
world's finest.33a United States cities of both econcmic types were slow 
in achieving safe water supplies. Industrial Buffalo may be singled out, 
however, as a leader in this respect.34 The group of Aaerican industrial 
cities may have had an advantage in that two of them••Cinctnnati and 
Pittsburgh••were located on the Ohio River. Pollution, it seems, is re• 
duced more by the action of the river itself in the case of the Ohio than 
other bodies of water.35 
3lt. Weyle, Histoire .!!. ~'Hxaiene Soclale (Paris, 1910), p. 52; 
William Travis Howard, fublic Health Administration !ll!!.l!!! Natural Bietorz 
of Disease in Baltimore, Mary\and, i797•1920 (Washington, D.C., 1924), p. 
106. On Virchow and Pettenkofer see George Rosen, A History!! Public 
Health (Mew York, 1958), pp. 258•59. 
32united States Census Bureau, lleventp Census, 1890, l9J)ula~ion, 
Part 11, PP• 630•743. 
33rraser. History.!!. English J:ublic Health, p. 134; fgllard, L!bour 
in Sheffield, p. 95' Briggs and Gill, Birmtnaham, II, 76; George Greaves, 
"Our Sewer l.ivers," Transactions !! .!!!! Manchester Statistical Societx, 
1865·66, PP• 28•51. 
338Galloway, "The Municipalities of Manchester and Hamburg," 
Transactions .!!lb!. Manchester Statistical Society, 1897-98, pp. 46•47. 
l4weber, Growth !!., Cities .!!!. !h!, Nineteenth Centu~z, p. 353. 
3Slar1e B. Phelps, "Streem Pollution by Industrial Wastes and Its 
Control," in B.avenel, ed.• Balf•(;entUl'f !£ Public Health, p. 205. 
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The prevalence of waterborne gastrointestinal diseases in c0111nercial 
areas is further evidence that those cities may have had less pure water 
supplies. It is quite po1sible that the rivers. that is to say that 
the flowing water, on which many of the industrial cities were located 
gave them an advantage in thi• respect over seaports which poured their 
wastes into the ocean. The advantaae of the Ohio River to Cincinnati 
and Pittsburgh has just been mentioned. Comuercial Haaburg, on the other 
hand, dumped into the llbe ltiver near where it flows into the sea. High 
tide carried the westes right back into the city.35-
358Ga11oway, "The Kunicipalltiea of Manchester and Hamburg," 
Iransactions .!!.Sh! !f!ncheste~ Statistical SocittX, 1897·98, P• 48. 
I 
:i 
I! 
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Among t~e functions w~ich the inadequately financ:.ed boards of 
health undertook to fulfill was supervision of housing standards. Kuch 
of the eflort was directed against crowding of any kind, including density 
of population per acre. Glasgow and Liverpool mounted the most large• 
scale attacks upon substandard housing. These cities had the highest 
density of population in Great Britain.36 
During the nineteenth century slum areas usually maintained the 
highest density per acre in each city; almost always the same areas had 
the highest mortality rates. The offensive of the health authorities, 
therefore, often took the fora of slum clearance projects and attempts to 
provide open spaces or green spaces. 
During the period between 1860 and 1890, however, the leading figures 
in public health in the Atlantic nations caae to realize that there is no 
casual relationship between deasity of population eeF .!! and a high 
1110rtality. The true index of density la the number of persons to 
each occupied room.37 
Unfortunately, the statistician• were not quick to change from recording 
persons per acre to persons per room. nata is not now available to make 
the comparisons which are the most meaningful. The subject of p0pulation 
density should not, however, be abandoned by historians and demogl"aphers. 
Biologists, p•ychologists, sociologists, and pathologists have all been in 
advance of demographers and historians in identifying the relationship 
36sest, "The Scottish Victorian City," pp. 341•47: COU.n F. Brock-
ington, ! Shor5 J!htorx !! Publii Health (2nd ed,; toncton, 1966), P• 93c 
C.M. Allan, ''The Cenesis of Brit sh Urban tedevelopment with Special Reference 
to Glasgow," §Sonomic Ristorx Jleview, XVIll (1965), p. 598.. Glasgow and 
Liverpool were exceeded in density per acre a.ong Atlantic cities by Berlin, 
New York, and Paris (Mulhall, Diftionary 2l, Statistics, PP• 444-45). 
37Newsholme, Vital Statistics, p. 135. Geoffrey Best gives credit 
to Dr, J.B. l.useell of Glasgow for havina 0 conc1uaive1y demonstrated" this 
point (ibid., p. 347). Jane Jae.obs, The Death .!.!!!! .W! !&, Great lmerican 
Cities (Rev York, 1961). chap. xi, is interesting on this subject. 
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:"etween life stress t particularly that resulting from a crowded environ-
ment, and mortality rates.38 It would be extremely valuable to have 
measurements of real density for urban areas at various periods. 
It is not realistic to attempt to demonstrate any direct causal 
relationship between open space3 and mortality rates. There was not indeed 
any correlation, for example, between mortality rates and acres in public 
parks in the urban areas of Great Britain or the United States during the 
1880'a. 39 Nevertheless, this factor should be considered one aspect of 
the standard of living.40 As such, open spaces pertain to mortality rates. 
One of the principal impulses behind slum clearance, or "expropriation" 
as it was called, in the nineteenth century was the desire to provide open 
space. After expropriation projects mortality ~ates, end crime rates as 
well, seem always to have declined. 41 Whether the clearances caused the 
declines is difficult to know, but Victorian health officials were sure 
42 they did. 
38see Thomas Langer and Michael Stanley, The Midtown Manhattan Study, 
Vol. II, Life Stress !!2. Mental Health (New York, 1963), especially chap. iv; 
John B. Calhoun, "Population Density and Social Pathology," Scientific 
American, CCVI (1962), reprinted in Garrett Hardin, ed., Population, 
Evolution, ~Birth Control: (San Francisco, 1969), pp. 101-05; Lawrence 
Hinkle, Jr. and Norman Plurmner, nLife Stress and Industrial Absenteeism-· 
The Concentration of Illness and Absenteei81R :f.n One Segment of a Working 
Population." Industrial Medicine~ Surser1, xxi (1952), reprinted in Alfred 
Katy and Jean Felton, eds., Health.!!!!!. COllllDunity (New York, 1965); Edward 
S. Deevey, "The Hare and the Haruspeli:J A Cautionary Tale," Yale R.eview (1960), 
reprinted in Bric and May Josephson, eds., Man Alone: Alienation in Modern 
Society (Rew York, 1962), 571-88. ~ --
39samuel H. Barnett, "Great Cities and Social Reform," Nineteenth 
Century, XIV (1883), 804-09; United States Census Bureau, Eleventh Census, 
~. Population, Part II, 630-743. 
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40 '.'11 See the essays in Lowden Wingo, ed., Cities .!!!!! Space (Baltimore, 1964), 'Ii' 
especially Wingo, "Urben Space in a Policy Perspective: An Introduction," 
1
.,,.1, 
and Leonard J. Duhl, ''The Human Measure: Man and Pa.Uy in Megalopolis." 
j. 1' ~ I 41Marcus T. Reynolds, 11The liousing of the Poor in American Cities," 
Publications of the American Economic Association, VIII (1893), 50; Chalmers, 
Health of Glasgow, chap. iii. Reynolds mentions the following examples: 
Edinburgh, Glasgow, Swansea, Woverhampton, Derby, Nottingham, Newcastle-on 
Tyne, and Birmingham. 
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E. A. Wrigley has already been quoted emphasizing the importance oE 
rising real incomes. 43 Income and comsumption levels are probably the 
most basic measurements of the standard of living. Freque11tly this is 
seen as a comparison between wages and the prices of the necessities of 
life. Fertility, of course, as well as mortality is strongly influenced 
by the level of income.44 Pertility may be considered to be as strongly 
influenced by the level of life particularly in the comparatively abundant 
world which had come into existence in the Atlantic Community by 1850. 
Starvation is absent. Demographic historians study "crises of subsistence" 
for their effect upon mortality resulting from starvation during the 
eighteenth century and earlier. The depression of 1873 has not yet motivated 
similar research. 
A good deal of research has been done comparing wages and prices mnong 
nationa. 45 None has been done comparing cities for the period between 1860 
and 1890. Adna Weber seemed to argue in The Growth 2.f. Cities !! the .. N .. i,.n..,e_-
teenth Centurz that the colllllercial cities were areas of greater general 
wealth and comfort than the industrial citiea.46 E. A. Wrigley, on the other 
43sup!:~· pp. 122-23. Louis Chevalier dhagrees concerning Paris in Ji! 
Formation !!!, !! Population Parisienne ~ .!!!.!. Siecle,pp. 101-02, where he 
concludes that nothing can be said about the relationship of wages to phyaical 
well-being. On a more general level Wibert E. Moore, like Wrigley, emphasizes 
that in the older industrial couutries reductious0 in mortality were chiefly 
the consequence of economic growths" (Social Change Englewood Cliffs, New 
Jersey, 1964), p. 100. Unlike \-:'rigley, however. Moore a~em$ to consider the 
changing level of nineteenth century public health as of little significance. 
44JuUan t. Simon, 11The Effect of Income on Fertility," Population 
~it.udies, XXIll (1969), 327-41, provides recent bibliographical and 
methodological information. High income is usually associated with low 
fertility and low income with hi8h fertility. 
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45s,~e Car.roll D. W'!'.'ight, Rhtorx !!!. Wages !!!!! Prices !!!. 
~sachusetts; 1752-1883, Includin,& Comparative Wages ~ Prices ,!,! 
Haa:aiachusetts .!!!!. Great Britain, 1860-1883 (Boston, 1885); Roland 
Gibson, Cotton Textile Wases !! 1h!. United States ~Great Britain: 
~Comparison.!?.!. Trends. 1860-1945 (New York, 1948); w. J. Ashley, 
11:.! Ad 1ustment fil Wages: ! Stud;r .!!. !.h!_ £!!! ~ !!".!!! Industries !>..!. 
Great Britain~ America (London, 1903)• Ernest H. Brown, ! Century 
of Pay: !he Course .!?! Pay .!.2!!, Production ~ France, Germapz, Sweden, 
!!l! United E'.ingdoa, ~ the 'United State• !l. .America. 1860-1960 
(l.Dndon, 1968). 
46w~ber, Growth !!f. Cities !!.!h! Nineteenth Century, especially 
p. 3421 
I! 
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hand, believes concerni11.g these two kinds of: citicl3 that 11it would be 
difficult to maintain that in the one type oz area incomes were r:mch 
below and in the other 11ll!ch above the national avcrages."47 Th~ little 
data w·Lich is now available. does not allow for e11ough further iuterpreta-
tion to es~al>lish whetaer l\ieber or \.!rigley ls correct:. JoUle Al1lerican 
tVidence, however, points towarrl WPber 1 8 idea that illC:O'ltte in relation to 
the coi;.t of living may t•ave Lleen more favorable in commercial cities. 
In American co1lllllercial cities in 1890 workers did have higher 
earnings than those employed in industrial cities. 
TABLE 42 
AVERAGE ANNUAL EAIOO:NGS PER OJ.PJ.OYll 
UNITED STATES CITIES, 1890 
industrial cities comsnercial citi$s 
Newark $518 Washington $601 
Paterson 450 New Orleans 370 
Rochester 454 Boston 560 
Providence 454 Cambridge 516 
L'\ew Haven 515 Jersey City 547 
Buffalo 448 Baltimore 391 
Philadelphia 483 Indianapolio 441 
Pittsburgh 564 Chicago 546 
Allegheny 499 St. Louis 504 
Cleveland 512 
$485 averag~ of cities $494 
Sourcet United States Census Bureau, Eleventh Census, 1890, 
-Manufactuxing Industries. Part II. 
Comparable <lata on individual occupations before 1890 ia rare. 
One example, one in which there is no clear difference between the 
commercial an<l the indm>trial urban places, can be cited. ''Colllnon 
laborers" in brick-making earned a similar wage between 1871 and 1890 
47 ~'Tigley, Population .!!!!! Historr. p. 160. 
at two c;sta!11ii:>hment~: in P11 iladelphia ancl r)uffalo a~ ciid their counter• 
part:.i at two estahlishments in St. Louis.48 
Prices of the essentials of life fluctuatec greatly in the United 
States between 1860 and 1890. This is somewhat less true of housing 
costs than of, say, food. Montbly house rent in American manufacturing 
towns was lower in 1860-61 t!:-, .. n in the three coanercial citiNJ for which 
data is availatle--St, Louis, Boston, and Indianapolis. 11 9 During the two 
.~,--:cacc::.> bet'..'ecn 1860 and 1880 the average cost of house rent was lower 
7.r. the Ph:Uar'r~lpbia urban are.a a:.1d CJ.ncinnati tb.tn in St. touts, Boston, 
and Indianapolis. The table on the following page shows the average rent 
!'or a four-room ~:ouse. each year from 1860 to lSSO. The average rent cost 
wa.z higher in the three commercial cities than the industrial citie~ even 
w!wn Camden i.c (properly) coiuidered part of the single Philadelphia urban 
area. 
Food prices may have been higher in industrial cities. Table 44, 
on page 151 following, e><hibits prices of four basic commodities between 
1871 and 1880 for the six cities for which data !.:£ available. J'lour, 
eggl:l, and perhaps cheese were gener.ally lower in the three commercial 
cities (St. Louts, Boston, and Indianapolis)s only potatoes maintained 
a lower pric<.• tn PhUadelphia~Camden and Cincinnati. Yet, Table 44 
shows that income was h1.gher in these three commercial cities than in 
these two industrial urban areas. 50 
49J<:dgar l:. Martin, ~ :.>tanciai:c £.!. yvlng !!!. .!!!!Q. (Chicago, 1942), 
p. 422: United States Census Bureau, Tent~ Census. !!§Q., Repcrt .2!! lh!, 
Average Retail Prices .2f. Necessaries Et~. pp. 104~07. 
50sq?ra, P• 141. The avera15c annual earningi:; per employee in Cincinnati 
in 1890 was $436. Cincinnati is not included in Table 44 because it was 
neither among tL£ ten ''moi.:t industrial" citiei:i nor among tht. eight most 
industrial urban areas in terms of the occupational composition of itg 
population. Nevertheless its retie of tr.anufecturb1g workers to persons in 
commerce. transport. and administration was 168 to 100. 
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TABLE 43 
MONTHLY HOUSE UNT (FOUi. lUOlS) 
FIVE UNITED STATES URBAN AREAS, 1860·1880 
Indiana: ,o lis Boston '.·'t. Lod.s Clncirmati Philai!dphia Camden 
11111 
1860 $5.00 $10.00 $6.00 $6.50 I', Ii, 
1861 7.00 s.oo 10.00 4.00 11.00 6.50 
1862 9.00 5.f)O 10.00 4.00 i;.oo 6.50 
1863 9.00 5.00 15.00 s.oo 6.00 6.00 
186'> 9.00 7.00 15.00 6.00 8.00 6.00 
1865 9.00 7.00 15.00 6.00 10.00 7.50 I 
i!1I 
1860 10.00 7.00 18.00 6.00 12.00 7.50 
'ii! 
1867 10.00 1.00 18.00 5.00 l2.00 7.5o '1,1· 
·Ill' l1: 
1868 10.00 10.00 l8.00 s.oo 12.00 8.00 
186" 10.00 10.00 18.00 . 4.00 14,00 10.00 
1870 10.00 10.00 18 .. 00 (l.co 14.00 12.00 
1 II 
1871 10.00 16.00 14.00 12.00 
' 11 
10 .. 00 I I 
I':! 
1872 10.00 16.00 10.00 it •• oo 12.00 ~ I 1
1873 10.00 lS.00 10.00 14.00 12.00 1111 
'i'I 14.00 1874 10.00 10.00 12.00 ).2.00 1111 
1875 10.00 12,50 10.00 12.00 12.00 11 
:11
1 
1876 8.CO 12.50 10 •. 00 11.00 10.00 111! . ii• 
. 'II! 
'111 1877 8.00 13.00 10.00 12.QO 10.00 
11. 
, I, 
1878 8.00 16.00 10.00 12.00 8.50 
: 111, 
1879 6.oo 16.00 10.00 12.00 s.oo 'jil 
'1 i I 
1880 '5.00 16.00 10.00 13.00 8.00 I 
Source: United States Censu'! Bur~au, Tenth Census • .!§§!h Report 
.2.!l ~ Average i.l!'tail Pdce.s 2!., N.,;,eesaarie,,. .2.f. Life, pp. ,j1 
,j11 104-07. 
.1 
I 
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TABLE 44 
POOD PRICES IN SIX UNITED STATES CITIES 
1871-1380 
Iw~1·1:trial Citi<:·s Corrnv·rcin 1 C :. t:i.r;;~; 
Potatoes, µer bushel 
pr; ilati ;: lp hia Bufrato Ne•• Haven nos ton St. Lo 1_i:..n Jerst'Y City 
1871 $1.10 $1. OP. $1.00 $1. 23 $.80 $1.50 
1872 1.25 .so 1.25 .98 .90 1.2S 
1873 1.1.5 .85 l.25 1.37 .90 1. 25 
187lt. 1.05 1. ?~ 1.51) 1..lS 1. 70 1.00 
1875 t. no • 75 1. ?.O 1.13 .90 1.25 
1876 .oo .35 .88 1. flt'... .50 1.25 
1877 • 7.5 1.20 1. .50 l.41 1.60 1.00 
1878 .65 .50 .80 1.00 .60 1. 25 
1879 .75 .90 1.50 1.34 .90 1.00 
1880 .75 .35 1.25 1.06 .so 1.25 
Cheese, per pound 
1871 .20 .135 .1€ .1.4 .18 .18 
1872 ,19 .14 .22 .18 .20 .18 
1873 .19 .16 .20 .17 .18 .18 
1874 .18 .17 • 20 .17 .20 .18 
1875 .17 • lit .22 .17 .23 .16 
1876 .16 .11 .16 .15 .15 .18 
1877 .16 .16 • 20 .16 .13 .18 
1878 .16 .11~ .18 .12 .13 .16 
1879 .17 .08 .18 .10 .10 .16 
1880 .18 .11 .18 .15 .u .18 
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TABLE ~4 - Continued '11 1111 
,,11,:1 
'I''' Flour 11,11 
r 
I'' 
p~1iladelphia Buffalo New Raven Boston St. Louis Jersey City 111 
:11111 ;1:,1; 
1871 $8.00 $6.50 $10.SO $6.80 $6.00 •10.00 1'1:1 k 
11:1, 
1872 7.00 8.25 12.50 7.10 s.oo 11.00 
'11' 1:\ 
',Ii 
1873 7.00 1.so 10.50 10.00 l',11 1.00 1.00 1110 
i 
1874 1.50 6.75 10.00 6 .. 15 9.00 l:l,1
1 
6.25 
111111 
1875 6.50 s.so s.~o 6.20 S.75 9.00 f I 
i1f I, 
1876 7.50 b.25 9.50 6.42 6.25 8.00 
1877 1.00 7.50 11. 75 6.20 'l.50 9.00 
1!,1: 
1878 7.00 6. ~s 9.00 8.00 6.00 8.00 l''!I I,, 
'!, 
1879 o.oo 5.50 a.so 4.45 s.so 8.00 
1880 6.50 5.50 a.so 4.90 5.50 8.00 
Eggs, per dozen 
l'I 1871 .25 .14 .38 .28 .125 .18 
11 
11 
1872 .26 .1~ .25 .31 .125 .18 ,1 
1873 .25 .16 .40 .30 .12 .18 
1874 .26 .155 .24 • :1.1 • l.o .16 
1875 .24 .16 .28 .29 .12s .18 
1876 .23 .13 .25 .24 . u .16 
1877 .22 .13 .24 .24 .10 .18 
1878 .21 .12 .23 .25 .09 .16 
1879 .24 .13 .20 • 21 .09 .18 
1880 • 25 .13 • 20 .20 .10 .20 
Source: U-:-tit".'.ld Ststcs Censm: Bureau, Tenth Cimsus. 1880~ 
_........,.._ ----- , -----Statistics !!f Wageg, PP• 47-48, 68, and 85-86. 
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An index of average food and rent prices in American cities in 1900 
was compiled hy British tnvesti~ators. The tendencies of the cost of 
living in 1900 were the reverse of those revealed in the earlier data 
pres~nted above. The industrial cities had slightly lower food prices 
and slightly higher rent costs. 51 
It cannot be concluded that the cost of living was lover in American 
industrial cities. Furthermore, the average annual income of wage-earners 
may have been lower in the industrial areas; it was lower at least in 1890. 52 
53 Without comparable data on income and prices for European cities, 
generalization is impossible on the causal role of that factor in the 
mortality differential between the two basic economic types of cities. 
Other measurements of relative prosperity are conceivable. Population 
growth itself is one. If one of these two types of urban areas had been 
growin1 more rapidly than the other, the more rapidly increasing type might 
be considered, in hypothesis, a part of the more rapidly expanding and 
more prosperous sector of the Atlantic economy during the <lecades under 
study. It has already been seen, however, in chapter one, that the two 
types of cities were growing at an ~qual rate. 
Certain aspects of the composition and structure of populations are 
themselves often part of the explanation of raortality trends. The influence 
of the age structure on mortality has already been mentioned in Chapter 
Four. Sex ratios can influence mortality rates generally in that males 
have a higher mortality rate than femalest and particularly tn that some 
5lar~at Bdtai.T'I, '3oard of Tr.ade, Co<et !U_ t.ivinz ,!!! Am~~ Towns 
(London. 1911). pv. ~"''<iv end vxxvi. 
52According to Engle' s taw food expenditure proportions are ill;' 
negatively related to income (T6'il'>ert ~. Moor"!, Ordi?r ..!.!!!! C'ianget Essays 'I' 
.!!! eomparativ~ Sociolog;y (New York, 1967), p. 79. 
53supra, notes 45 and 46. 
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diseases are particularly hard on one or the other se'.'f. It was founc, 
however, in Chapter Four that, despite the unusual sex structure of 
certafr cities. no contrast of this type e;'.ist~d bet·1een industrial 
cities as a class and commercial cities. 
The racial dhtribution of American cities scrve.1 as to raise the 
average death rate in the comm·~rcial areas because of th<? geographical 
location of New Orleans, Waehington, St. Louis, Charleston and Baltimore. 
:Slack dMth rates were everywhere higher than white ones. On the other 
11and, however, among northern cities t!':e industrial areas contained 
considerably larger proportions of Blacks than the commercial cities. 
In addition to the factor of Negro mnality, the following may be 
considered the probe~le explat14tions for the more favorable mortality 
rates of Atlantic manufacturing cities over commercial/administrative cities. 
Effective boards of health were organized earlier in industrial cities. 
These municipal boar.ds were eapecia11J notable in the industrial cities 
for securing reports on disease cases and for inspection of foodstuffs. 
The industrial group of cities perhaps also ·1ecure.d safe 11ater supplies 
earlier. 
A Unal factor which My have been of no small significance is the 
function of many of the commercial cities as entrepots of foreign commodities•• 
and diseases. Epidemics from abroad sometime" swept over ports such as 
Liverpool leaving interior manuifacturing areas like Birmingham untouched. 54 
54crd1'l1ton > &2idemics .!!! Britain, pp. 792 and 856-57; Frazer, 
History .2!, Rylish Public He•lth, P• 184. 
Ir Etirope, fertility wa.:; l:igher in towns 1>1h~rein the t·,rhnary 
occupation,::; were ones relating to manufacturing;. Arlna Wd)er ,1as convinced 
of the difference in fertility among European cities of differing economic 
;=m1ction and occupational compodtion. Hi::; comment.Ii are worth noticing. 
Dr. Ernst Engel was probably the first statistician to advance 
statistical data in favor of the proposition that it is chiefly 
the occupation rather than th0 mere association of people in large 
or ... 11 dwelling centers which causes the difference in fertility 
of city and country women ••• English statisticians, moreover, 
ton.a since pointed out the high birth-rate peculiar to mining and 
indu3trial districts. In G<::rmany, the cities whieh indisputably 
have the largest proportion of birth• to childbearing women, are 
the purely industrial citie$ of the Rhina•Westphalian district. 
On the other hand, the COIDlllercial cities, with their greater 
wealth, comfort and culture, have the lowest birth-rate. 
Those familiar with German industrial conditions will recognize 
the identity of the first group with the factory industries, 
that of the third with commerce; 
High birth-rate 
Chemnitz 
Barmen 
Elber:"'eld 
Kref eld 
Altona 
Aachen 
Maadeburg 
Berlin 
Munich 
Medium bil'th-ratc 
Danzig 
Breslau 
Cologne 
Halle 
Dusseldorf 
Stuttgart 
Nuremberg 
Hamburg 
Low birth•ratc1 
Strassburg 
Dresden 
Hanover 
Konigsburg 
Bremen 
Stettin 
tej.pzig 
Frankfort 
E. A. Wrigley's demographic study of north western Europe further 
substantiates Weber's generalizations. The higher fertility in industrial 
lweber 1 Growth.!! Cities .!:!! !h,; Nineteenth Cent~rx1 pp. 341•42. 
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areas in 1860 and 1880 can be seen in the following tables adapted 
mainly from Wrigley's work. 
TABLE 45 
GENKRAL i'EllTILITY NORTH-~1ESTF.RN 
EUllOPiAN CITIIS, 1860-1882 
Pas•de-Calai• (Arras) 
Ar.n~berg (Dortmund) 
Dusseldorf 
Nord (Lille) 
Barmen 
Averaae Industrial Areas 
Berlin 
Hamburg 
Bouches•du·•hone 
(Marseilles) 
Seine (Paris) 
Avera~e Commercial Areas 
Industrial 
Commercial 
1860-62 
137 
174 
162 
148 
155.3 
134 
152 
111 
132.3 
c.1880 
143 
204 
181 
147 
186 
172.2 
138 
146 
101 
99 
121.0 
Source: AJatJted from Wrigley, Industrial G.:owttl 
~ Population Chanae, p. 141. Barmen from Koell.Mn, 
"The Population of Barmen Before and D(1ring the Period 
of Industriatization," in P!Pulatlon .!!! History, P• 602. 
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TABU: 46 
FEMALE NET JlBPRODUCTION RATES, mll'm·WESTDN 
CITIIS, 1860·1880 
Pa3-de-Calais (Arras) 
Arnsberg (Dortmunc1) 
" D:::s:..;cldorf 
Nord (Lille) 
Average Indu~:trial Areas 
Berlin 
Bouche•·du-Rhone 
(Maraeilles) 
Seine (Paris) 
Average Coanercial Areas 
Industrial 
pomm.ercial 
1860-62 
1.25 
1.54 
1.49 
1.26 
1.39 
1.03 
1.03 
0.76 
0.94 
Source1 Adapted from Wrigley. Industrial !rowth 
!!!S, fopulation Change, p. 161. 
c.1880 
1.36 
1.82 
1.62 
1.34 
1.54 
o.96 
1).75 
o.74 
o.a2 
"General" fertility rates ('fable 45) express the number of births 
per thou~and wcmen of the reproductive ages. Professor Wrigley's data 
considers ages fifteen to forty•four the reproductive ages. The marital 
status of the women is not taken into consideration in general fertility. 
The female net reproduction rate (Table 46) 1a a well•refined and 
valuable measurement of the relative degree to which a population is 
replacing itself or growing through natural increase. The major refine• 
ment 13 that the age specific mortality rate of the population is taken 
into consideration in the calculation. This me4lns that the average number 
of women who will die during their reproductive years are subtracted from 
the total. The value is obvious. lt has already been seen in Chapter five 
of this study that there was differences in the rate• of deaths at the same 
ages between industrial and coanercial urban areas. In virtually every age 
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group, or female age group, during the reproducti•e ages the death rate 
was 11igher in comnercial/ at!minhtrative cities. 2 This means that the total 
number of ctiildren born in the COUU'llercial citi~a were being born to fewer 
women. When this !actor is taken into account-·that is, eliminated··• 
mor<:: refine::! refrocuction rat::: is the r~sult. 
Profe~sor Wrigley draws this conclusion from his .:lata on fertility: 
The types of area at the extremes of the range of net reproduction 
rates were the two types of rapidly growing urban area; the great 
commercial and administrative cities en the one hand, and the large 
coalfi~ld industrial areas on the other • • • Increase of population 
~as very rapid in both types of area, but the increa•• of the upsurge 
were largely internal in the one case, e:Aternal in the other. The 
net reproduction rates emphasize how very different the demography of 
the industrial areas was from that of the great (cOllllllercial) cities. 
An isolated population with the demography of Ber.Un during this 
period would fall to less than four-fifths of it• original level over 
the course of two generations: an isolated population with Arnsberg's 
demography would increaae to more than three times the original over 
the sae period. A similar comparison of Seine and Hord would give 
populations of about SS and lSO per cent of the original. 
A comparison of the natural incre«se of population with the total 
increase in each area confil'11l• what the net reproduction rates suggest: 
that most of: the population incre«se in the coalfield induatrf.al areas 
was from local natural increase, wh~reas most of the increase in the 
great citiic;i; came from immigration.-
Tbe Arnsberg area of Dortmund is of particular interest in the 
present study in that it is a more typically 11 industriallf area being a center 
of heavy induatry rather than textiles or the mining industry. Arnsberg 
had easily the highest :certility among all nine cities on tables 40 and 41. 
For France the tendency toward lower rertility in CORDercial urban 
areas also appears in a study by Gerard Duplessis. Duplessis' work 
supplies data for 1860·62 and 1890·92.4 
2supra, Tables 29, 30, 31, and 32 page• 107•16. If one looks at 
the averages for all cities (Tables 30 and 32) only one exception appears. 
In 1860-62 the seven industrial areas had higher mortality in the 30·39 
age groups. lven this exception is removed, however, if New York is in• 
eluded with the comuaerclal areas. 
3wrtgley, Industrial Growth !!!S, Population Chana•• pp. 162-64. 
4aerard Duplessis, Les Mariages en France ('8rls, 1954), PP• 124·33. 
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Urban crude birth rates, leis refined •eaaurements of natality, for 
both Western lurope anti Great Britain support Wrigley's conclusions about 
fertility • .5 
An additional valuable refine11ent is available from Wrigley's study. 
It has been pointed out that some of Professor Wrigley'• data fer urban 
areas includes ncm•urban populations. Thi• was UD.9'90ldable because cenaus 
data prevented further refineaent in moat instances. ror crude birth rates, 
however. Wrigley was able to .. ke valuable and intereatlng refinements. 
The birth rate of urban inhabitant• of induttr1al Hord and P•••de•Calais 
differed from that of rural residents aa follows: 
TABLI 47 
CIUDI III.Tl u.ns, \lUAll MD auu.t 
IOU AD PAS-DI-CAWS, 1872·92 
1872-73 1880-82 
Urban Nord 41.4 36.6 
ttura 1 Bord 24.8 23.1 
Urban Pas•de•Celais 32.7 36.4 
lural Pas•de•Calaia 29.9 26. 7 
1890-92 
33.6 
19.9 
32.9 
26.8 
Sources Wrigley. Industrial Growth and P!pulation 
Chaye, p. 13S. 
"rh.aa A. Welton, "On Some Published B.esulu of the Census of 1871." 
transaction.•.!! the lfanchester Statiaticat Societ;z;, 1871·72. p. 51 and chart 
between pp. 68 and 69 ha• both crude birt rates and rates of natural 
increase for selected Inglish and Welsh urban areas for 1861•711 Jouea. 
Survez !! Merseyside, XII. 515 baa crude birth and natural increase rates 
for Liverpool aad suburbs for 1881-85; Great Britain, General Register Office. 
Annual ~of the Jle&i•t•[•§eneral !! Jirtha, P!!ths, !.!!!! !!!rriaaea (London~~·if) has luropean erude birth rate•; KoeU.•n, "The Popui&tton 
of Barmen Before and Burtna the Period of Industrialization,• in s;gutation 
.!! Hhtor1 1 P• 602 has decennial cemparieona for Bar11en 1860 to 1 O; eual 
Stmaar;x !.! Births, 1,eaths, .!!.4. Ceuaee .!£. Death J!. London, and Other Great 
towns, 1890 and the ••• S...ary for 1891 and 1892 have British crude rate• 
for 188'9"8'nd 1890J Creighton. IJ?id•ic• !! lr1ta1n. Il, 762 has selected 
1n3liah crude rate• for 1871-80; Mulhait, pictipn!rz !! Statistics, p. 94 
ha• crude rate• for European aad British cities at various dates: Bunce, 
Historr!! Birminaham, II, p. 110 •nd III. 126 ha• rate• for li1:11in1n .. 
fr• 1865 to 1899; Prussia, Statistiache Land••t• l•tachl"ift .!!!!, ll>ni&lieh 
Preussischen Statistieehen Bureaus ~ /ahrhundertf1erer seines P••tehena, 11, 
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between 1875 and 1900. SOiie of these statistics appear infra 
Table• 52 and 53. 
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The high level of fertility in industrial urban areas is dramatically 
illustrated in this compariaon with rural zones nearby the industrial 
population. In all of the st~ instaneea the hirth rate was considerably 
higher among the urban population. aural Bord in 1872-73 and 1890·92 had 
a crude birth rate which was less than sixty percent of that urban Nord. 
In view of the clarity of European fertility trends it is regrettable 
that at the present stage of research data is not available from which to 
seek equally strong generaliaations concerning fertility in .American 
citie$. Atlantic urban mortality trends were clear. Fertility trends 
for the Atlantic Coamunity generally cannot be known •• surely at the 
present. Local vital statistics and parish regtstera in Mlerican cities 
are probably treasure chests of the data needed to establish American 
fertility rates. lt is, however, beyond p0aeibility for a ainale researcher 
creating • broad survey such •• the present one to tap much of such material. 
Pittsburgh atone wf.11 be treated with the use of local records later in this 
chapter. 
A little data on United States urban natality is available. The 
general fertility rate for 1890 waa calculated for the cities in the 
tenth Census. A crude birth rate can be derived from the lUnth Censua. 
Before considering these, an interesting study ought to be mentioned which 
sheds considerable light on fertility rates in American cities when the 
occ1.!pational composition of th~ir populationti are of interest. 
Frank w. Notestein aud Xarifa Salluae studied urban fertility ror the 
three decades 1880 to 1910.6 Although their interest in occupations did not 
6Kotestein and Salluae, nThe Fertility of Specific Occupation Groups 
in an Urban Population," l!!!, Milbank M.orial ~ guarterl;r, X (April, 
1932), pp. 120•130, reprinted in Paul K. Hall and Albert J. Reiss, Jr., eds., 
ed.• Cities ~ Society: I!!! Revised Reader ,!! Urban Sociologi, (2nd 
ed,; Glencoe, Illinois, 1957), PP• JlS•322. 
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hwolvi:- rccog;1it!on o! the broa<l categories nf.ndn~trial" and "commercial/ 
a~in:lstrative," thefr data can be used to ereate those divisions. The 
fo11ow1_ng table contains fertf.lity infontetion f()r t"'e variomJ urban manu• 
facturing occupations anrl for commercial and administratiVP occupations. 
As t'"•e total.3 for each category show, fertility was higher among the 
indl•Btrially eaployed population. 
TABLE 48 
UNlTED STATES tJlUWl 'FDTILITY BY OCCUPATION 
1880-1910 
Industrial Occup!tiona 
Occupation 
lumber of Wives 
Under 50 Years 
of Age 
Laborers in metal wo1.'king industries 
not otherwise specified 
Moulders. founders, and casters 
Blacksmiths, forgemen, and Haimermen 
Semiskilled operatives in other 
factories and shops 
Semiskilled operatives in metal 
industries 
Foremen end overseers 
Machinists and locmftxers 
Managers and superintendents of 
manuf aeturing 
Official• of manufacturing 
245 
263 
258 
1,488 
461 
450 
1.445 
681 
2SS 
Manufacturers 684 
Average number of births per 1000 years 
of married life, all wives. 
Commercial Occupations 
Draymen, Teamsters• expressmen, and 
carriage and hack drivers 
Deliverymen 
885 
497 
Birth• Per 1,000 
Yeara of M.9rr1ed 
Life (Adjusted) 
228 
228 
210 
191 
180 
170 
169 
162 
161 
157 
179.2 
218 
203 
161 
Coamercial Occupations (Cont.) 
Number of Wives 
Under 50 Y"ars 
Occupation of Age 
I,ocomotive engineers and motormen 436 
(steam railroad) 
switchmen, flaamen, and yardmen 236 
Brakemen 301 
Bankers and bank officials 234 
Agents. canvassers, and collectors 621 
Agents, and clerks in railroad employ 423 
Other clerks 2,022 
Salesmen and clerks ia stores 2,995 
Stockbroker•, other brokers, money 472 
lenders, promoters. et cetera 
Accountants and auditor3 335 
Importers and exporters 336 
Commercial travelers 1,437 
Average number of births per 1000 years 
of married life, all ~ives. 
Births Per 1,000 
Years of Married 
Life (Adjusted) 
176 
175 
166 
158 
157 
157 
157 
149 
148 
145 
140 
140 
162.0 
Source: Botestein and Sallume, "Fertility of Specific Occupation 
Groups in an tlrwan Population, 1t pp. 318-13. 
This data for United States cittes support• the opinion of Adna 
Weber concerning fertility by occupation in the Atlantic Coimnunity. Weber 
maintalnee that fertility was hither among manufacturing populations.7 
Higher fertility in urban manufacturing areas was also, as has just been 
shown. the feature of Northwe!t European natality. The United States 
7svpra, p. 150, Growth ;tt Cities.!!!~ Nineteenth Century, pp. 341-42. 
Cf. the similar findings for 1910 of Wilson H. Grabill, Clyde V. Kiser and 
P.K. Whelptoo, ~ ?~rtility £!_American ~en (New York, 1958). pp. 131 
and 176. 
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Cer,sus of 1890 lt'lnds further support to the same generalization. Table 49, 
Follotqing, provides the general f:~rt1U.ty ret('I for seven AMerican manu-
fact:uring urban ar~as and si1c commercial f'lit!os. 
Average 
.AveragP-
TMLB 49 
GENER.AL nRTitrn RA.Tl SPIN DmtJSTRtAt Aim 
SIX CCHflllcu.L tnaftD ftA'l'IS 1JIBQ Al.IA.S, 1890 
Industrial 
Rochester 80.65 
Newark 95.01 
.rrovidene~ 68.98 
Buffa lo 113.74 
Phitadelphi.a 84.09 
CleYeland 104.41 
Pittsburgh 108.S9 
Allegheny 93.78 
industrial areas 93.66 
Commercial 
Wathingt:on 70.S6 
New Orleans 90.20 
Baltimore 87.12 
IndianapoU.s 67.51 
Chicago 111.93 
N~1 York 93.18 
Commercial areat; 86.73 
Source: United States Census Bureau, Eleventh Census, 
Vital ani4 Social ~t:atistks, Part II. 31. Cities are 
listed"""'In descending order of degree to which manu• 
faeturin1 or eotDmeree an~ administration dominates the 
occupational structure of their populations. The 
compilers of the CensuR comnente~ about these figures 
that "all or thf~.s(;) birth rates are prohably 15 j)(Jrcent 
hAtow the true Ueures, which only comr-lete ragistrat!on 
could fur·aish 0 (p. 32 of thn above mentioned volumf~). 
I.-i<fostrial citif.'S had higher fertility. Only one commercial city, 
C'lica.go, rr.aintained a fortility r4te higl-ter than the dmpl<'! Average of the 
industrial areas. New York can be included among commercial cities in 
18~0 although its occupational composition at earlier c:enisu~ea was 
oiversHiP.-.-1. The inclusion of New York actR to raise the aver.age fertility 
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above table tbe nigher futilit'y of the intfostrial areas ·,•ould stand out 
still lflOTe sharply. 
tt f$ int~resting th•t the largest cities do not have similar 
characteristics among themselves, Chicago had high fertility in 1890, 
New York av~rage. and Philadelphia low. Thi• 1• worth notina in view of 
the Eeropean statistics of ?rofessor Wrisley. Usually he was comparing 
larger commercial urban &Tea~ with smaller industrial towns. It has not 
yet been prov~n that no d~graphie differ~nces existed according to the 
size of the urban areas. There were no such differences, howeYer, with 
gftnerel fertility in American cities in 1190, nor, aecor41.ng to Weber's 
comments quoted at the b~gtnning of t~is chapter, in Ge.,..ny or Ensland. 
The difference iu fertility rates which exltted tn the United State• 
in 1890 between the two types of urban area• later becaae eYen more sharply 
noticahl~. By 1920, industrial cities had remark.ably higher €ert11ity than 
eommereial cities. 8 
Only 01e other roeasur~ of natality for United States ctttea can be 
produced at pre1ent. Some crude birth rates for 1880 are shown in Table 
50 on the following page. 
Thh crude birth rate for the tw~lve month!J beginning in 11\!d-1879 
is the first indication that natality was not higher in industrial areas. 
The crudt? birth rate is a considerably leu refined 11.eature of natality 
than is the general fertility rate. There is not, therefore, a great deal 
8rrank '.Lorimer and F~~derick Osborn, D!!'ami~s !?!.. Population: 
Social ~ Biolo5ical Si.gnificance .2£ Changing Birth ktes 1.2 ~ Unitfl!d 
~tates (1'ew York, 1934), np. 65•66. 
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of: doebt cast uron tt-:c> g~nPraU.zation that fertility ~:as 'leh~r in thE> 
:ln~ur.triat ar~as hy the contrary t>Virlence or this :>ing1e year. Until, 
t.m.r£,v>'r, more urban natality data is avaU.ahle, it cannot be considered 
proven that the fertf.tity o~ urban manufacturing areas waa high;r than 
that of n:-han commercial ancl administrativA areas t.hroughot t th(!) Atlantic 
coimrun! ty. 
TABLE 50 
CRUtlt B!RTH RAT! ltVE UNITED STATES tNDl1STJ.tIAt 
Am> !'I'VI CO!llllClAL t.'lt.BAN MW, 1879•80 
Induatria1 
Providence 
lochester 
thlt•delphta•Camden 
Pittsburah·Allegheny 
C1nd.nnat1 
25.6 
24.6 
27.3 
34.3 
25.8 
Crude Birtt Rate Total- {1v. 
Industrial-Area PoputAtion* ~1.f" 
Comnerctal 
trashington 30.1 
N~w Orleans 28.9 
Indianapolis 28.6 
Ch tea go 31.4 
St. Louis 24,4 
Crncle r.irth ttatt' 'ret•1 flv. 2.~. 7 
Comm~rciat·Area Population* 
'*Total population five industrial areas: 
Total population five cominercial areas: 
lt573.262 
1,292,142 
Source: O<?rived from United States C.rmsus Bureau. 
Tt:!nth Census. 1880, Vol. I. Population, and Vol. 
XII, Mortality~ Vital Statistics, Cities are 
listed in descendl116 order of dezree to 1..;hich 
'T'Anufacturing or eommerce and administration dominated 
ClCCt'pBtion. 
Demographic studies of t~r individual urban areas are needed. 
A clo-;er look at natality Lt Pittsburgh ~rill contribute to that need. 
The· pt•blish~" vital gtatisties of Pi.ttsburgh provide a crude birth 
rate for the period afte~ 1871. Por the decade before 1871 only a f~w 
crude estimates can be made from parish register data and from the census. 
l&S 
In order to calculate a general fertility rate one JCU•t kaew the aae 
structure of the population as well as either the number of birth• during 
the year or tit:~ infact mortality l."ate. The p1.1blished United Jtate• census 
of 1860 does not provide such dat•• The original manu3cript ceneU8 schedules 
do. however, contain the age of every per~an. Fo~ chapter four of thi• 
study the man~scri?t Jchedules were used to create a population pyramid 
for t~e Birmingham-Lower Saint Clair section of Pittsburgh ior 1860. Age 
spacific mortality rates were also calculated for this PoPUlatioa in 
chapter five through the uoe of paTi•n registertt. The general f e1:'tiltty 
rate of the B1rmlagham-J.over Saint Clalr section in 1360 wbicb flllerl•• 
from a calculated based oa the n..Oer of children Ulil.der oae11 plua the 
addition of those who would h.._ died at tha calculated rate of 20S per 
thousad, is 257. 9 Tti10 hundre.c! fifty birth• anm.W.lly per thou•nd WC9ea 
o:f child bearing age is a high r•t• •• can be seen by ea11partua the ft.sure 
to the rates oa Tabl~ 45, ~age 155. The Birmingham-Lower Saint Clair 
fertility rate is possibly overly inflated by the hi&h infant mortality 
rate which was calculated for the area. 10 A check, or a aeeond estimate, 
is possible through a calculation of general fertility for the .... area 
based on parish register data. 
The baptismal reaf.ater of St. Michael's pariah la a eemplete record 
of births amotll the congregation. After making the b••t estiaate• p0aa1ble 
9The 11.ethod uaed in this calculation is explained in Appendix A. 
lO?he infaut mortality rate was 205 per thousand during the first 
year of life (sppr• p. 109). The influettce of infant mortality upon 
general fertility ie •:xi>lained iafsa P• 165. 
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of the size of the parish population, the resulting seneral fertility 
rate for 1860 is 394 birth::; per thousand females of tl1e reproduetive 
a3e<>. 11 This fig11re h probably impossibly high, nevertheleas, the 
result is important in giving further weight to the idea that fertility 
to Tabhs 49 and 50. above~ will remind the r1".adcr that ritt:Jburgh has 
alrea~y heen 'een to b~ an area of camparatively high fertility in 1880 
an(! 1890. Among the ten urhan areas on Table SO {1879-80), ?ittaburah• 
Allegh~ny had far the highest er1.~e birth rate. In 1890, among the 
fourteen eiti~s on T8f"'<1E" 49, only two cities had highf't' general fertility 
rate• than Pittsburgh. Therefore, the findings ~or 1860 based on pari•h 
r~gisters and the manuscript census present a con~istent picture of high 
fertility in the Pittsburgh area. 
llsee Appendi:: A tor the methodology. 
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For tl1e remainder of the decada of the sixties it ma.y l>e considered 
whether parish registers can provide au idea of trends in l'ittsburgh urban 
::ertility. The following chart disµlays the total births or baptisms in 
three Protestant Episcopal. three Presbyterian, and all Methodist 
Epiacop.al congra8ations in the urban area. 
1860 
1861 
1862 
1863 
1864 
1865 
1866 
1867 
1868 
186g 
1870 
1871 
1872 
1873 
TABLE 51 
BIRTHS OR BAPTISMS SELECTKD PROTESTANT 
CONG&SGATIONS IN PI'l'tSBtJl.GH 1860•1873 
three Epi•oopal and All Methodist 
Tnree Presbyterian Episcopal 
Coagregations GoAgregatieaa 
117 ~as 
Incon1plete 256 
135 383 
148 570 
130 522 
In ecmp 1 et e 374 
139 400 
130 432 
146 721* 
139 655* 
133 731* 
168 
1.30 
These 
Collbined 
502 
.na 
718 
652 
539 
562 
865* 
794• 
864* 
136 *not c0111p&rable ~ith above 
Sources &egister, Triuity lpise0pal Church; aagiater, St. Peter'a 
lpiscopal Church; James B. Kteil••ine, ,Abe F,iftle,t,h Annive1••rx 
g! C&lvarx Qhurcb. (Pittsburgh., 1905), p. 42; Rolf Book, Sixth 
Prasoyte.riu Church,. Sesaional Minutes, Sh.th .Preabytei:ia Church; 
legiater, Sixth United Presbyterian Churah; aegister, Second 
rreabyteriaa Church; Minutaa of Pittaburgh Annual Conference of 
the Methodi•t lplscopal Church. 
the rise and fall of birth totals in th~ aix parishes doe• not 
~oincioe with the rite and fall in th~ Metbodi•t congregations. for this 
reason it would be d&ngero~s to attempt generaliaatioua ba~aa on tbia data. 
.LUO 
Arlditional fertility rates have not been computed from parish 
register data for this study. When, as in most cases, baptisms are 
registered rather than births, a correction factor must be entered for 
unbaptised babies whose parents are members of the parish. Such a 
procedure is acceptable for certain pre-•tatistlc.tl periods. For decades, 
however, when manuscript ceneus schedules are available of the quality of 
the United States Eighth Census. they ought to be used in preference. 
The collection of vital statistics began in pittsburgh in 1870. 
Annual crude birth rates have been calculated by the Board of Health 
beginning with 1873. The crude birth rate is the number of births 
annually per thousand of the total population. The following tables 
provide the crude bi~th rate of Pittsburgh. The crude birth rate of 
London is provided && a basis for SOile cOVJparison for the years 1876 to 
1889. Por 1890 fifteen Atlantic cities are included for comparison with 
Pittsburgh and Allegheny. 
TAILI 52 
ClWDI BDTH ltATIS 
PlftSBUl.GH ANJ>. LONJ>Olt 
1873 
1874 
187.5 
1876 
1877 
1878 
1879 
1880 
1181 
1882 
1883 
1884 
1885 
1886 
Pittsburgh 
38.9 
37.1 
35.2 
30.0 
29.1 
28.8 
29.6 
34.1 
25.4 
27 .. 3 
31.S 
29.0 
28.0 
29.0 
London 
3S .. 9 
35.6 
35.5 
35.S 
35.3 
34.7 
32.2 
34.0 
33 .. 7 
32.6 
32.4 
11 
I 
I
' 
1,I 
p! 
I 
Pittsburgh (a) 
Pittsburgh (b) 
Allegheny 
Amsterdam 
Berlin 
Brussels (e) 
Chicago 
Dresden 
!)ublin 
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TABLE 52 - Continued 
1887 
1888 
1889 
Pittsburgh 
28.3 
27.7 
27.7 
'London 
:n.6 
30.7 
30.4 
Source& Pittsburgh Board of Health, 
Annual lepgrts, 1874-1890; Annual 
Swmur;y !! Births, J!!!ths, and Causes 
!?£. '.Death .!!.!: Jeru:toa, and Other GrMt 
Towns, !!?l, pp. 26·27."' 
TA.BU 53 
C.UDI IDTH BADS SILICTBD 
ATl.Alft'IC CITDS. 1890 
26.5 Edinburgh 
28.9 <Uallgow 
26. 7 Indianapolis 
London 
34.6 Paris 
30.4 PhUaddphia 
27.0 Providence 
31.0 Rotterdam 
31.2 Washington 
26.9 
26.4 
36.3 
20.3 
29.l 
25.7 
25.1 
21.2 
3S.8 
23.1 
(a) according to Pittsburgh Board of Health 
(b) according to United States Eleventh 9en~u~ 
(c) •.mbttrbs included 
Sourcer United States C!'!nsus Bureau, Eleventh C~nsus 
1890, Vital and Social Statisties, Part II, 31; Annual 
'Stttiiiary .2! BWhs' D!!aths' .!.!!!! Causes !!.! n~ath !!L 
London • .!!!!!, Othei- Creat Towns, 1892, p. 24: Pittsburgh 
Board E.£. Health, Annual &S?ort, 1890. 
On these tables Pittsburgh does not appear to be the area of 
esp~cially high fertility which it W83 shown to be earlier in this 
chapter. The earU.er tables are of greater authority, however, because 
one of them provides a general fertility rate rather than tho less 
refined crude birth rate of both later tables. In 18~0 'Pittshul'gh-
Allegheny maintained a general fertility rate above the average for 
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the twenty•dght: larg~st American citiu.12 
G0neral eonctustons concerning fertility must be less definite than 
those concerning other demographic features. It can be said with a fair 
degree of certainty that the mauufectudng urban areas of Europe maintained 
higher fertility than the ¢ommerc1al urban areas. The same was probably 
true in the United States. This cannot be known with certainty, however, 
until local research has prQdueed addition.tl fertility rates. The 
Pittsburgh urban area was probably one of high fertility. 
the :f.n !ant mortality rate ts one of the deterainanta of the fertility 
rate. Lactation proton~~ thP. rem.ale period of postpartum sterility. 13 
Where babies are dying at a higher rate the fecundity of their mothers 
wilt increase. The desire for another child will also be higher where 
infant ~eaths are higher.14 The commercial urban areas of the Atlantic 
Community suffered greater infant mortality; consequ$\tly their fertility 
ratu tfere driven up·irard somewhat. l)espite this factor the COllllllercial areas 
had lower fertility than the industrial •~eas. Thus the higher fertility 
of the latt~r is emphasized. 
Another of the detel'JJlinants of fertility is marriage. A consideration 
of age at marriage snrl percentage of the population married- in the 
following ehapt~r, will provide further insight into urban fertility in 
the Atlantic Community. 
12
united States Censu<> Bureau, Eleventh C~nsus, 1890, Vital ~ 
Social Statistics, Part II, 31. 
170• 
13Devid M. Heer, .!.!!!.~..!=1 "n~ Popula~ (Knglewood Cliffs, N~w 
Jersey, 1968). p. 57; ltobert G. Potter, "Birth Intervals1 Structure 
and Change,u Pftul•t.!!?!, Studies, XVII (1963), 155·66; ltobert G. Potter, 
et. al., "A C.tae Study of Birth Intervals Dynniee," ttgi>ulattop Studies. 
XIX (1965), 81•96. 
14:oavid M. Beer and Dean o. Smith, "Mortality Level and Desired 
Family Sir.e," in Contributed Papers Sydney Conferences Australia. 1967 
(Sydney, 1967), pp. 26-35; Heer, Societv ~ fopulati9n, pp. 60•61; 
Joseph J. Spengler, ''Values and Fei-tility Analysis," Demoar!J?hX• III 
(1966), 109-130. 
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and th<l ,ro1>0rtion of the population 'mich i• un:ied. The likoly in• 
ftui!l!nce of these t•ctors en terti11ty r•t•a 1• obv.tous. Peraon• aot yet 
mat:d.ed are l~s!!I likely to reproduce tban tho•e who «re llUl:':le.:t. rurthel", 
dur1ttg their moat fecund, or potentially reproductive, pULod as thost11 who 
m11n;y e.arlier. A& a 1!(.'11ult tbose \Jho llMl:rry later ·will haw lover total 
fertility even though tholr fertility durina tb• f 1rat yaara of their 
marriage uay be as high as those who man:y yeucaar.1 Age at •niase and 
the proportion marriec't are important fact"• in fert.iUty r•t•.&J yet they 
&r$ not r.d.mple direot detamlnanta of f•rility. Durilag period• of wide• 
$praad desire for controlling birth, fut11tty rate& e• deeU.ne, am haw 
deoU.aed,. •t the ~ time that tho av.rap •8• at •rd.age is dropping 
and the proportion or per40ns married increasing. 2 Some t.'T'ite:r• beUew 
lA 111.lllber of d~raphic works ahould be consulted for a well rounded 
bietorieat pietur" o.f tbi.; subject.. Omlerall1 •••lope. blN&IW fl. 
:O!!ff!!P!I• cr-,.ap. xi; D.¥. Gl••• ancl 1. Gnbenik• J1!!. Tt!M !!f. lf!l~d. 
Fertitlty f.n Gr.at Brztn, 2 vols. (t.ondOn, 1954), f;'!IU a°i:JI r 
au Oahom, DJ!!!lca ifil'*l•tioq, PP• 25,.70. All t •of th•• works 
contain hi•torf.eai dau oa •10 at utttage and t.t• re14tiouhf.p to fertllity. 
On the decline of huun fecttndl.ty with qe aee lonaW Free411ea• Pa-..1 K. 
'ilfoelpton, aud Atthur A. C8mpbe11, lBll.i!. f!.Jn9ts1, §.SS1ltSX, ad, ?fful!tlf.a 
Crovth Ole• 'fed:. 1959), ....... tlililiuy .. ., ............. ot700Vives 
amoag whom fecwadity was eosniderably hiaher •t aps 18-24 tha\ at 2'•29 or 
•ny later •8• .....,, .. (p.41). hr ac14lt.._1 tul.pt ceuernl• f•Cundity 
and age !'Jee "11U.• Petel'••• Beer, Sooie~y Rd Populatiou (2nd °"'· l law York, 
1969), PP• 175•'76 •ndff• 46•'4. 
'11rla1•Yt !!IUltl&t.e !!SI, IJ..ttpa. P• 188 and &1'11· PP• 201•202. 
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that technique• of czontrae•ptiell cmae into cGlllDB knowledge in the English• 
speak.in& sr&aa of the Atlantie Community during th .. pe-etod here under atudy. 
Otherl!J attribute the Renorat Westem decline tn f ertf.Uty to a changing 
cultural t>atter.t which itleluded••for a variety of r•IOft8••prefennc• for 
the saa11er f .. ily. 3 
Whatewr thi\ r'lason ~or the decline in fertility. no !. pripi-~ 
•••uiapti.on concen.ing marri.A3e can be made. If the commercial ctt:Lea of the 
Atlantlc ca.aunlty had • lover rate of f4lTttllty than tlul lnduatrl•l cltl••• 
the two general reaaena which llllght aoeotrat for the liffennoe tne1ude 
Of>1N>•lt• refleetl.ons upon Nrriage. A 1.atel' ewr- •I• at Ml'ri.al• ia the 
ec•erelal ...... and • ... 11ar t>topfttiell •f ,.__. ...n .. alght haw. 
er..atecl • lower fertility rat•. the ttlffer&cil ld.aht, on the other hand, 
be th• Tesutt of eeetal,. •eO'llllld.e, and cattltural cf1ff.,....u betwe• th• 
tw t:vpit• of elti••· !be ....... cta1 and. aalatauati.w es.tu• vae taqer 
cm the averege tbaa the tnduatri.al ctti••• The tonier iaelaa0 the pdt 
capital eitf.e• ••• ceatera of oe111 mtcatien wld.eh •Y alaa haw I>•• enter• 
of sopbiatlcatioa and leacter• lo •ocial aDCl cultural trend•• lt ha• alndy 
bee noticed that Mu Web•r referred te "th• e_.....etat cities, with their 
gt!eater .,..lt.h• eemfHt and cultur•."4 same ~vld"Me hetJ ful'ther been •eea 
in this ~tudy that the pt>pulation• of the c.,....elal/adllf.nlatrat:l.w citt.ea 
or the atlntio ~uatty My h•v• eaJoyed higher av.rap inQOll.les then the 
industrial popu~ations. It hai. alao bG4AG uotac;l that ineom.ft aud .fertility 
leveb have an 1nv~1:'se relat1onship.5 Although att of the faetoti. ~uat 
lsee J.A. laake, ~ert..u; .!!i!!!. lfl'••Sf!!!!! (14iulOll, 1954). e .. pee141ly 
cha,e. i, ~!. and '~ti; Wrg1ey. !f!Ulij:j.J'P, !!!!, Jil,ssgrx. Pf>• tS0-2081 Parker 
a. Kar••• "J!!. h"•f.t• !! !'h!J.e!fPbz •ad fnttttsz1 u IX•niee ta lli•tortul 
Decnogr•phy, 1• paper preaonted at the 1967 annua fleet:inge of Tt-.e Jopulatlon 
AHoclation of A1ael'f.ea, end thit wrk8 ctc.o therein. Aleo •M Al.had S.ury, 
5!!P-Fr•1 'l\!!fl !! l!PSlf!'.J.oo (London, 1969),. pp. 362•63. 
4veber, 9U0b .!!. Sid•• Ja .I!!!. llBSU!!lb &DMD• P• 342. 
Ssupra, P• H.O. 
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a;entionecl work to limit family she they 111ay also work to lower rather 
to limit their family and have d:?cided upon a technique to accomplish the 
limitation ar{; freer to urry than a4e their counterparts who live in an 
area where such notions have net yet become as commonplace or acceptabte.6 
These ideas concerning the decline of fertility rates can be stated 
more systematically before the nuptuality rates a.re exanined. I.J. Spengler 
has presented a use.fut analysis in which he sees the decisiou to have a 
child as a function of three variablest preference, price, and income. 7 
The second and tbirc of these considerations refer te> the cost of the 
child in terms of time and effort !Ind money, and to the amount of time, 
effort. and \1101ley available to the couple. "Preference" is the value a 
couple places on a child relative to the value of all other geals they 
~ight achieve shoulrl they not have the ehild. Many of the social 
<1eterminanu of fertility can be flttec into this scheme. 8 ltobert M. 
Maclver has dealt with the decline of fertility rates during this late 
nineteenth century period in hh methodological and theoretical work 
Social Causation. 9 Thii thought•provoking work deals with the 
6wrigley. P!>Pulation .!!!!!. History, P• 188. See also the C0111Denta of 
Gerard Dupleeiis. the statistician Jacque• Bt>rtillon, and the eighteenth 
century physiocrat Quesnay in Dupl"!Hb, ~ >Sa;riag!ts .!.!!. Fr•ncstt P• 133. 
7spllngler. "Values and fertility Analysis," Pemogra;ehz, III (1966), 
109•30. 
Ssee Heer, §oci.e~I, ~ ?OJ?ttlation, pp. 58-63. 
~..acivet' 1 SGetal s=yusasion (New York, 1964). 
originally pubtis ed !n 942. 
This work w«• 
::" dt-nt:f ficadon of cau <:ality in ~:ocial, ll:nrl upecially socio-hi storieal 
phenonema. H:f.s discuseion of fPrtilitv rl<"cline i~• as cm illustrat1.on of 
causal analysis. Maclver believes that it is not: potisiblP "to attack 
particular weighto to the several 'factors"' which are contributing 
cauaes.10 Rather, an of thP 'lftltny factors •Te paTt of a single "t!ynnic 
RSSesmnent 0 by the. inrlivi<luals in the society. When nmr assessments•• 
hasec on new goals, new technology, new kinrla of so~ial relationships, 
new ~conomie conditions, ete.••become the majority of the assessments of 
the population, change occurs. In this case family size rlecreases. 
Within his concept of the dynamic assel'lsment Maciver emphastzP.s the role 
of valuf!s and goals in social ~ausaUon. In the in11tance of declining 
f:amUy Bil".:e he seems, nevertheless, to have given a special ~ausal role 
to thP ,:ipr.mtd of k00'!1ledge of birth control methcdl'! .11 
!t is amadng that in deaHng with the birth rate MacXve!' diti not 
follow hi.8 otim injunction to thP. social scientist to aek "a specific why" 
wherein the cause of a difference between tt>."O com.parable instanees is 
:;otrght. Thi!? pr~sent ~tudy J"rOvid""s 4 way to make th~ investigator's "why" 
specific: why was the fertility ratP. at a more advanced $tag~ of decline 
in the commercial ancl administrative urban areaR, than in the manufacturing 
cities? l'.ndeed, as a result 0£ the findings of the pr.eeeeding chapterlii, 
llibid. 1 p. 400n. An interesting and irnagin•eive list of the general 
factors "fS'""'Provtded by Morris Gin.aberg in *'Social Change," British Journal 
~ Sociol2i,lt reprinted in S.N. JUsenstadt, e!d. • R.eadiys £.a Social 
Evolution .!!!!. D~••loeent (Oxford, 1970), P• 47. 
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an e'9'et'l 110re 8Jtectf1c questiOl'I can now be asked1 why, during the period 
hetween 1860 and 1890 weTe fertility rates declining in the e0talerc1-1 
cities of the .t~ttantic Conrnunity, but not declining at all in the 
industrial cities? 
It is t8lptin3 to go a long way in •greement with these ideas of 
t:rcnr'.; in deeision-making of individual couples. the group conwrgence 
of cynamic assessments in favor of fewer children occurred sooner in the 
c0l:llnercia1 ut"ban areas. Social change was occurring tn0re rapidly in those 
places. A fuller understanding of the phenomenon of this sr>ecifto df.fferenee 
remands study of the "iiistinctive r;tructure or configuration of •l--t•" 
which was each type of city, in order to achieve "a more acc~Jrate 4eteminatio1l 
of the way·~ in which phenomena belo'£'..g together. ••12 ! believe, how.,.... that 
the latter social, cultural, economic. and technical studies of the eitie• 
or regions cueht to take precccence over forther inve.stigaticn of llllOtifttion, 
.-.::;:pecially PS related to contraception. Two :tacL:orE !'".:bt rhich .,,.. often 
c'!eni cd or O\'«•rlooked r\>:o;ar<1!ng , uch dl'cisions. Th'? factor$ haw precisely 
oppo:;ite inf.1eencee: on the '"0rttlity rate:J, yet tbat coes not 11ea1\ that 
they ca.ncel out Ont!-anotr,er. People often have hab:lf·:: they never decided 
to have. and, in fact, .. decided" not to have. I do net believe, on the other 
hand, that ''!,,nowlevge" of how to avoic conception ha·~ to ai:rait the burst of 
;ublicity of eighteen seventies and ei;;hti<:~:i. The asst.anption is often aade 
that such methods as withdra~1al before or.;;~asm ·..vert~ not w"i.dely uaed nd were 
not meanh1gful influences on fertility rates. 13 For many societies I belteve 
thr- ;:;;-::st.:mption is false. 
12 _, -·-.6 77 
. ~., PP• ~· 1 .. • 
1.~For example in the wcll-l~r1own clas.;i !.ication of Kingsley Dan• and 
Judith Blake, "Seed.al Structure Ud Fertllityt .An Analytic Jraework," 
Jconomic Dew!!£!en~ and Cu1tU1."_!!. Ch•??e• IV (1956) • 211·35. 
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Declining mortality rates act in several ways to reduce fertility 
rates. One of these ways, in...olving the survi•l of infants, was mentioned 
at the end of the previous chapter. During the decades under consideration 
here, however, changing mortality did not play the role customary to 1t in 
eras of the demographic transition. This is so because, as chapter five 
showed, mortality t'St.es were !!!S. dec:U.ning in urban Europe and America 
b~tween 1860 and 1900. 
A full causal explanation of demographic change during the late 
nineteenth century can only be begun after initial demographic spadework, 
sueb as the present study, has lald the •tattstical basis for it. 
The distinction in the oecupational composition of populations which 
is the organisational basis of the present study aan be u•ed on a uational 
basts to pTovide some indication whether there was a difference ln marriage 
patterns between the two types of urban areas. 
tABtl 54 
AYllAGI .ACE AT lfAltUCI IY OCCUPATIOB 
amumu. 1., . ., 
mlur• 
textf.1• bud• 
•ho_._.• 1nd tatle• 
c.-.ntal clerk• 
ahopkeepers, 1hopraea 
pref e11loaat and ia,.peadent 
baoh•lcrr• 
24 •. 1 
24.4 
24.9 
26.J 
26.7 
!l.2 
aptneta• 
22.s 
23.4 
24.J 
24.4 
24.4 
••• 
Th• a't'ft"•I• ap at ff.rat uni.age la Great lritata ta 1814•15 of 
tboae in certain oec.,.tiou 1• •hown. la the table aboft. .....,. incluatTY 
i• net repT•••••· .. '" oa11 ainer• or tail•• be oen•l•u .. npre•eatatlw 
tn4uatrla1 workers. leverthele•• • a tencleacy toward ear11er .atttage 
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of men in industrial occupations appears when textile workers are compared 
with men in commercial and professional occupations. The same tendency 
has been seen in studies of later periods. 14 
Professor Wrigley found tha.t in the industrial areas ot North• 
Western Europe marriage occurred somewhat earlier than in the commercial 
cities. SCllRe of his tinding1 a~pear as Table S5 on the paae following. 
At most ages the industrial areas show the higher proportions of 
persons married at a given age. Wrigley's general conclusion includes 
the generalization that marriage occurred earlier in the economically 
industrial areas. 15 Be also points out, however. that religion. 
nationality. and the sex ratio are probably at least as •i&nificant in• 
fluences on age at marriage as occupation. Any imbalance in the ratio 
of the sexes will drive down the percentage of persons married within 
whichever sex predominates. This happened in those textiles cities which 
employed women in exceptionally large proportions. 16 
14ror France bE"tween 1896 and 1936 see Duplessia, .L!.!. tyriages !!. France, .
1 
pp. 90-95; for Jrance in 1901 and 1906 see Wesley D. Camp, Marriage~ Family . 
in France Since !.!!.! gewolution (New York, 1961), pp. 64 and 118: for the I 
United State• in 1928 see Lorimer and O~born, DJ!l!!ics !! Populati2ft, pp. 69-74, 
for 1955·58 see Bogue, Principles .!! Demograp~l• pp. 362 and 642-44. 
15wr:t.gley, Industrial Growth !!!! Population Cha9e, p. 157. 
16 Ibid., pp. 145•46. The opposite opinion-·that marriage rates ought 
to be hiiher where earning feniales predominate-•can be seen in William Ogle, 
"On Marriage-llates and Marriage Ages. with Sp•cial Reference to thtt Growth 
of Population," Journal !.! !!:?!, P..ozal Statistieal Societx, LIII (1890), 268 
(cited in J.A. Banks, .. Population Change and the Victorian City," Victorian 
Studies. XI (1968), 284.) 
AdNl Weber agreed with Ogle rather than Wrigley even though he realized 
that in industrial cities marriage was "More frequent and at an earlier age 
then ehewheren (Crowth !?.!. Cities .!!!. !!:!!. NlnetPenth Centur;r. p. 322). That 
is to say, Weber thought marriage was earlier in industrial cities because 
many of thE"tn were female•etnploying textiles centers; Wrigley sees marriage 
as earlier in industrial cities despite their containing so large a 
proportion of females. 
111 
j', 
I 
·1· .. 1 
i 
;:1 
I
' 
1·1 
l 
11·, 
i, 
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TABtE 55 
MUMBDS Pmt 1000 TOTAL POPULATICN EVER MArutllD, 
NOR.THWEST EUROPEAN UUAN Al.FAS 
Ind'1!itrial A£eaa 
20-24 25-29 30•34 SS-39 
Nord (Lille) 1861 111 117 412 658 774 
f 261 S84 740 009 
1881 m 122 481 697 780 
f 298 641 745 804 
Arnsberg 1880 m 91 486 763 861 (Dortmund) f 373 781 900 922 
Dusselrlorf 1880 m 82 452 736 831 
f 250 637 811 863 
f;RDlltex;ctal &;ea& 
20-24 25 .. 29 30-34 35 .. 39 
11i !ccche"l•dti• ii 
ihoue (Marseilles) 1861 1ll 61 374 608 716 I 
f 253 S95 712 816 j, 
1,1 
I' 1881 m 149 409 611 709 1; 
,,'I 
f 301 624 719 746 I 
Seine (Paris) 1861 m 83 341 620 750 1:1 
f 393 621 74& 806 
11' 1881 1ll 104 449 637 731 
' 
f 413 617 711 768 
I 
Berlin '1880 • 53 425 733 845 l 
1
1
1
1 
f 224 571 765 836 
r r Scurce: Wrigley, Indcstrial C:Towth .!!:£. Population Change, 
pp. 142 .. 4-:. 
17~ 
Germani married later but in 1.irger pro;>ortions than f'i:-enchma_1. 
'Religion was the most i1nT'Ortant :single ftitetor. In Catholic ar~a<J 
neople married. later than in "rot~stant ar.,.,.as .17 
marriage was l'f(>r.Unin~ in ~e-.tern EuroyM b~tween 1860 and 1880. 
11s suf#'id~ntly t"•?prE'sentative of the industrial or cmnmercial populations 
of the main citf.t'!8. Uslng t'1i.s meth~, CP.rtain ot.hr.r statistic& .:ire avail• 
'f ABLB 56 
MAIUtUGE~ PB!t 100 PD.SONS AGES 18-59 
PB.!NCH DIPA.g?!!INT§• 1860·62 
male fem.ale 
industrial deEartment~ 
Pas-de-Calais (Arras) 
Saone•et~toire <v~ Creusot) 
Nord (Lille, R.oubaix, Arraentier:1) 
Kaut•R.hin (Mulhouse) 
Loire (Roann3, St. Eti~nne) 
co~ercial de2artment! 
Seine-Maratimee (Le Havre) 
Bouche9 ... rf11• llhone (Marseilles) 
Al~es•MaTattmes (Nice) 
Seine (~ari.3) 
6.5 
'1.4 
S.8 
6.3 
r;. 7 
6.1 
5.4 
S.7 
5.4 
6.7 
8.8 
6.3 
S.3 
6.5 
5.9 
7.0 
S.6 
6.8 
So!.::rce: Dt~)!e3sf.:>, Lh9 M.'.'lrie.g.a::i r·r: ?ranc·:~, pp. 169-70. 
,,,_---~-
No cl.asr contrast appear:; in Zemale .age at marriag~ betueGn the 
two types of area:;. Malea, however. married earlier in the industrial 
depart:I:ientn. By 1890-92 ce.<nahs, ~s imll aiJ males, ~.icr~ marrying 
17 Ibid., pp. 140 .. 57. This reU.giO!JS difference is generally the 
case. Inthe United Ststes Catholics marry one and ont1t-half years later 
on the average than Protestants (Freedman, Whelpton, and Campbell, Fami.lz 
?lanning, Sterilit!, ,!!!! Poeulatio~ Growth, PP• 27S-76). 
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earlier in the industrial areas of France than in the commercial areas. 18 
The United States Eleventh Census can be used to study purely urban 
populations, in favorable contrast with the partially rural populations 
19 
necessarily inclttded in the European data for larger geographical sections. 
Table 57, following on page 181, shows the proportion of persons in certain age 
groups who had ever been married in 1890. Women married at the same ages 
generally in both economic types of urban areas. Hen, however, as in 
France, married earlier in the industrial cities. 
The evidence shows that marriage took place earlier in the industrial 
urban areas of the Atlantic Community than in the com:nercial urban areas. 
This helps account for the apparently somewhat higher fertility rate of the 
indi.1str:Lal cities. :Family limitation need not necessarily, therefore, have 
been more widespread in the commercial centers. 
Wrigley believed that an isnportant influence on the marriage 
differential between these two types of areas in North-Western Europe, when 
that influence existed, was an imperfect sex ratio. It has been seen, how• 
ever, in chapter four of the present study that no general difference in the 
sex ratio existed in the Atlantic Conmunity between the two types of cities. 
Sex ratios should probably not be thought of as the most significant of the 
determinants of age at marriage in the Atlantic Community as a whole. 
18i>uplessis. le!. Mariages ~ France, pp. 128-29. 
19 Of course, the opposite problem exists in that urban suburbs are 
often omitted from inclusion with central cities in the United 3tates Censuses. 
It was intended to use the census of England for 1881 for further 
comparisons in this chapter. It was found, however, that the total of 
persons unmarried and married fr~quently amounts to more than the total 
number of persons in the particular age group. It is impossible to know 
what correction factor to use to eliminate this error. 
Newark 
Rochester 
Providence 
Philadelphia 
Cleveland 
Pittabursh 
Allegheny 
Buffalo 
New Orleans 
Washing!;:On 
Bosto,n 
Jersey City 
Indianapolis 
Baltimore 
Chicago 
TABLE 57 
NU1BERS PER. 1000 TOTAL POPULATION EVER MAlUUED, 
UNITED STATXS CITIES, 1890 
industrial cities 
20-24 25-29 30-34 35-44 
m 160 560 770 
f 370 680 810 880 
m 140 530 760 
f 320 610 760 840 ; ---120-- ... -- - - 430 .. - -- -690- --- - - ...... - ... 
f 260 550 720 820 
m 140 490 690 
f 340 610 770 820 ii - -110- - - - - 540' - - - - -110- - - - - - - - -
f 430 720 860 920 
m 120 460 680 
f 400 710 830 900 ; ---120-- -- ... - .... 410-- - -- ....... 110------ ............. -
f 360 660 780 870 
m 150 530 750 
f 400 710 830 890 
- - .... ~ ... -- - - - .... ------- - .................... _. -
commercial cities 
m 160 510 690 
f 410 660 790 860 
m 140 480 670 
f 340 600 750 840 m - -100 .... - ...... _ 390 ----- - --690 ..... - - -- --- -- --
f 250 530 680 790 
m 150 520 730 
f 390 720 850 910 
; - .... 140 ... -- - - -- 510 - - - - --sao-- - - - - .... -- - -
f 410 690 820 910 
m 160 510 690 
f 360 640 760 840 
; - -150- - - - - 480 - - - - -120- - - - - - - - -
f 430 740 860 920 
Source: Ur,ited States Cen3u:J B~.:.reau, Eleventh Census, 
.1§2Q, Population, I, 884-910. 
' 
'I I, 
I, 
1,1 
The rate of dissolution of marriages affects the fertility rate ir. 
that at least some female reproductive time is lost to a population when a 
marriage is dissolved. The prf.ncipal causes of the dissolution of '18rriage 
are! death and divorce. Both may have heen higher in commercial urban areatt. 
It was co:aonstrated in chapter five that mortality was higher in the 
catmnercial cities. Divorc,'\d persons in the United !.itates in 1890 averaged 
3.61 of the total number married in the seven ccnmarcial cities on Table 63; 
in the industrial areas tl;is percentage was only 2.91. 20 Information 
concerning the remarriage rate of divorced persons is needed to raf ine this 
statistic because it is conceivable that a much higher i:emarriage rate ic. 
the commercial urban areas could erase the differential. Nevertheless, 
the higher rate of marriage dissolution by death, and possibly by divorces, 
in the commercial cities is probably part of the causal explanation for the 
lower fertility rate. 
Wrigley's emphasis on the historical demographic importance of the 
late age at marriage of Catholics when compared with Protestants leads 
one to wonder whetber the sam.e factor was in operation in the United States. 
The present study does not include an analysis of the religious composition 
of American cities. Such an investigation would. however. be of great 
interes.t to the demographic historian. 
There wel:'e undoubtedly significant national M.fferenees in the age at 
marriage. kn. eyact comparison involving this factor is not poosible, however, 
with the data available to be ~resented in this chapter. Central cities of 
1890 should not be compared with the much 1arger departments and llegierung~-
bez:l.rke of 1880. 
20ealcu1ated from United State• Census Bureau, Eleventh Cen•us. 1890, 
-Population, I, clxxviii. A city having a large proportion of Clltholica 
would have a lower rate of divorce (Walter r. Willcox. J!!!. l?iwr,c, Problem, 
cited in Weber, Growth.!!. Cities !as.!!! Nineteenth Centuty, p. 330). 
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The vital statistics of Pittsburgh list the age of persona contracting 
marriage rather than the marital status of all of the population as a census 
does. For that reason the data is again not comparable. Nevertheless. it is 
of interest to see what further can be known about marriage in a :>iugle 
urban area. 
The printed vital statistic• of Pittsburgh of fer ages at marriage 
for only seven of the years between 1860 aud 1890. Before 1871 no statistic• 
were collected. aeginning in 1873 ages at marriage were part of the annual 
report of the Bureau of Health. The practice of reporting the ages was 
discontinued, howeYer. after 1879. 21 ror the ,...rs previous to 1873 re-
course is to pariah registers of the area. It will be convenient, however. 
to look at the more certainly reliable data for 1873 to 1879 Zirst. 
The average age at marriage in Pittsburgh dur1na certain years of the 
1870's is shown in the following ~ble. 
1873 
1874 
187S 
1876 
1877 
1878 
1879 
TABLI 58 
AVOAGI AO• AT MAU.UGI, BY sn, Plft811Jl.SR 
1873-79 
grooms brides 
27 .. 5 23.7 
26.0 23.6 
27.7 23.3 
26.5 22.4 
27.4 23.2 
28.2 23.1 
average 27.2 23.2 
21 
Source: Pittsburgh, f;.nnua.l ~!!!!''FJ: tl !h!. ~.!!f. 2! 
Health for each year 1873 to 1879. 
The reason for shortening the Board of Health reports w-.a 
insufficient fundins to employ clerks to work with the statistics (see 
Public Hylth l•P!rE !! tbe Cit;t £ .fi!=t:•burgh fO£ tbe Xe&ra 1§!0:87). 
No copy of the .+nnual lleart for 1874 exiata in the two principal 
repositories. caruegie Library of Pittsburgh and the Office of Vital 
Statistic• of Pittsburgh. 
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It must be reaembered that these are ages at all marriages including 
remarriages rather than ages at first marriage as were given for Great 
Britain on Table 54 (p. 176). Age at first marriage, a mor' valuable 
measurement, is not available in the Pittsburgh statistics. 
No trend is obserwble toward change in the average age at marriage 
during the 1870's. Yet, a definite decline took place in the number of 
marriages (as in the number of births) occurring annually in Pittsburgh 
between 1873 and 1877. A Pittsburgh statistieiau was sure it was the re-
sult of the national depression. He wrote at the beginning of 1878: 
The gradual decrease since 1873 (being the year of the panic) can 
be •asily accounted for by the diminution of wages, the lack of 
eaplo)1Dl.ent and general $Cagnation of business. which beyond a 
doubt has had a tendency to reduce the number of marriage•, not 
only ln the c1ty but in the whole country. 
The fo llowiag year he adcled : 
The progressaive annual decrease in the nUlllber of .. rriage• since 
1873••the first year of the p~c-•ia at an end; and it is t.irly 
presumable that with the advent of aori2proaperoua tiae• every aucceecllng year will show an increase. 
Postponement of urriage during hard economic: timea was oommon b9ifiore 
the twentieth century. 2' The general correlation between marriaae rate• 
and economic conditions in Pittsburgh has been noticed elsewhere.24 
the , ... decline in total t'lUllber of atarTiaaes after 1873 i• evident 
in the two meat complete pariah .. rriage registers of Pitteburgh. 25 Th• 
signif icanee of this correlaticm is the indication it makes that the 
parish registers are properly representative of demographic trends • 
.. 
22J. Geary Logan, "leport of leg:latratf.on Cle~" eual ll!p!rt: !! 
!.!:!.!. Board!! Health !! 5he City;!! ~ittsburah for 18?7 and 1878, pp. 60 and 50. 
23
norothy Swaine Thomu, Social Asmts !f. the loaineH Cute 
(London, 19%5),. 
i 
11 
I. 
184a 
24 ~ ful~f.n Index (Pittsburgh), Dee.ember 29, 1938, P• '• 
observed that rriaae Bureau figure• follo11 closely the ups and 
downs of F1tt1b\1reh's economic conditions as charted by the Bureau 
of Buaineas ltesearch." 
25
st. Michael's loman Catholic pariah and Smithfield Street 
Methodi•t lpiacopal pertah. the trend 1• less clear in the latter. 
Appendix B dieeueaes the pari•h registers of Pittaburgh. The decline 
in the number of 111&ttiages in the Catholic parish can be seen on Table 
59, p. 185 infra. 
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One of the two reaisters just mentioned is that of a Methodist 
congrci;ation, the other of a Catholic congregation. Work with both 
Protestant end Catholic registers will also provide nome further insight 
into the religioud differences in age at marriaae which ha\•e &l?'eady been 
noticed in this chapter. ?he follO\lina table compare:) one Catholic parish 
with one or more l'rotesta11t congregations for 1869 through 1875. The 
table also presents th~ age at marriase aiid the number of. marriages 
annually in St. llichacl's C&tholic parish from 1861 to 1878. 
TA.BL! 59 
MAlllttAGES. VAllIOUS PtTtsltlB.GlI PARISHES 
1861 .. 1878 
Catholic parish Protestant parishes 
11 marriage• averaae f urriqea avera1e 
age of an- •a• of groom 
1861 39 30.2 
1862 41 29.0 
1863 42 27.8 
1864 38 30.0 
1865 76 26.4 
1866 85 34.S 
1867 101 26.4 
1868 77 25.8 
1869 93 27.2 * ) 26.2 (T.!. & G.P.) 
1870 67 25.4 
* 1871 84 26.1 
* 
29.4 (T.g. & S.M.) 
1872 
1873 
1874 
1875 
1876 
1877 
1878 
86 26.1 S6 28.7 ( u 
78 26.2 4J 28.0 ( " 
45 26.8 45 ) 27.9 (S.M.) 39 26.9 
* 45 26.3 
44 26.8 
37 27.J 
*not giYen because not canparable with 1872•74 
T.!. • Trinity lpiseopal Parish 
O.P. ~ first German Presbyterian 
S.M. m Smithfield Street Methodist Episcopal 
" 
" 
Sourcer Marriage resister, St. Michael's Parish; Parish Register, Trinity 
Parish; &ircbenbuch, First German Presbyterian Church; Record, Smithfield 
Street Methodist Episcopal Church. These parishes were chosed for the 
excellence of their records, see Appendix B. 
.. ) 
tt ) 
'i 
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In this instance the Protestant populations narried later. Only in 
1B69 an~ 1870 wu the ave-ragf; age of t~.e grooin slightly hi&he1· in the 
Catholic populatiol'l. St. Mtchad'fl, the CatJ·.olic exmnpl~» was a German 
11'1111igrant parish, Qi:ite possibly thi11 reprr:sents a m.ptNtl tendency of 
G~man immigrants-. 26 The ?ritM"C'y Prohstant pari~'°!~:.> on Table ~9 werf'. 
native•bOTn congregations• The e:iree-ptf.On is the J'irtt C~n;JJT.l l'rasbyttJrian 
Church. Revealinr,ly, this congregation only lnfl.uenees the stetbtics in 
1869·i~ the years when the Protestant population •hows the earlier avera3e 
ags at marrillg!'!. 
_ Economic elass may aho h~ a factor. Trinity !phcopal u·u the parish 
of higheJt pre9tige in Pittsburgh during the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centurie•. Its economically well-off f81!li1ic~ might have bad a social 
pattern involving later tn.ar"t":lage. 27 
It must also be reme111bered that these are not first marriages, but 
rather all marriages. This perhaps contributes further to a merely apparent 
"lateneu" of Protestant marriage age beeauee 80ll8 second urriagea after 
d1110rce are probably included among the Prote•tant .. rr:lagea. The Catholic 
Church refuses to perform second marriages unless the first spouse is dead. 
'!'hu9 the Protestant statistics probably include more persons who had already 
been married for the first time at an earlier aae. 
26eompare the average proportiO"n of persons married at a 
given age between native and foreign-born Americana in United States Censua 
Bureau, Eleventh Census. 1!!2.Q., Population, Vol. 11. 
27setween 1868 and 1873, the year• for whieh entries were made in 
the register, marri•gea did occuT later. The average age of the groom 
at Trinity was 33.6 in 1868, 27.4 in 1869, 2S.3 in 1870• 29.1 in 1871, 
30.3 in 1872, and 30.4 in 1873. 
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Th:e~e ages at u•arriage do not cor.fo~ '..rE:ll with th..:o sge::.> in 
: itts!:.a~zgh gfinexally bet...,aen 1873 and lS78 ('l:able. 58, p. lo3). Ihe 
paxish. u:gi£>ters oi1U'lt' a later age at marriai"" than do thlio. vital 
:.itathtics. Tiib 1'. tven u:ue of the imudi;cant .-.ariLh. Thu e:-.pl.:i • ..ation 
mui>t ..:.e partly .;p.:culation but it i<> u.ore likely that. it imrolvtl.i rf>ligio11 
a.net ~ocial stat.us than that it involvea the inaccuracy of the pa.rhh 
registers. 
If the Germans of ft. Michaels were at all representative of the 
Pittsburgh uruan population. the average aae at marri&&4'l wa-. de<llining 
ln Pittsburg;:; oetwt:en 1861 and 1878. 
De~pite the unquestionaoly strong influence• of religio~ ancl 
nationality, if not soeial status, on 1114rriage, a general eonclusiou 
emerges from the earlier part of this chapter; marrlqe took place 
earlier in the industrial urban areas of the Atlantic coam.uaity tl~ 
in the cOl.IDMlrcial areas. 
CIW'ftl. IX 
Th,, Atlantic Couilllunity L> a term used in thia ..>t.udy to de.;ii:,n&te the 
, .. o::ld' 3 ftnt five industrialized nation.i--Gre.at uritain, fl·anc.:~, Belgium, 
Germa::y~ and die United State-2--and uitb them the Netherlands, a cOll!tnercial 
nation encomµasaed l.>y aud p.art .:>f the new industrial culture around it. This 
is a 3tudy o:: 1.:;·1e ur1'au areaG of those nations u"11ich bad well pas.#ed the 
take•off :->tagc of industrialization and were reaching industrial maturity 
by 1890, the date maridng the end of mo:.:t of t;1e investigations undertaken 
l 
l 
llt~gional study provide:> a valuable viewpoint dhtinct from the viewpoint 
I gained oy investigation within a national framework. Some basia for cOJBp&rison 
I 
is necessary in regional study to substitute for the frequently uged nat-
ional comparisons. Urban economic function is the couaparative device u..;eJ 
in this study. 
The soundest way to delineate different typed of urban araaa is through 
f f contrasting the occupational eomposition of their populations. Thie is the 
sae contrast aa that of economic function since it is by occupational com-
position that the economic function of an area ia determined. Yet, despite 
the recognition of. this idea by economists and urban geographers, basic 
differeatiation 11mong citlM in hi3tory ha• tJeldom hP.en made with \\luch 
attempt llt accuracy. Ona t.mporta7.tt part of the ·!1resent atudy ls, therefore, 
to establish just what tha economtc function of the various urban areas of 
the Atlantic CommUllity was. 
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The economic char~ter of an urban ar.. 1• determined by the ratio 
between persons employed in .. nufacturina aDd perSOD8 eeployed in ccmaerce, 
transportation., and government. An °tnduatrial" city has an especially 
heavy proportion of persons employed in me.nufacturing. .A. "cc:un.ercial/ 
administrative" citr has a particularly targe percentage in trade, 
transportation~ administration, govertm!ent, antl taw. Cities with a balance 
betvePn these types of empto,aent are usually diYeT&ified. 
The most strongly industrial population• in Ce1:8111lJ were in the textiles 
,. 
ae1terungsbe&~fk of Dusaeldorf and in the hecvy industrial B!lierungsbeairk 
Arnsbct"g. the largest industrial cities in the:1e ,Regie~un&shezirke_n were 
11 
Dusseldorf, Dortmund, Slherfeld-Barmen, and :Essen. ~.01.13 the F!'ench industrial 
urban areas were IO&nne•Saint•lti~nne. JJ.11e, Arraa 1 and te Creusot. 
Commercial cities of Prance and Genany were 1l811bur1•.A.ltona. Stettin, 
ti Jrankfurt a./Main, l:onigaberg, Berlin, Parts, Marseilles, Nice, and Le Havre. 
Cardiff was the l'QOst purely conaerc:la\ city ia England and Wales. 
Liverpool-Birkenhead, Pl7JD011th-l)evonport, and Hull were also over,,,hdm.f.ngly 
given over to eoramercs rather than industry. ?ha most heavily industrial 
city in England and Wales, e•en when manufacturing suburbs like Oldham of 
Manchester are included, was Coventry. 
Least, perhaps, hl!ls beet\ known about .American cities in this regard. 
Most attention has tht!refore been given in th~ present :ttudy to the 
occupational compodtion of United 3tat:e!'9 urhan areas. Among the larger 
urban areas the c:f. ties mot11t doawinated hy t'IJ8tmfacturing industry between 1860 
and 1890, the period studied herein, were Philadelphia .. Camden, Providence, 
Roch~ster, Pittsburgh-Allegheny, and New Haven. Ne'fifa~k-Pattereon ~ .. s even 
moTe he•vily giYen ovel" to manufacturing than •ny of these Just mentioned 
in terms of the.occupational ccmpositlon of its population. Newark•Patterson 
was, lowever, part o~ the Net• York urban area. 
Th~ Mew York ar~a an" New York City itsdf' were rather diversified 
ecoT!omic:aUy c7uring this perl~ although by 1890 the commercial :fun.ction 
ha~ f:ipgun to prei:'ominate over in~ustry. 
Rather than New T('lrk, the American corotlercial and admini::trativc cities 
were N!'W Orleans, Washington, Indianapolis t and Chicago. Jersey CJ ty and 
central Boston were also strongly commercial in function as, to a lesser 
e:,,.tent, were St. Lou:l.s und, at the and of th!'.! period, 'Baltimore. 
Just as Baltimore was changing f.n funetlon from diverd.fied to 
commercial so ~,·ere a fev1 other cities. Central Albany (as distinct from 
the aroater Albany-Troy-Schenectacy urban area} underwent the greatest 
change. l.:tt industrial city in 1860, Albany had become a commercial center 
by 1890 as industry--or industrial woTlters to be ~rectae-•..,,,.. into the 
surrounding area outside of Albany itself. 
The process of suburbanization of industrial vorkers in the nineteenth 
century has an interesting history in the United States. In the Boston area 
already before 1860 manufacturing was largely located outside of the central 
city. No other urban area among the largest fifteen (which exclu•es Albany) 
had reached that position by 1890. Pittsburgh ls the city aatDng the largest 
fifteen which expttien.ced the greatest increase in the proportion of llAllU• 
faeturing workers in. the whole urbaa area to beea.e located in the suburbs 
rath~r than in the central city. 
Using these basic di•tineticm• developed between the two principal 
~couomic types of cities, the largest part of this study is devoted to a 
comparison of th• industrial cities of the Atlantic Community against the 
cOl'Mlercial cities in tel'Dls of their demographic characteristics. 
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Sex ratios were not found to differ generally between the two types 
of urban areas. In certain areas, however, such as those textiles centers 
which employed very large proportions of wcmen, the sex structure of the 
population affected fertility in that an imbalance of the sexes discouraged 
marriages and consequently drove the general fertility rate down. 
The industrial cities tended to have slightly younger populations on 
the average than the cOB111ercial areas. Thia factor has little effect on the 
fertility and mortality rates which are presented in thie study because most 
of the latter age specific rates which are designed to eliainate any 
distortion caused by dif ferenees in the a1e structures of populations by 
providing ratios per thousand. The reverse relationship was in fact the case. 
Rather than the ages of the population determining fertility and mortality, 
the age structure was the result of the natural 1DOVt!118Dt of population. The 
industrial cities had more children under five because comparatively fewer 
children under five died and because comparatively more children were bol'll 
per thousand women of the fecund ages than in the coaaercf.al cities. These 
are among the baste finding• of the study. 
Both infant mortality and crude death rate• show that the industrial 
cities of the Atlantic Coaaunity were better places in which to live than 
the co1111Rercial cities from the point of view of a longer life. Seven 
industrial cities selected for the number of statistics available on them 
had a lower average crude death rate in all but one or two years between 
1870 and 1890 than did seven cGIDllereial cities selected by the same criterion. 
Deaths of those under one year of age (the definition of infant) is one 
of the most importaat aspects iu d..ography. Infant deaths are highly 
signifieant in determining the judgment which ought to be made about mortality 
generally in any area. Infant mortality also influences fertility rates. 
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A high rate of infant mortality pushes t:he fer"tility :cate upi·lard.s just a.; a 
favorable infa~1t death rate works to reduce the proportion of uew pregnancie::.. 
Further, tt.e ba1;ic health and sanitary condition of an area l!an perhapo;> be 
read ::..n. its infant mortality rate as wall as anywhere. 
Infants died at a higher rate in the commercial cities of ~he Atlantic 
Comtunity than in the industrial urban areas. In 1880-81 the average rate 
tt in industrial P&$•de•Calaia, Cincinnati, Arnsberg, Du•seldorf, Glasgow, Nord, 
Philadelphia, and Pittsburgh was 179 as compared with 213 in commercial 
Berlin, Charleston, Chicaao, Bouches-du-llhone 1 New Orle&us, and Paris. 
Over the dee£de of the eighties thirteen industrial cities for which data 
is available had an average iufant death rate of 175 while twelve cOllli.lercial 
cities in four of the si• Atlantic nations averaged 181. tn 1890 five Ge't'tlJan 
and five American i1lduatrial urban areas had more favorable infant morcality 
than five German and five United States coaaercial cities, the stronaeet 
contrast being among the American cities. Data from as early as 1860 reveals 
the same trend. 
Mortality was higher for the moGt part at all ages in the comnercial 
urban areas. Age•specific comparisons are presented for Atlantic urban 
are.as in 1860•61 and 1880-81 and for the United States cities in 1890. 
Mortality rates did not improve over the period between 1860 and 1890. 
If anything, they worsened, particularly for infants and particularly in the 
coaaercial cities. 
Investigation of the causes of death in these uTban area• revealed an 
interesting difference. Gastrointestinal diseases were unusually prevalent 
in the commercial cities. The industrial urban areas in their turn suffered 
especially heavily :from throat diaeases the chief of which were diptheria 
and scarlet fever. This difference was probably the result of the better 
water supplies which had been secured by many of the industrial towns and of 
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the comparatively more adequate safe milk supplies of which some of the 
commercial cities had insured themselves. Diptberia and scarlet fever are 
frequently carried in milk. Using the United States as the example, commercial 
Boston and Chicago benefited from milk control laws enacted in Massachusetts 
and Illinois. Some cities, on the other hand, like industrial Pittsburgh, 
made al.most no progress toward ptll"e milk during the nineteenth century. 
Gastrointestinal diseases, like diarrhoea and diseases related to it, 
are often waterborne. The Atlantic commercial cities had poorer water supplies 
than the industrial urban areaa•-and more diarrhoea. Among the industrial 
cities which were leaders in discovering, tappins, and filtering distant 
safe water supplies were Sheffield and Birmingham, Buffalo in the United 
States, and toward the end of the period Manchester. 
The location of most of the industrial cities on flowing rivers rather 
than on tide•washed seas gave the industrial towns an initial health advantage. 
They were a little less often being "washed" by their own sewage. Their 
location on the sea, as ports. also probably served to raise mortality rates 
in many of the commercial cities by e~osing them to foreign diseases. 
Another baportant factor making for better overall health in the 
industrial cities was the leadership of some of those cities in fol:'DIAl public 
health organization. Manchester-Salford, Glasgow, Birmingham, Leeds, 
Providence, Rochester, and Philadelphia were the anslo-cmerican industrial 
cities which established effective boards of health that could have some 
impact on reducing urban mortality rates between 1860 and 1890. These boards 
in the industrial cities were especially notable for securing reports on 
disease cases and in the inspection of foodstuffs. 
The composition of the population of United States cities in other 
aspects than that of occupations ta relevant to mortality rates. A high 
I' 
:I 
'!)ereentage of Negroes in a populstfon r.thf"d thf" mortality rat~. Aroerican 
comm~rcial cities containitd more N~gro~s than the industrial cities because 
southern cities with ln·a@ rro,,ortions of hlacks lik~ New Orleans .end 
Charleston were eommereial cities. The high Negro mortality rate helps 
account for the higher conmercial area mortality. This rlifference in the 
racial composition of the p~p~lation is, on the other hand, not great. If 
the southern cities are set aside and only nothern urban areas are compared, 
thE> industrial cities are seen to have contained a substantially higher 
percentage of blacks at f!ach of thf" four censuaH 1860 to 1890. The net 
mnount by which commercial cities eYceeded industrial cities in percentage 
of high mortality blacks is, therefore, mnall. 
Some. contrasts can also be seen in the nativity of urban populations 
in the United States. Commercial cities had a larger proportion of foreign• 
born persons in their total population when all taken together only because 
of the unique. multitude of foreign-born in Cricago. When Chicago is left 
out of the calculation the industrial cities had clearly the gre•ter ethnic 
mixture. The national places of origin most clearly identified with a 
particular economic type of city are British and British Americans with 
industrial cities. 
More studies are needed before it can be saia with certainty what the 
demographic effect was of large numbers of foreign-born in a population. 
Of course, migrants swell the middle agec of the population pyramid. But 
this is true ~~ther or not the migrants have crossed a national boundary 
on their way to the city. 
,ii; 
Ii~~ structur~s are not, in any event, relevant 
JI' 
to the most wirlely used measurfl!lllents of mortality and fertility because 
those measurements are age-specific ones designed to eliminate differenc~s 
in the age structure. 
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F('rtiUty rat'C'"l ·w.,r~ htglHn· in the ind; 19trf!l urhnn arNM of th" 
Ael.1'1ntic Commt•ntty than in th!" Coau•reial urban areas. !. A. h'riglP.y 
.f'otind that the industrial urban are.!l~ Of northt"estern l!t1t'O!>G had coni;iderably 
higher ~eneral fertility and net production ratea than did DerU.n. Hamburg, 
and the Paris and MarseiUes areas. lti!I.: fin~ings for t!uropo ar11> suppOTted 
by a substantial mass of cru~c birth rate figures which I have cotfocted 
from various sources. 
General .fertility waa aleo higher in American industrial cities f.n 1890. 
Data ts not available for enough years to permit a fint conclusion on the 
c1fference between the two types ot ~!ties in the matter of fertility 1n 
the td.ted :>tates. further light is shed on the matter• however, by a 
study tnade i.n 1932 by Noteste:tn .anrl Sallut11e. They studied e~::elusivety urban 
populations for the period 1880·1910. Their findings can be used to 
demonstrate that fertility was cl~arly higher among the wives of men in a 
comprehensive variety of industrial occupations than a111>ng the wi~s of 
an equally e001prehensive list of men tn caaaereial occupations. Thele 
findings are further evidence that f erti!ity was higher in the industrial 
areas. At the sa1t1e t!tnt~ these findings are part of the e~tanatioa why 
fertility was higher. thts is not circular thinking for it is not meant.,... 
leas to say that fertility was higher in functionally industrial citie• 
because the wives of factory workers have higher fertiltty. 
Over the period gtudie~ here fertility rates were cORstant or rising 
in the indWitrial areas for which details .nvattable. Xn. the conserc1a1 
areas, by contrast, fertility was declining. 
An 1ntet'est1n.g correlation appears between the fertility rates and the 
origin;; of American urban populations. The two cities having the highest 
pereentage of fore1gn•born••Ch1ca&9 aad Buf falo--al•o had cbe hiaheat aeaer•l 
1S6 
J:erti lit y. 
r~iei~ contrast in fertility ratt·'> between t'ie two type:i of ur')an areas 
is shaq,€'-ned when one recalls what ~,as already been :~aid at.Jout the influence 
of infant mortality on fertility. Higher infant mortality drives fertility 
rates upwards in that more n•w pregnancies wt 11 occt:r among a r,opulation 
vhose babies are being carried off at a high rate very early in life. 
The commercial citieP bad the higher iufant mortality. Despite this factor 
favoring fertility the comm~rcial cities nevertheless had lower fprtility. 
Thie: empha3izes tbe higher l:ertility of the industrial cities e:ven more 
strongl;· in. that the rates in the in<lustrial areas have 0 overcoxne" the 
influence of infant mortality in registering higher. A factor in explaining 
the higher fertility rates of the ineustrial cities is nuptiality. In 
general marriage took place earlier, and for a larger proportion of the 
population• in the industrial cities. There are exceptions to this, however. 
and the contrast should not be overstr11sseo. Religion and nationality also 
played important roles in patterna of nuptiality. 
The history which emerges in this study is one of a fS.ne but distinct 
contrast between two basic economic tYJ>es of cities in the industrialized 
Atlantic Conmunity between 1860 an~ 1890. The cities with strongly 
industrially employed populations we-re healthier places in which to live 
than 'Were the connereial and administrative centers. ...t:allty rates were 
less unfavorable. in the induitrial cities. Boards of health were stronger 
providing for better disease control and for better centrol over thr sale 
of adulterated or spoiled foods. Water supplies were safer in meny of the 
industrial cf.ties than in most of the commercial centers. Fertility t..188 
higher in the industrial urban areas; marriages took place earlier and a 
gr .. ter proportion of the inhabitants did marty. The populations of the 
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industrial areas r·rere slig:ht!y younger on the avflr.age than those of the 
r.oTM'l'lr•rcial c~11ters> a 'actor t.mtch ha~, how~Ter, f!oY! the 11o~t part been 
t.>H:minat~i1 fr~ foftuenclng f'tnd1rtV' on f'ertiUty and mor.tatity. 
'Of.!mgraph1c change o~~r the period tnwlved rising 11<trtality. 1~specia11y 
f.or infants, in both kin~s of c:tU.es. YertUity waa fa!Hng in the 
conu~rc1a1 urban areai; hut r~maintng con•tanc or even rising in tl-ie fodu.;trtal 
dtf.r>'l. 
SOl'lle ~pec1a1 attentton hAs been given the Pittsburgh urhan area. To 
th~ e'·e~nt that the poi:m1at1on of '1'1.ttsburgh was distinct it was eh.'Pl!rienoing 
eomparat1Vf>1y h1.gh fertility an/! comparatively 10tol mortality. The transfel" 
to the !"tttburhi of' th,:> 1.ntlnstY.f.ally ~pto~1e(t portion of the population was 
procee(!fng !'ast"'r in thA 1"lttsburgh urba11 A"t'."A than tn any city cxaerit Alhany. 
'NaHonal dMiograpMc di t'1~11l"~ncP~ ext.stoo within the Atlantic C::omnmity. 
t~ttte ean bQ said coucerning national ~if~erencos in f~rt11ity because of 
the ,audty of eompat"abl~ statistics. "British cities seem to have had 
clearly lowar infant mortality rstes than the cities of the other na.ticims. 
The British urban ar~as p!'OV"'!d• moreove'f', exeeptions to SOllk! of the 
generalizatiorts devetopad i~ thi~ study. British cornm~rciat cities, ~O'l" 
e~ample1 1 had mori;> fa'10rah1e mortaUty rates in some dee.Adas than the Britte 
industriat ar~as. 
The coneept of CO!lt[)aring ittdu~triat with Catm\arcia:l c1.tf.es is primarily 
a vehi.ctc ·Ferr .mtry into a comparative <'ltudy ot urban areas. Even !lo the 
resltlts of this contrasts t:'ii:1tween the <~oonomk typP.S of cities is not without 
1n"t(:l~r.etative significance in 1.tset!. 0"1n~r.al ~r'ks ;;;uch as those by 
Lewi<:: Mum:for..,, 1"eter M. Stearns, '~. 0. Rendernon• and N. H. R'!.":Uhar have 
?Ortray~~ th~ t7p1ea11y (and sorneti.mes the exceptionally) tmhealthy ninPteenth 
century urban 41:'.'t",.&3 as boins the induatrial "Cokotowna" (Mumford's reuaa of 
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Charles Dickens' term).1 Manchester, Essen, Pittsburgh, Birmingham, 
Sh~ffield, Mulhouse and other manufacturing centers are often assumed to have 
had higher death rates than other kinds of areas. This was not the case. 
The highest mortality was in co1111aereial ports like Liverpool and New Orleans 
end in administrative metropolises like Paris. Life in Coketown was apt to 
be longer and more healthy than life in a commercial city. 
The modern decline in fertility rate& occured. sooner in the commercial 
centers than in the manufacturing areas. This may help validate an hypothesis 
that "Coketown", however large in aggregate population, was often a strong• 
hold of traditional norms and talues in comparison with the centers of ex• 
change, communication., and politics. 
The refinements which could be made on this study are infinite in 
nmber. Each refinement when made will be of gre&t value. The struggle 
toward precision and the handling of nuances and exceptions should not, 
however, be permitted to eliminate the existence of generalisation. 4 
nearly abeolute refusal to allow for generalization can be as great a sin 
as the demand for glib or a priori speculative history only. Moreover, if 
this matter involves the line which marks off sociology from hi.story, let 
it be said that the line can be too heavily drawn. It has of ten been said 
that there is room in the mansion of history for all of ua. But perhaps 
it has been as often forgotten. 
1Mumtord, The City in llistorl: Stearns, Europeau Societ:z: in 
Upheaval: Henderson, I!!! Industrialization £!. Eure~ s Brasher, 
Arguments...!!. ~istorz (London, 1968). 
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APPENDIX A 
METHODOLOGY POI. DD.IVINC AG!• SPICll'IC ll>rl'At.l.TY IW.'I ARD GElfDAL 
FERTILITY RATES FOR BIIMINCIW1•LOWIR SADT CIAIR 
The age-specific lll0rtal1ty rates and the general fertility rates used 
in chaptnrs five and seven of this study are baaed on the parish register of 
St. Michael's Catholic Church. The age structure of the congregation of St. 
Michael's !s assumed to be the saine as that of the sectiou of the Pittsburgh 
urban area in wh1ch the parish is located. The section was very largely 
Catholic. St. Michael's was the principal church. this section has been 
called Birmingham~Lower Saint Clair in this study although strictly speaking 
it constitut~s all of Birmingham but only the northern part of tower Saint 
Clair adjaceut to Birmingham. The age structure of this section for 1860 
was tabulated from the manuscript census schedules. The population pyramid 
is presented in chapter four. 
Knowing the prorortion of persons of each se:i: at each age, the m9er 
of persons at each agt'! and se'!f step on the population pyramid of the 
congregation can be calculated as long as the total size of the parish 
population is known. The aggregate size of tbe St. Michael's parish had to 
be estimated for 1860. the estimate is based on the only known parish 
population counts during the period which were made in 1853 and in 1880. 
In 1853 there were 0 over three thousand souls in this parish" according 
to one of the priests attached tbere. 1 By 1880 the parish nt.111bered SSOO. 
It had been divided. however, in 1870 when a second GeJ:Jaan aoman Catholic 
parish was created further south in Lower Saint Clair. Thia aecortd parish> 
'-Letter from Stanislaus Parezyk, C.P. to Anthony teata, C.P., 
Nov. 9, 18.53, quoted in Casaian Yuhau1, C.P., Cgmpelled !.!, Seeak. 
(Westminster, Maryland, 1967), 
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St. Joseph's, numbered 1600 parishoners in 1880. 2 lt appears from this that 
the G~rm.tn Catholic population of this area was expanding very rapidly between 
1853 and 1880. It is safer to assume that this growth was cumulatiYe and waa 
greater in the latter half of the period than to suppose that the increase 
was sprE~ad equally throughout the period. Therefore I have CiJtimated the 
poymlat:ion of St. Michaet•s parish at 3900 in 1861. 3 Distribution o.f this 
number of I'ersons along the population pyrma1d for 1860 provides the number 
of persons of each sex at each age. 
Aze at death is prorided in perfect coapletene•a in the parish death 
register. the total number of persons who died at each five year aae group 
is taken. Division of the nUl'l'lber of perltOlls in the •&• group into the number 
of deaths in the age group provides the death rate. 
In order tf) avoid considering a single year as average and to secure 
4$ large a sample as possible, the annual number of deaths in an aae group 
was con.Jidered to be the 4Verage annual number of such deat.hs for the four 
years 1860 through 1863. 
One from among the age-specific death rates for the various ages 
achieved in this way••the infant mortality rate--is used in developing 
the fertility estimates in chapter seven of this study. the infant mortality 
rate which emerged frOlX! the above mentioned calculations is 20S per thousand. 
~"*'° estimates of the general fertility rate for linuingham-Lower Saint Clair 
were made for chapter seven. The firat estimate is made through the use of 
2rerdinandus Kittell, Breyjs Rel&tio Circa priginea, lro1re••11!1 
Praesentem Statum. utriusgue 'ioecesia f~tt•burahen.•1• •••• (lbme, 1 l). 
3-rhe combi'Q.ed pcJpalation of the three borough• aurroadtng St. IUc:haet•s 
••Bind.aahaa, l.a•t Bim1ngha, and Lower St. Clalr-•waa 13,000 tn 1860 
~ P• 29). lt se.-s quite conce1..able that nearly one-third of that 
pOi>Ulation was Cennau catholic. 
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thf: infar.t u10rtality figure.. 10.5% (the infant mortality rate) was 
added to the number of childron undi=r age one. this retores those 
children \..ho cied <lurin,g tho year ancl provides the total number of 
births. 'I'ht\ genM&l fertility rate of 257 reaulta from divitlirJ.g the 
number oi women ages 15-44 into the awrb~r of birthu. 
The ~econcl E:Stimate is b.;.sed on the births among the congregation 
of St. Michael's parish, The p.a.ri&h bapti<>'lll&l reg111>ter is assumed to be 
a complete record of births air.oug thE. ccmsregation. Using again the age 
structure o! the &t'ea from the Eight Census and tt;.a Utia&te described 
above of the aggregate si¥e of tba parish, births are div.Ld<Mi by the 
nwnb~r or women aged 15·44. 
r 
o/ 
?..G2 
AP?l!:ND!X B 
THE FARISH REGISTERS OF PITTSBURGH 
The possibilities for historical research or historical demography 
based on the parish registers of the Pittsburgh urban area• are not as 
great as might be hoped. The search for regiaters adequate enough for 
use in the present study demanded., as it happens, in'ft•tiaation of a · j 
substantial proportion of the Protestant parish records of Pittsburgh. This 
search was carried out almost exclusively among the Prote•tant churches 
because a very canplete and eminently useable set of catholic pariah 
registers was found at the very beginning of the project. These catholic 
registers are those of St. Michael's parish on what is now the South Side 
of Pittsburg.~. Demographic estimates based on the St. Michael's register• 
appear in the ch&pters on mortality, natality, and nuptuality in the body 
of this study. 
These are fundamental demographic differences between catholic and 
Protestants populations. Marital fertility is usually similar, but C&tho1ics 
marry significantly later than Protestants. catholic women bear children 
more rapidly onee they are finally married (supra, p. 205). ror these 
t'easons it was hopid to maintain a religiously balanced body of parish 
register data. No Protestant register was fOUitd, however, which was as 
adequate as that of St. Michael's catholic Parish. The best Protestant 
regist~rs foun<l are those mentioned in chapter eight--the ''Record .. of the 
Smithfield Street Methodist Episcopal Church and the •tparish Register" 
of trinity Epbcopal Parish. These are fully described below. 
ii 
1 • 
rres~yterian recotd• prov•~ the great d1sa~po1nt1flent from th~ 
r~.~4!aretcu;•s fOiut of vi~~~ ~~cau1e :iO many of thAra were 8"11 a1:U:t acCOt.lllt.ed 
for•-often as •lnu>~t va1uele$S••iu tl~e cours~ of this r••earch. Wo•tern 
Peniuyl vac. :ta h o !·t ·;:-n thou1t:t of ai a c;;J.,.arac:talatic.alt1 :icotch• Ir!Jh 
l"r•Mh)t~,rian ar•;oa. Pn~"'t.yt..;danb11 b indeed eacparatiwly strOfti in 
PfttJb.:rgh. Statistical reprelil•ntation of the \l.reabyterian p0putati._,t1. t• 
1'.'~poge 1u tbe archives of thr w,,;;,;t•rn ?ena•ylvard.a t'boologlcal Ssibta.ry in 
Pitt«aburgh. Othen caa be :Jeen. usually after advance nq..e to the meettcig 
of the St:J•l.ou, at the m.tuuit itself. What the l't'eabyt•f.aa r-qieten lack 
•boft a.lt- ... and \.."'1..al most of the: l'l:ote.c;;tant roeords to Pitt•urah lack-.. are 
•aeis. Tl1t'.' «&<a at d~atl:: &lld tlut aac at Ntti•&\t are ne«:-e4sny tools !or 
binoriul demography. Age at haptf$1:l is alao u.teful. Without t'bcla one 
ha$ 1Mt:ely a total 0£ annual cleatb£ and an-ia.;e~. Sama t.dud of a tred 
migbt be Sto)e,n by rep.rdiag the fluct~tiofl~ in the~e totaltcl, but this tt of 
11ttl4 value tu COIJip&rhon ,,."'1th the rates and a'ftr4p5 which ¢&n be ach1e¥efl 
if aaes are kuowl'l. 
Anoth•r great lactt. ln .Allerican church reeord., is reliable info1'1l&tten 
cm the number ·Of per40ns .a.ctwalty bd.ougtna to the coagreg&ttona, thet t•• 
the si~e of the po,utattoa being e0ttsller~. 
OthAt- kinds of tnf onaatf.on which •Ta ltOllOti.Sftu recorded ud vhtcb -"e 
pari.ah re1iatu daoaraphy PN•ible are the !ollowi.q.t tile "i• or 4-te of 
birth of bap&Ue4' per._.. ea,..ially Of .._.. tafa&•& the ate of b1rtb 
and placa of hll'th of ,..l'flH• betas Mn:t.ta th• oecupetiea of tho ct...,.aed, 
n •f 111••• •of eta. father• ef bapttud ehlWre, Prelb~ rec•l"4a• 
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inter~stingty, do acmetimes providn f.1llportant tnformaticm for the •tutfy of 
migration by recordtns the de8tination of pereen• tea.lttg the eengi-egattcm 
as wetl at' thl'! last residf"nce of those he:tng recef.vet'l. St. lff..ebae1'• 
Catholic ~ariah registers provid~ th~ unusual tnf~tion of the country 
of borth of thP. r•rent~ or ~nrcon~ b~ift~ married. 
The supplE>.mentary hibU.o~aphy to this '3tudy ltats mny of the 
~r.ot~stant parish re~!sters o~ :Pittsburgh t~th ftn"ftOtatton tndtc.ttng their 
cont~t~. '!'he moct outstanding re~teters found in Pittsburgh can better be 
descri.bcff herP. 
neginnin:g t-!ith the erection of the parish in. 1846 th~ regtstert of 
St. Michael's contain the age et death of every J"erMm in the parish who died 
and the age of every person wtic wee married. There are almost no gaps in thla 
record, years or part~ of years wherP the entries are miesing.1 Thi• latter 
point is not only of ef,yious 1aportanee, it i• also uat~ue 8110l'll the T•ll•t•r• 
il'l•e1ttlgated h\ this •tudy. P.aeh o' the Proteat:aat registers ecmtained 
~erious gaps, usually, it eee1H, the reautt of changing aini•ters. The St. 
Michee1 1 s .. rrtag~ register •1•• eontatna, •• has been mentioned, the "patrt.a• 
of t:h.e parents ef those being •rried. Uauatly thb weutf! be the 'Place of 
M.tdlh although •td.ctly speaking the intention ta probably to reoord th• 
place which the ,,arents con.eider their heMelud. The aae inforutton ta 
J'Nvided tn the baptt ... 1 re1teter for the parent• of infants belq baptiaed. 
A.n idea of the kincl of iafcn:atton prodded can be bad fr• the followtna 
s..,le froa 1870 and 1871. Frt:11a ll1llO'ftl 447 p&rents of •rryiag couple• the 
patria was: 
lrour moath• of 4eath• •r• lliaaina froa 1•0. Thia la th• only 
gap I found .. 
~ 
lllii'I 
Pruss ta 
Bavaria 
Amertea 
Baden 
"fi'lllia" 
~;;;::~-:· 
Boh•i• 
Hesse 
Poland 
Austria 
Bernbach 
Ireland 
others 
20S 
116 
109 
48 
4J 
31 "Frankreich" 
22 
11 
10 
8 lle•••·la•••l 
8 
4 
4 
3 
18 
8 
2 
This kind of information is, it ts true, pl'OVided by the United States 
Census. It is valuable, however, for the researeher to have to hand an l.ndica• 
tion of the origins of precisely the pepulatt011 wt.th wbieh he i• dtMalina. 
Obtainin1 this infonnation from the manuscript census schedules, eYen from 
computer tapes, would necessitate inquiring specifically for each nmne deal.red. 
On the 'P4rish register the ~opulation is already collected toaether. 
It might be mentioned that all entries in this register are in I.attn or 
German. 
The Sixth Presbyterian Church (V. s.A.) of Pittsburgh has ao •rrt.age 
reeorda. Hor were the death records kept with any seriousnesa or regularity. 
Infant baptisms are1 however. available and apparently complete. for the two 
decade• of the 1860's and 1870's only 1861 1• lli••ing. Along with this the 
Se1sional Minutes prOYide a regular count of the n\llber of member• in the 
congregation. A crude birth rate could be calculated from this after one 
decided on a correction faetor to include peraolls who are actually part of the 
parish group popullllten bvt who were not considered officially members of 
the church. In addition this church baa a record of the la1t place of 
residence of persona beina received into the coagreption. Froa 1867 through 
1877 these place• of oriain were: 
Pennsylvania outside 
Ohio 9 
Philadelphia 3 
Ontario 2 
Connecticutt 1 
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the Pittsburah urbaa area 
New York 
Chioaao 
IC.aaaas 
England 
S6 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Both the Sixth Presbyterian (lJ.s.A.) and the Sixth United Presbyterian 
Chureh records contain the destination of persons leaYina the coaareaatt.en. 
Combining these two for the years 1873 through 1878 the results (exoludtna 
other destinations in the Pittsburgh area) are: 
Pennaylvaaia 
Ohio 
Kansas 
Boston 
Kentucky 
Illinois 
Iowa 
Scotland 
aochester 
West Virginia 
New York City 
34 
23 
7 (three specified Lawrenee) 
4 
4 
4 (one sp~cified Chicago) 
4 (alt Benton County) 
2 
2 
2 
1 
Omission• oceur ewn in tbia short periocl. Yet enoaah of this kind of evidence 
may exist to .. ke poasible an intere•tiDI study. Many people m.grate more 
than once. The Unit~ States Ccna~s provid.ea, however, only the place of birth. 
These parish registers indicate the last place a peraoa lived. 
The baptismal record of the Sixth United Presbyterian Church. juat 
mentioned, begins with the ineeption of the pariah in 1856•57. Death and 
marriage reeords begin in 1867. The age at death i• given for about fifty 
percent of those buried. Ages at •rriage are not reoordecl. 
The two most valuable Prot.eatant registers found are those of 'h'inity 
Episcopal Parish and of Smithfield Street Methodist Epiacepal Parish. These 
are central city parishes. located. in fact, about one city block apart. The 
lpiscopal pariah ha• excellent death recor4s. Age at death i• at•en la almost 
every case. Th• cause of cl•th is also auppU.ed. s.ettaea the•• are 
meaningless. "Want of Yitality," "found dead in bed," and ... ____ fever" 
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are each enteoree as a cause of death. Most enttf.es, cm the other har.d, are 
identifiable. Age at marriage i• pro'Yided tn the Trinity aeatster as is & 
separate. roster of birth• as diatlnct from baptisms. !be latter is a 
comparatiYely ~are feature. 
Smithfield Methodist records begin in 1842. In 1847, i.tever. the pastor 
made th? following entry: 
Desiat~d from !~eeping the above register beuuae of lta difficulty, 
and it• utelessneaa in a population .. fleetlaa .. that of eur city, 
and our congregation particularly. 
The marriage register was re•umed in 1854, the bapttaaat record in 1856. 
There is no register of burials. The great value of thi• reai•ter begin• in 
1870 and 1871. Beginning in 1870 the date of birth of baptiaed parSODs is 
recorded. More importantly, beginning in 1871 the 11arrlaae reai•ter provf..d•s 
both the occapation of the groom and the place of birth of br14e &1lcl 1rooa, 
as well as the age at marriage. Age at marriaae accordiq to oceupatiou an<! 
place of birth are thus a..,.tlable. The sample ta too small to eup,.rt 
generalization-·there were twenty-nine marriages in each of the highest yea~a 
during the seventies--but this could prova very valuable in coujuactioa wlth 
other registers if the same information proves to exist alaewhere. I have 
found occupations i·o two other Methodist registers beginniq in 1880, I have 
not. however, found occupations in any other Pittsburgh register. 
Many of the parish register~ of Pittsburgh are di3appo1ntina to the 
researcher, Nevertheless, the possibility for significant research and inter-
pretation exists. More raglaters will ne~ to be discovered, I hav• found 
few rccord3 for the period before 1830. The greatest poaaibilities are for 
the period between 1830 aud 1171. the latter being the date of the beginning 
of the colle&tion of Pf.ttsbUTgh tn:"b4U vital statistics. 
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~Pe Appeondix B. 
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temperanceville United Presbyterian Church (also known as Eleventh 
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